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ABSTRACT

This dissertation focuses on the history and archaeology of the American military
encampments of the American Revolution. The organization of this dissertation reflects
the purpose and methodology of the study to create context — both historically and
archaeologically — for the American military encampments of the American Revolution,
in order to understand the encampments’ design, implementation, and evolution over the
course of the war. By employing a multifaceted approach towards the documentary record,
this dissertation illustrates as many perspectives as possible by consulting a diverse
collection of primary source material to construct a historical framework that explores how
the military and the individual soldiers involved negotiated the theater of war during the
encampment periods. Specific attention is paid to the orders that were handed down from
the military hierarchy and how the soldiers reacted. This dissertation further refines the
discussion of the American military encampments of the American Revolution by
examining the physical remains of the encampments through the archaeological record.
Utilizing information collected from nearly a century of archaeological investigations at
places such as Middlebrook, New Jersey, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, Pluckemin, New
Jersey, Redding, Connecticut, Morristown, New Jersey, and New Windsor, New York, this
dissertation will provide a review and assessment of the archaeology of American military
encampments of the American Revolution. In doing so, this dissertation examines the
results these investigations have yielded and evaluates whether different approaches or a
reevaluation of the results obtained from these investigations can provide new avenues of
information to further interpret these historic sites. A case study is presented based on the
iii

author’s own excavations within the Valley Forge winter encampment on the grounds of
the modern Washington Memorial Chapel. Through this case study, the physical and
material remains of this encampment site are interpreted as expressions of the Continental
Army’s adaptation to the landscape, as well as an expression of their status and training
during this early stage of the war. Baron Friedrich Wilhelm von Steuben’s work is
presented as a determining factor in this development. This dissertation uses the
archaeological remains of these military landscapes to provide insight into the lifeways and
power structures of the military as well as the soldiers who defined the social and economic
disposition of this diverse community. Viewing each of these sites as a particular marker
in time, this dissertation provides case studies of events over the course of the American
Revolution to examine how the Army and its soldiers interact with the then-contemporary
conflict, training, and the environment. Each of these influences played a role in the
evolution of this military force.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The popular understanding of the American Continental soldier revolves around
an image of a difficult and arduous existence, punctuated by conflict on the battlefields
that would later come to define the context of the Revolutionary War. However, it was in
the time between these brief clashes of the American and British forces that the
Continental Army began to take shape. Places like Middlebrook, New Jersey; Valley
Forge, Pennsylvania; Redding, Connecticut; Pluckemin, New Jersey; Morristown, New
Jersey; and New Windsor, New York, locations of a few of the Continental Army’s
encampments, allow us glimpse some of what these soldiers had to endure during their
service. The winter encampments of the American Revolution were a defining experience
for the American soldier during the course of the eight-year war. It was during these
periods that the Continental Army was able to regroup, train, and prepare its soldiers for
the coming fighting seasons that lay ahead. Today, American winter encampment
locations of the Revolutionary War contain the most tangible evidence of the soldier’s
time off of the battlefield.
During the American Revolution it was customary for each side of the conflict to
suspend active military campaigning during the winter months, mainly for logistical
reasons. The landscape became difficult to traverse and the availability of resource to
provide food and forage for the armies at war became scarce. In the eighteenth-century,
the quartering of troops during times of military engagement took one of three forms:
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encampment, billeting, or cantonment. Encampments involved the use of tents laid out
according to regiment and brigade, in accordance with the line of battle, to house the
troops. An encampment was generally a temporary quartering method and reflected an
army’s need for mobility, as it could be easily dismantled by its inhabitants and more
quickly relocated (Rutsch and Peters 1977). Conversely, billeting involves the quartering
of troops in existing houses and public buildings and allowed a military to expend the
least amount of manpower and resources to provide shelter for its troops. Billeting was
practiced extensively in Europe prior to the American Revolution and was a practice with
few supporters in the colonies. At the time, the public perception of billeting was so poor
that the framers of the United States Constitution saw fit to address and limit this type of
quartering in the Third Amendment of the Bill of Rights. Alternatively, cantonment
offered militaries a form of quarter that was a middle ground between encampments and
billeting. In a cantonment, semi-permanent structures were erected in a collective
location and in an ordered method to provide soldiers with a place to inhabit and regroup
during the winter months. While the winter quartering locations of Middlebrook, Valley
Forge, Redding and Morristown have become commonly known as encampments, they
were truly cantonments by definition. However, for the purposes of this dissertation they
will be identified as encampments for the sake of continuity.
Military culture and the environment created by that culture were designed to
generate patterned group behavior. The sheer uniformity of these martial practices was
intended to reinforce the group structure by incorporating the individual into the group
and minimizing individual autonomy. The soldier was part of a larger military structure
2

comprised of other individual soldiers, which only functioned effectively in concert with
others trained in a similar fashion. This structured environment of the military culture
guides a better understanding of the material culture, archaeological remains, and the
people who created these sites. (Smith 1994). The archaeological study of military sites
can help separate the reality of the conflict and the humanity of the people involved from
the popularized myths and legends of the American Revolution that have accumulated
over time.
The current literature pertaining to military archaeology in the United States leans
heavily on the study and examination of sites relating to the American Civil War (Geier
and Winter 1994; Geier and Potter 2003; Geier et al. 2006). This is most likely related to
the wealth of documentary evidence available for study, as well as the still burning
American mythological fascination concerning the “recent unpleasantness” (Horwitz
1999).
When examining encampment settings, Geier et al.’s (2006) Huts and History
details the archaeology of military encampments and primarily focuses on those of the
Civil War. While the focus of that compendium is on a later conflict, the information and
discussions included can be relevant to the understanding of how earlier encampment
practices shaped the growth and evolution of the later military. Joseph Whitehorne’s
chapter entitled, “Blueprint for Nineteenth-Century Camps: Castrametation, 1778-1865,”
explains how military encampments were regulated during the Civil War. Whitehorne
identifies “Von Steuben’s Legacy” in his examination of the General’s substantial
influence on the military during the American Revolution. Whitehorne notes that while
3

von Steuben’s camp design and other training and techniques were heavily influenced by
older European practices, von Steuben “...tailored his language, drill, and guidance to
American forms and tastes, rendering a manual immediately popular and comprehensible
to Washington’s officers and soldiers...” (Whitehorne 2006:31). This legacy of European
tradition was reflected in the design of the military camps through the American
Revolution and post-war periods.
The encampments in this study are each a historic site in their own right as each
constitutes a landscape associated with a particular historic event [the act of encamping
of the army for the winter] or activity [the recuperation of the army during the winter
months]. At the same time, these sites are also representative of a vernacular landscape
that “evolved through the use by the people whose activities or occupancy shaped that
landscape” (Birnbaum 1994:2). Topographic and ecological features influence the nature,
shape, and location of military encampment sites, and the Continental Army needed to
adapt to these influences. A review of historic documentation, coupled with
archaeological evidence, reveals a military consistently and constantly adapting its tactics
and deviating from military guidelines to adapt to the natural and cultural environments
in which it found itself (Geier et al. 2006). The study of military landscapes,
representative of natural environment and the cultural influences people have on those
environments, can inform us on the complex and diverse communities that exist, both
within the military and within the civilian ranks, when military conflict breaks out. An
analysis of the material culture found within these military landscape environments
allows for a deeper investigation into the unspoken social discourses and quiet
4

interpersonal interactions underlying the early United States military. This study seeks to
use the archaeological remains of these military landscapes to provide insight into the
lifeways and power structures of the early United States military as well as the soldiers
who defined the social and economic disposition of this diverse community.
The organization of this dissertation reflects the purpose and methodology of the
study to create context — both historically and archaeologically — for the American
military encampments of the American Revolution, in order to understand the
encampments’ design, implementation, and evolution over the course of the war. To
accomplish this, this dissertation employs a multifaceted approach towards the
documentary record to illustrate as many perspectives as possible by consulting a diverse
collection of primary source material. These sources include personal journals, personal
correspondence, orderly books, period literature, and pension records. Documentation
from the full scale of the social spectrum is examined to gain a wide-ranging collection of
viewpoints and experiences. These sources include the writings of officers in the
American and British militaries, enlisted men, as well as locals who recorded their
experiences during the war. This dissertation will consult and analyze the primary
documentation available and construct a historical framework that explores how the
military and the individual soldiers involved negotiated the theater of war during the
encampment periods. Specific attention will be paid to the orders that were handed down
from the military hierarchy and how the soldiers reacted.
With the historic context established, the analysis further refines the discussion of
the American military encampments of the American Revolution by examining the
5

physical remains of the encampments through the archaeological record. Utilizing
information collected from nearly a century of archaeological investigations, this
dissertation will provide a review and assessment of the archaeology of American
military encampments of the American Revolution. In doing so, this dissertation
examines the results these investigations have yielded and evaluates whether different
approaches or a reevaluation of the results obtained from these investigations can provide
new avenues of information to further interpret these historic sites.
Using this framework, Chapters Two through Six establish both a historical and
archaeological context of the subject encampments of this study. With the surprise
success of Washington’s crossing on the Christmas night 1776, Washington sought to
continue this success into the following fighting season. Chapter Two examines the first
use of Middlebrook, New Jersey as an encampment location as Washington strategically
positioned the Continental Army outside of New York City in the spring of 1777. With
the capture of Philadelphia in the fall of 1777, Washington sought a defensive position in
the region that would provide safety for the Continental Army, but also allow the
continual harassment of British forces. Chapter Three examines the first full-scale winter
encampment of the Continental Army at Valley Forge during the winter of 1777-1778.
The following winter in 1778-1779 was the most prolific winter when it came to the
establishment of encampment locations. With the success of the Continental Army at the
Battle of Monmouth and the British abandonment of Philadelphia, Washington moved
the Continental Army’s forces northward to again keep watch over the British forces. As
a result, Chapter Four examines three sites associated within containment of British
6

forces in the winter of 1778-1779: the second encampment at Middlebrook, New Jersey;
the establishment of an artillery training school at Pluckemin; New Jersey, and the
encampment of the Connecticut Brigades at Redding, Connecticut. By 1779, the tide of
war began to shift to the southern colonies. The bulk of Washington’s Army, however,
remained in the north, and in the winter of 1779-1780, Washington selected Jockey
Hollow outside of Morristown, New Jersey as the location for his winter encampment.
The following winter of 1780-1781, the Pennsylvania Brigades would again return to
Jockey Hollow. During this period the Pennsylvania Brigades either reused or moved and
reconstruct huts of other brigades from the previous winter. It was during this period that
the Pennsylvania Brigades mutinied, demanding higher pay and recognition of the terms
of their enlistments. Later that winter, the New Jersey Brigade moved into huts just left
by Pennsylvania Brigades. Chapter Five covers this period from 1779-1781. With the
shift of the theater of operations to the south, Washington consolidated his forces in the
north at the Continental Army’s base of operations in the Hudson Highlands. Chapter Six
examines the last winter encampment of the American Revolution at New Windsor, New
York from 1782-1783.
With a context established for the history of the winter encampments of the
American Revolution and the archaeology that has contributed to our understanding of
these sites, a case study is presented based on the author’s own excavations within the
Valley Forge winter encampment on the grounds of the modern Washington Memorial
Chapel. Chapter Seven details seven field seasons of excavation at the Chapel site.
Excavations unearthed a broad range of artifacts and encampment-related features
7

associated with the 1777-1778 winter encampment. Through Chapter Seven, the physical
and material remains of this encampment site are interpreted as expressions of the
Continental Army’s adaptation to the landscape, as well as an expression of their status
and training during this early stage of the war.
Chapter Eight transitions into an analysis of the development of the Continental
Army over the course of the war, as represented through the design and implementation
of the winter encampment locations. Baron Friedrich Wilhelm von Steuben’s work is
presented as a determining factor in this development. This chapter seeks to use the
archaeological remains of these military landscapes to provide insight into the lifeways
and power structures of the military as well as the soldiers who defined the social and
economic disposition of this diverse community. Specifically, this chapter will study how
power is influenced over the soldiers and how this is represented within the landscape of
archaeological features left behind. Additionally, artifact analysis will detail how the
soldiers were acclimatizing to the environment to help illuminate the historic political,
social, and economic climates from which these artifacts are derived.
The ninth and final chapter weaves together the historic and archaeological
contexts of the previous chapter to broaden the understanding of the Continental Army.
This is accomplished by conceptualizing the Army’s wintering locations as a
representation of the Army’s development over time, by viewing each encampment as
part of a whole rather than as individual manifestations. Viewing each of these sites as a
particular marker in time, this dissertation provides case studies of events over the course
of the American Revolution to examine how the Army and its soldiers interact with the
8

then-contemporary conflict, training, and the environment. Each of these influences
played a role in the evolution of this military force in its infancy. These sites are
particularly important because they each mark a specific point in time. The encampments
examined in this dissertation serve as chronological benchmarks; any artifacts found in
context at these sites were deposited specifically during the period of the associated
encampment. An examination of the material culture reveals the soldiers’ daily activities,
and can corroborate, illustrate, or contradict the primary documents which convey these
soldier’s stories.
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CHAPTER 2
MIDDLEBROOK, 1777
Historic Context
The spring of 1777 was a period of general unease for both American and British
forces as they fought for control over the region spanning between New York City and
Philadelphia. Following victories at Trenton and Princeton achieved over the period
starting on Christmas 1776, known as the “ten crucial days,” the Continental Army had
situated themselves for the winter months in the Morristown, New Jersey and the
surrounding area. Conversely, British forces were safely positioned in New York City, as
well as New Brunswick and Perth Amboy in New Jersey, and the towns of northeastern
New Jersey. During this period, Philadelphia and the Delaware Valley were still under
American control, while the British occupied the cities of New Brunswick and Perth
Amboy on the Raritan River. The territory lying in between these two seats of military
power would become a hotly contested landscape as American and British forces vied for
control of transportation routes, mills, sources of food, and the many small towns and
villages across the countryside.
During the winter of 1776-1777, the British sent out foraging parties from their
seat in New Brunswick and other towns to secure the supplies necessary to sustain an
army during the winter months. British foraging also had the dual effect of depriving the
Americans of their access to supplies (Fisher 2004; Mitnick 2007). At the same time,
British foraging also served an ulterior motive in an effort to lure the American forces
down from the Somerset Hills into a pitched battle in the lowlands. However, General
10

Washington and his commanders likely understood that an all-out full-scale formal
conflict would favor the superior weaponry and organization of the British army. Instead,
the general trend of conflict during this period of the war began to shift with the
Americans gradually coming to the realization that prudently waged guerrilla offensives
were an effective match for the organized but cumbersome military maneuvering of the
sizable British forces.
By the middle of May that year, the British continued again to move up through
the Raritan Valley from the positions of their garrisons at New Brunswick and Perth
Amboy, establishing camps between the Watchung Mountains and the Raritan River. The
British also began to increase activity at the wharves in New Brunswick and Perth
Amboy, as well as in New York City and Staten Island. All of this activity was an
indication that the British were preparing to mount some form of upcoming expedition by
sea. From his seat in Morristown, General Washington contemplated the British
intentions in his writings as he was inundated with much conflicting intelligence of such
British moves as a potential major land assault on Philadelphia, imminent attacks on his
Morristown base, potential Loyalist uprisings in northern New Jersey, and any number of
naval scenarios.
In light of the activity of the British forces, it appeared that the central New
Jersey region would, in one way or another, emerge as the scene of substantial conflict.
As May was drawing to a close, General Washington began moving the main body of the
Continental Army out of the Somerset Hills in and around Morristown to new positions
some 20 miles further to the south. From this new position, Washington believed a
11

British advance could be more easily subdued. Moving the Continental Army to this new
position would address a clear American concern regarding the vulnerability of
Philadelphia to a British advance through central New Jersey by way of Princeton and
Trenton. This new position would allow the Continental Army to cover the major
overland routes through the region. The small detachments of troops already manning
forward positions in the middle section of the Raritan Valley were simultaneously
withdrawn and with the exception of a strengthened garrison of 1,600 men under Major
General Sullivan at Princeton, a majority of Continental forces were consolidated in a
series of encampments (Hunter et al. 2003). These encampments ranged along the
secluded valley between the First and Second Watchung Mountains drained by the East
and West Branches of Middle Brook and would serve as a precursor of what is now
called Middlebrook encampment (Lundin 1972:310-314). According to Lieutenant
Colonel Alexander Hamilton, aide de camp to General Washington at the time, in a letter
to John Jay on 2 June 1777,
Though this alteration of circumstances takes off in a great measure the restraints
imposed upon the enemy during the winter, gives them a more ample field to
range in, and exposes the country more to their ravages; yet the measure is
abundantly justified by every wise military maxim. The rigor of the season has
been heretofore our chief security against those advantages which might have
been taken of our dispersed state; and this dispersion was necessary, both for the
convenience of Winter Quarters, and with a view to confine and distress the
enemy, which was the most capital object we could then propose to ourselves. It
was also necessary by this method to second the check to that torrent of influence
which their successes in the Jerseys had given them. Many other justifying
reasons might be assigned which I doubt not you will easily conceive, and which
it would be indiscreet to commit to paper.
But now that a more active season is arrived, and something of importance must
be done on one side or the other, it becomes our business to put ourselves in the
best posture both for defense and offense. Common sense dictates that the best
12

way to effect this is to collect our strength. In a collected state we can best repel a
general attack; we can best make one, if circumstances warrant it; and we can
move with greater expedition to disconcert any sudden push not immediately
upon us, which the enemy are likely to make. It is needless to enlarge on a subject
which your own judgment will enable you, of itself, to view in a just light. (Syrett
1961[1]:261-264)
As Hamilton points out, it was imperative that the American forces consolidate
their strength in a forward position. In doing so, they would place both their physical
resources and military forces in manner that would be most effective to address the
tactical situation at the time. The 1777 encampment at Middlebrook would provide the
American forces with the position they needed to create the station Hamilton
recommended.
The strategic importance of the area surrounding Bound Brook was well
appreciated by American commanders. In early 1777, as they began to plan for an
extended campaign of observing and harassing the British, the American forces began to
plan for the eventual move into the region. An example of this is illustrated by the map of
the Bound Brook area prepared by John Clark, Jr. for Major General Nathanael Greene in
February of that year. This basic representation of the topography and transportation
routes in the middle section of the Raritan valley stresses the geographic prominence of
the Middle Brook drainage, the Watchung ridges, the river crossings, and several key
roadways. In doing so, it provided American commanders with the key information
necessary to deploy military forces in a tactically proficient manner.
General Washington established the encampment at Middlebrook on 28 May
1777 (Figure 1). Through early June, the Continental Army situated their forces along the
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Figure 1: Location of Middlebrook Encampment
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valley of the East and West Branches of Middle Brook and watched over Bound Brook
and the Raritan Valley from the ridge of the First Watchung Mountain, preparing
themselves for the next move by the British forces. It was during this period of time that
the 1777 Middlebrook encampment would play an important role in the American
military experience as the season of conflict began to unfold that year. The tactical
importance of the Middlebrook encampment stemmed in large part from the strategic
value of the geography of the Watchung Mountain Range. Immediately to the north of
Bound Brook, the ridgeline of the First Watchung Mountain curves around from the
northeast to the northwest, attaining its southernmost point in the central New Jersey
landscape. The south-facing side of the First Watchung Mountain ridge commands an
excellent view across the lowlands of the Raritan and Millstone valleys. This provided
the perfect location for a series of lookouts and signal towers through which the
American troops could monitor and communicate British troop movements (Ruppert
2015).
The First Watchung Mountain ridge also provides restricted access to the
sheltered valley that extends between the First and Second Watchung Mountains (Figure
2). With only several limited gaps in the First Watchung Mountain range, this landform
serves as an ideal, naturally defensible position for a military encampment. Above the
Bound Brook, the principal gap in the First Watchung Mountain ridge is a narrow gorge
formed by the Middle Brook drainage. At the time of the Revolutionary War, a narrow
road ran along the west side of the gorge and up the valley of the West Branch providing
limited access to the concealed valley behind the First Watchung ridge (Hunter et al.
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Figure 2: Geography of Middlebrook Encampment (United States Geological
Survey)
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2003). Continuing east, three more accessible gaps provided the primary access to the
encampment. The first gap, known at different times as Lincoln’s, Wayne’s, Mordecai’s,
or Oliver’s Gap, and Lincoln’s Gap further to the northeast, served as important fortified
positions in the American defensive network surrounding the Middlebrook encampments
overlooking Bound Brook (Maas 1975:93-94, 108). Still further to the northeast were
other breaks in the ridge that the Americans took great pains to guard, notably at
Quibbletown Gap [modern day Watchung]. To the northwest around the First Watchung
Mountain ridge from the Middle Brook gorge toward Morristown, where the British
threat of incursion was considerably less, the next major break in the topography
occurred due east of Pluckemin, where a low pass gave access to the western end of the
valley between the First and Second Watchung Mountains. The positions of American
forces relative to these strategic access points can be seen in two 1777 depictions of the
American encampment; one drawn by General Henry Knox and another unattributed map
ostensibly credited to Robert Erskine, chief American cartographer for the Continental
Army. Each of these maps note specific access points into the encampment, as well as the
arrangement and distribution of Continental forces relative to these positions.
The success of the 1777 Middlebrook encampment is documented through the
various attempts by the British to draw General Washington and his forces out of the
hills. After several weeks of conducting sporadic raids in the area around New
Brunswick, a British and Hessian force of approximately 10,000 troops finally emerged
from New Brunswick early on the morning of 14 June, first heading toward Princeton
before turning north and making camp in the Lower Millstone Valley (Lundin 1972:31517

320). In response to this move, General Sullivan’s detachment in Princeton and other
forward American posts withdrew into the hills, out of reach.
For the next five days, a British division under General Charles Second Earl
Cornwallis encamped at Somerset Courthouse (modern day Millstone), while a Hessian
division under General Philip von Heister took up position in Middlebush. The British
and Hessian goal was to entice Washington’s troops down from the Watchungs in the
hope of drawing them into a formal pitched battle in the lowlands. A stalemate ensued,
however, with the Continental Army shrewdly staying put in its impregnable position.
General Cornwallis and von Heister eventually chose not to try and force a way into the
American mountain stronghold (Maas 1975:98-99).
On 19 June, with no indication that Washington was going to be lured into battle,
the British and Hessians returned to New Brunswick. Over the following three days
British forces further continued their withdrawal to Perth Amboy and Staten Island. In
concert with this removal the American forces finally began to emerge from the
mountains and began harassing the British and Hessian forces. By 26 June, American
forces had taken up forward positions in the Short Hills, filling the void left by the
retreating British. Meanwhile other detachments were making their way down through
the passes in the first Watchung Mountain ridge and heading northeastward along the
base of the mountain toward the Scotch Plains/Westfield area.
On 26 June 1777, the British mounted a brief and relatively costly offensive out
of Perth Amboy that culminated in the Battle of Short Hills (Blades and Catts 2011;
Mayer 1996). The June maneuvers of General Howe’s army were intended to lure
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Washington’s forces out of their strong defensive positions, gain an advantage of
position, and potentially force a major battle that would result in an American defeat.
General Washington specifically addressed this engagement in a letter to John Hancock
on 28 June 1777:
Sir: On Thursday Morning Genl Howe advanced with his whole Army in Several
Columns form Amboy, as far as Westfield. We are certainly informed, that the
Troops sent to Staten Island returned the preceding Evening and, it is said, with an
Augmentation of Marines, so that carrying them there was a feint with the
intention to deceive us. His design, this Sudden movement, was either to bring on
a General Engagement upon disadvantageous Terms, considering matters in any
point of view, or to cut off our light parties and Lord Stirling’s Division, which
was sent down to Support them, or to possess himself of the Heights and passes in
the Mountains on our left. The two last seemed to be the first objects of his
attention, as his March was rapid against these parties and indicated a strong
disposition to gain those passes. In this situation of Affairs, it was thought
absolutely necessary, that we should move our forces from the low Grounds, to
occupy the Heights before them, which was effected. As they advanced they fell
in with some of our light parties and part of Lord Stirling’s division, with which
they had some pretty smart Skirmishing, with but very little loss, I believe, on our
side, except in three Field Pieces which unfortunately fell into the Enemy’s
Hands: but not having obtained Returns yet, I cannot determine it with certainty,
nor can we ascertain what the Enemy’s Loss was. As soon as we had gained the
passes, I detached a Body of Light Troops under Brigadier General Scott, to hang
on their Flank and to watch their Motions and ordered Morgan’s Corps of Rifle
Men to join him since. The Enemy remained at Westfield till yesterday afternoon,
when, about Three O’Clock, they moved towards Spank Town with our light
Troops in their Rear and pursuing. (Gizzard 2000[10]:137-138)
This result of this engagement halted the American pursuit of British as they
evacuated New Jersey. Meanwhile, the British forces were left in relative peace to vacate
Perth Amboy between 28-30 June. While the Battle of Short Hills was a tactical victory
for the British forces, the outcome ultimately forced the British to alter their approach to
the war. With British efforts at drawing the Continental Army out of the Watchungs and
engaging the Continental Army in a pitched battle effectively foiled, the British
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abandoned plans for a land offensive on Philadelphia across central New Jersey. Instead,
the British began to implement a combined sea and land expedition up through the
Chesapeake region and Delaware. This change in strategy took much of the pressure off
the Philadelphia-New York corridor and led to a pause in the military activity in the
Middlebrook/Bound Brook area.
Throughout late June, elements of the Continental Army ranged over the hills to
the northeast and down into the lowlands around New Brunswick and Perth Amboy. The
encampment and guard posts along the First Watchung Mountain ridge and in the Middle
Brook valley to the north continued to be occupied, although at a somewhat reduced
level. Finally, on July 3, with the British and Hessians all removed to Staten Island and
New York City, the order was given to evacuate the Middlebrook encampments and for
the main army to regroup in Morristown (Maas 1975:102-103).
General Washington’s patience in engaging the British forces, coordinated from
the Continental Army encampment at Middlebrook in the late spring and summer of
1777, had profound consequences for the British conduct of the war over the following
year. As a direct result of the influences the encampment position had on British forces,
Sir William Howe, the British commander-in-chief, redirected his energies from
predominantly occupying the regions surrounding New York City to taking Philadelphia
from the south. In focusing his efforts on Philadelphia, General Howe failed to provide
support to General John Burgoyne as he advanced down the Champlain-Hudson corridor
later that summer. In the fall of 1777, while Philadelphia and the surrounding area fell
under British control, the Continental Army in the north, under General Horatio Gates,
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dealt Burgoyne successive crushing blows at Saratoga, from which the British never fully
recovered (Lundin 1972). Following the period of the Middlebrook encampment, central
New Jersey continued under pre-dominantly American control, while the war shifted
mostly into Pennsylvania.

Archaeological Context
After the end of the American Revolution, the area surrounding Bound Brook saw
a mixture of agricultural and industrial development. As a result, much of the land
occupied by the encampment was lost to a combination of urban and suburban
development. On the mountaintop, however, cultivated fields and pasture largely reverted
to woodland. Today portions of the encampment are protected and maintained for passive
recreational use as part of the Washington Valley Park, part of the Somerset County Park
System.

Early Research
Interest in the archaeological possibilities of what is now the easternmost section
of Washington Valley Park began to arise in the late 1960s and early 1970s, largely as a
result of the curiosity of local resident, A.A. Boom. While sporadic metal detecting was
taking place along this part of the First Watchung Mountain around this time and turned
up occasional military artifacts, Boom conducted extensive documentary research and
scoured the ridgeline for more substantive evidence of Revolutionary War era
encampments and lookouts (Maas 1975:93-137). Of particular interest to Boom were
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numerous stone walls and other clusters of stone debris, which he contended were
evidence of fortifications, hut sites, and other military occupation, even though in many
instances it seemed more likely that such features were the remains of field boundaries,
property lines and abandoned farm buildings. Boom roughly plotted many of the stone
alignments and features on to local tax maps, providing provisional interpretations, and
this information formed a substantial part of the documentation assembled by the then
Historic Sites Section of the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection in
support of the nomination of the Middlebrook Encampment to the New Jersey and
National Registers of Historic Places (Karschner 1973). Boom subsequently published
more extended versions of his research in the Somerset County Historical Quarterly in
1975 and as two chapters in the local history volume North of the Raritan Lotts (Maas
1975:93-137).
Concurrent with Boom’s research, and in large part stimulated by a desire to
prove or disprove his claims about the stone walls and other stone features, a program of
archaeological investigation was undertaken by archaeologist, William Liesenbein, in the
summer of 1974 (Hunter et al. 2003:20). Liesenbein reviewed numerous published and
unpublished secondary sources and then proceeded to conduct exploratory excavations in
the form of 14 excavation units distributed across five key areas where Boom had
postulated military-related features (Hunter et al. 2003:20).
According to Hunter et al. (2003:20), Liesenbein concluded that “[t]he extensive
system of stone walls discovered by Mr. A.A. Boom was found to have been built by
farmers as field and pasture dividers and/or property lines rather than by Continental
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Army troops as fortifications.” However, the Hunter report notes that Liesenbein seemed
reluctant to fully acknowledge that Wayne’s brigade encampment was most likely
situated within his area of study on the ridge of the First Watchung Mountain, despite
noting multiple landscape feature that he believed to be remnant of the 1777 encampment
(Hunter et al. 2003:20).
According to Hunter et al. (2003:25) from 1980-82 Historic Conservation and
Interpretation, Inc. (HCI) conducted the most in-depth historical and archaeological
analysis of the area along the route of a proposed Elizabethtown Water Company water
pipeline, south of the intersection of Miller Lane and Vosseller Avenue and headed west
southwest across the ridge top. Extensive primary archival research was directed at
Wayne’s brigade and the Middlebrook encampments by HCI historian, Richard Porter.
The outcome of Porter’s research was support for Wayne’s brigade encampment being
located along the southernmost extent of the First Watchung Mountain ridge, partially
within modern Washington Valley Park (Hunter et al. 2003:25). A technical report on
HCI’s research was never formerly produced. However, Hunter et al., through personal
communication, obtained the results of that study which are summarized in the 2003
report.
An initial phase of archaeological fieldwork conducted by HCI involved ground
surface inspection and the excavation of 54 shovel tests and five excavation units along
the pipeline alignment (Hunter et al. 2003:25). Based on the results of their investigation,
the HCI survey was in agreement with Liesenbein, that the stone walls represented
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boundary lines and that many of the other features identified were natural in origin
(Hunter et al. 2003:25).
According to Hunter et al. (2003:25) metal detector survey and exploratory
excavation of the area extending south from the pipeline alignment to the rim of the bluff
identified numerous 19th and 20th-century farm-related artifacts, a small quantity of
18th-century ceramics, and some kettle fragments. One shovel test yielded a hammer
from a Revolutionary War-era French flintlock musket and sherds of creamware and
pearlware (Hunter et al. 2003:25). According to the report, this test was subsequently
expanded into a formal excavation unit, which revealed traces of a possible trash pit
beneath the plowzone containing burnt soil, ash and burnt bone (Hunter et al 2003:25).
In addition to the historical and archaeological studies above, Hunter et al.’s study
area had been the subject of avocational metal detector exploration over the years, which
had been focused on the recovery of artifacts dating from the Revolutionary War period
(Hunter et al. 2003:26). According to Hunter et al. (2003:26) “this informal investigative
activity has resulted in a serious depletion of the archaeological record with the removal
of countless specimens from the ground with little or no reference as to their provenience
and without any systematic attempt at identification or reporting.”
An example of the type of information that can be gleaned from avocational
metal detector activity can be found through two uniform buttons of soldiers in Hartley’s
Independent Regiment that were recovered in the late 1980s within 30 feet of one another
(Hunter et al. 2003:26). The discovery and provenience of these artifacts had been
reported by avocational metal detectorist, Ernest Bower (Hunter et al. 2003). The
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reporting of this information assisted Hunter et al. in pinning down the location of the
Wayne’s Brigade encampment and establishing the location of one of the key troops
(Hartley’s Independent Regiment) present on the site in the late spring and early summer
of 1777 (Hunter et al. 2003:26).

Hunter Research, Inc. Archaeological Investigation of Washington Valley Park
Hunter Research, Inc. (HRI) conducted a program of archaeological field
investigation in the late fall of 2001 and early spring of 2002 involving three principal
tasks, carried out sequentially as follows: a systematic field inspection of the entire study
area, coupled with mapping of key natural and cultural features visible at the ground
surface; a controlled metal detector survey combined with limited shovel testing of
selected portions of the study area where traces of Revolutionary War era activity were
considered most likely to be found; and more extended archaeological exploration
through excavation units, again in locations judged most likely to produce evidence of
Revolutionary War period occupation (Hunter et al. 2003:92-93).
According to Hunter et al. (2003:119) a key component of the archaeological
investigations centered on the execution of a controlled metal detector survey coupled
with limited shovel testing to examine the soil context of selected deeper buried metal
targets. The metal detector survey was carried out by members of the Battlefield
Restoration and Archaeological Volunteer Organization (BRAVO), in conjunction with
HRI and was undertaken in April of 2002, when there was minimal ground cover or
foliage to obscure ground surface visibility and sightlines (Hunter et al. 2003:119). Metal
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detector survey concentrated mostly on an area covered previously by the metal detecting
investigations of HCI and Ernest Bower (Hunter et al. 2003:119,122). According to
Hunter et al. (2003:122) the archival information clearly showed this area as being a
focus of military interest in 1777-79.
Within the HCI assemblage, four items are of particular interest as potential
evidence of the occupation of Wayne’s brigade encampment (Hunter et al. 2003:125).
The most compelling find identified by HRI was part of an iron musket cock from a
French “Charleville” musket, which was identified as a model produced in the late 1760s
and a type of gun known to have been used by Continental troops (Neumann 1967:75,
Hunter et al. 2003:125). According to the HRI report, HCI field staff investigated this
location further through shovel testing and an excavation unit, but found no other objects
of potential Revolutionary War attribution (Hunter et al. 2003:125). The three remaining
Revolutionary War-period artifacts of interest from the HCI collection were all fragments
of iron kettles which were tentatively viewed as an indication of encampment activity
(Hunter et al. 2003:125).
Within the area examined during the HRI/BRAVO metal detector survey, 145
points of interest were surveyed and produced a total of 166 historic artifacts (Hunter et
al. 2003:125). The vast majority of the artifacts recovered were metal objects, although
shovel testing and surface examination also produced a few other items, such as building
materials, ceramics and glass fragments (Hunter et al. 2003:125). According to the report,
a majority of the metal artifacts consisted of ferrous items, but smaller quantities of
copper alloy, lead, pewter and other composite metal objects were also found (Hunter et
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al. 2003:125). Among the metal artifacts recovered are a small number of items virtually
certain to have been associated with the occupation of Wayne’s brigade encampment,
several other items judged as probably encampment-related, and still another group of
objects that are possibly connected to the encampment, but could equally well be
explained by 18th-century domestic or agricultural use (Hunter et al. 2003:125).
Following completion of the metal detector survey and shovel testing, and based
on a preliminary review of the results of their work, HRI defined two loose
concentrations of military-related 18th-century artifacts (Hunter et al. 2003:134). Both
areas were divided into five-foot squares and, following removal of underbrush and small
trees, archaeological excavations were then conducted “checkerboard fashion” in a
pattern of alternating five-foot squares (Hunter et al. 2003:134).
Based on the results of the investigations it was determined that the Wayne’s
brigade encampment has a rather limited archaeological expression in the cultural
landscape today and that there are no obvious and definitive above-ground features
relating to the encampment (Hunter et al. 2003:147). The principal physical evidence for
the encampment takes the form of a small, but relatively telling, artifact assemblage
compiled over several years of organized and informal metal detecting and limited
subsurface testing (Hunter et al. 2003:148). The HRI study attempted to draw together
information on all relevant artifacts found during the course of some of the key earlier
investigations of the encampment site and its immediate vicinity, notably those by A.A.
Boom, William Liesenbein, HCI, and collector, Ernest Bower.
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According to Hunter et al. (2003:148), “the assemblage of unquestioned military
artifacts that can be reasonably associated with Wayne’s brigade encampment are as
follows: an iron musket cock found by [HCI] in 1981-82…; a butt plate from an
American rifle or English trade rifle…, a lead gunflint wrap…, a ramrod pipe finial…, a
bayonet fragment…, and four lead musket balls…; and two buttons ascribed to Hartley’s
Regiment, both found by Ernest Bower in 1986.” In addition to these 11 artifacts, the
study identified several other 18th-century artifacts which may be less surely linked to
the encampment: two pewter spoon fragments; three pieces of lead buckshot; two
buckles; eight pieces of lead spillage; six kettle fragments; three horseshoes; and an axe
(Hunter et al. 2003:148).
According to Hunter et al. (2003:150), although the limits and layout of the
encampment are imprecisely known, and the number of military artifacts recovered is
small, the site still holds considerable archaeological potential. The undergrowth and
trees make systematic and effective metal detector survey and subsurface testing difficult
to implement. Hunter et al. states that it is reasonable to assume that, stripped of its
vegetation, the site would yield many more artifacts, possibly including evidence of
cooking hearths, bread ovens and activity areas, and perhaps sufficient patterning to
allow for some reconstruction of the encampment layout (Hunter et al. 2003:152).

Discussion
The location of the Middlebrook encampment offers a glimpse into the early
operations of the Continental Army. The strategic importance of this location cannot be
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overstated. Utilizing the natural terrain, Washington keenly positioned the Continental
Army where they monitored the movements of the British forces, but also retreated into
the safety of the mountains, if threatened. The first Middlebrook encampment is
important in that it represents the first full-scale massing of the Continental Army.
Unfortunately, the first Middlebrook encampment likely only left an ephemeral trace on
the landscape. Given that the encampment was formed in the late spring of the 1777, the
first Middlebrook encampment did not have the potential to provide the same site
formation that the later encampments featured, as the troops were only there for a limited
time and were being housed in tents. The Hunter et al. (2003) survey, however, provides
an indication, although limited, that remnants of at least portions of the first Middlebrook
encampment are preserved on the landscape. Additionally, Hunter et al. demonstrate the
importance of controlled metal detection on military sites. With the lack of extant
archaeological features related to the encampment, controlled metal detection provided a
measured approach to identifying military remains on a broader landscape that may have
been missed through traditional systematic excavation. Further survey is necessary to
fully identify remains of the 1777 spring encampment.
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CHAPTER 3
VALLEY FORGE, 1777-1778

Historic Context
By the end of August 1777, under the command General Sir William Howe, the
formal British land campaign to take the American capital city of Philadelphia began in
the upper Chesapeake (Taaffe 2003). After unsuccessful attempts by the British to lure
General Washington into an engagement from the American stronghold at Middlebrook
in June of 1777, General Howe decided to abandon New Jersey to approach Philadelphia
from the south (McGuire 2006). The British campaign in 1777 was multi-pronged, with
Lieutenant General John Burgoyne’s army intending to move down the Hudson River to
join with the British in New York City and Howe’s army seizing control of the Delaware
River and Philadelphia.
The Continental army, under the command of General Washington, moved south
with approximately 11,000 soldiers from northern their position in New Jersey to protect
Philadelphia. General Howe, with an army of over 17,000 moved northeast from the
Head of Elk in Maryland into Delaware and on through southeastern Pennsylvania. The
initial engagement of the campaign occurred at Cooch’s Bridge on 3 September 1777,
where the British forced the American forces from the field. This was followed eight
days later on 11 September 1777 by a major American defeat at Brandywine. The Battle
of Brandywine was the largest land engagement fought to date in North America at the
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time. Throughout the day, the American army was outmaneuvered and forced to retreat.
The British ultimately captured Philadelphia on 26 September 1777 (Warden 1998).
After capturing Philadelphia, General Howe divided his forces in and around the
city, leaving a detachment at Germantown. On 4 October 1777, General Washington,
attacked the British outpost at Germantown with the Main Army (McGuire 2007). After
a pitched battle, the American forces were unsuccessful in overwhelming the British.
Communication and coordination among the American forces were ineffective and as a
result, the Continental army was ultimately forced to retire. Following their success at the
Battle of Germantown, the British laid siege to Fort Mifflin, below Philadelphia, from 10
October to 15 November 1777. After a valiant defense, the American garrison evacuated
the works, ceding it to the British. During this time, Washington’s army was reinforced
by elements of Major General Horatio Gates’ Northern army that had recently forced the
surrender of British General John Burgoyne’s forces at Saratoga (McGuire 2007).
Having lost Philadelphia to the British, General Washington, kept his forces in
close proximity to the city to maintain pressure on the British (Bodle 2002). It soon
became evident, however, that the British were content to spend the winter in
Philadelphia, rather than mount a military campaign against the Continental army. By this
time the Continental army sought winter quarters, as the British had already established
theirs in Philadelphia (McGuire 2007). The American forces encamped for a short period
at Whitemarsh in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, but departed for Valley Forge from
there in mid-December (Jackson 1984).
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The Valley Forge encampment began on 19 December 1777, when the first troops
arrived and began to settle in for what would turn out to be a six-month stay (Greenwood
1974) (Figure 3). After consultation with his staff, Washington decided to go into winter
quarters with his army on the hills of Valley Forge. The proposed encampment area
presented a strategic location for the Main army. The chosen location was only eighteen
miles from Philadelphia, “too far for easy British attack yet close enough for the
Americans to interfere with foraging parties from the city” (Trussell 1976:13).
Upon arriving at Valley Forge, Private Joseph Plumb Martin, author of one of the
most celebrated accounts of the war, recounts that,
Our prospect was indeed dreary. In our miserable condition, to go into the
wild woods and build us habitations to stay (not to live) in, in such a weak,
starved and naked condition, was appalling in the highest degree… But
dispersion, I believe, was not thought of, at least, I did not think of it. We
had engaged in the defense of our injured country and were willing, nay,
we were determined to persevere as long as such hardships were not
altogether intolerable…(Martin 2001:89)
A reconnaissance of the area found that Valley Forge was the center of local commercial
and industrial activity in the region. Although Valley Forge was located amidst “rich
farmlands” that could provide both “food for the men and forage for the animals,” by the
time the Continental soldiers marched into camp, those “rich farmlands” had been
stripped of nearly all of it’s forage and supplies so that it was a “starved country” (Bodle
2002:75-102; Trussell 1976:13). However, the woodlands and forests in the region could
be utilized in the construction of shelters and other structures for use by the Continental
army.
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Figure 3: Location of Valley Forge Encampment
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Evidence for locating troops on the landscape is primarily derived from a
preliminary map drawn by the Engineer-General of the Continental army, General Louis
Lebeque Duportail, entitled Brouillion ou Plan Du Camp de Vallée Forge (Draft or Plan
of the Camp at Valley Forge) (Figure 4). Duportail established the general lines of the
camp in mid-December 1777 (Thibaut 1982:13). Duportail mapped the encampment area
providing “the only known representation of land use believed to be contemporary to the
encampment period” (Rhoads et al. 1986:35). The encampment activities were imposed
on a pre-existing agricultural landscape comprised primarily of small fenced fields and
scattered pastures and woodlots (Rhoads et al. 1986:67). Examination of the Duportail
map indicates that the plan map likely contains later alterations as is reflects aspects not
completed until the latter stages of the 1777-78 winter (Thibaut 1982:15). An indication
for dating the Duportail map to the earlier part of the encampment is that the map
identifies a fair amount of trees within the vicinity. However, it has been noted that after
the establishing the encampment, soldiers were known to be searching as far away as
three miles for timber and wood (Thibaut 1982:197).
The natural environment of the Valley Forge encampment provided General
Washington with a secure and defensible military position. Located on a natural
limestone sink, the Valley Forge encampment is bounded by two ridges, one running
east-west to the north, and the other southwest-northeast to the south, each running to the
base of Mount Joy to the west (Figure 5). In addition to the general topography, the
Schuylkill River bounds the entire encampment to the north and east. With the landscape
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Figure 4: Plan du Camp de Vallee Forge; Valley Forge Encampment Duportail
map, 1777-78, Lewis Nicola maps and plans of the Revolution [Am .602folio],
Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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Figure 5: Geography of Valley Forge Encampment (United States Geological
Survey)
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as a guide, Duportail planned and supervised the construction of both outer and inner
lines of defense.
The “Outer Line” followed the southern ridgeline and consisted of parallel lines
of earthworks and trenches, as well as two redoubts at its eastern end. The area bounded
by the outer line of defense contained the bulk of the encampment. Behind the “Outer
Line” was a large expanse of cleared ground known as “The Grand Parade,” where the
large formations of troops could maneuver and drill. The “Inner Line,” centered on
Mount Joy, formed a semicircle of earthworks and entrenchments. The earthworks were
augmented from north to south by the fortifications termed the Star Redoubt, Fort
Huntington, and Fort Washington. Each of these earthworks were flanked by artillery
redans. Just in front of the “Inner Line,” an abatis of sharply pointed rails, timbers, and
saplings was erected, and a line of entrenchments was located within the earthworks
(Trussel 1976).
Much of what is known about the construction of the Valley Forge encampment is
linked to written sources. No detailed descriptions or contemporary drawings of the
encampment have been identified. However, we can look to General Washington’s
general orders on 18 December 1777 to get an idea of how the huts were supposed to be
constructed:
The Soldier's huts are to be of the following dimensions, viz: fourteen by
sixteen each, sides, ends and roofs made with logs, and the roof made tight
with split slabs, or in some other way; the sides made tight with clay,
fireplace made of wood and secured with clay on the inside eighteen
inches thick, this fireplace to be in the rear of the hut; the door to be in the
end next the street; the doors to be made of split oak slabs, unless boards
can be procured. Side-walls to be six and a half feet high. The officers huts
to form a line in the rear of the troops, one hut to be allowed for each
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General Officer, one to the Staff of each brigade, one to the field officers
of each regiment, one to the commissioned officers of two companies, and
one to every twelve non-commissioned officers and soldiers. (Gizzard and
Hoth 2002[12]:626-628)
Utilizing these instructions, twelve men were to inhabit each of the soldiers’ huts, with
officers’ huts occupied by eight men or less, depending on rank (Trussell 1976:19-21;
Thibaut 1982:24-30).
The wooden huts occupied by the soldiers and their officers were located
proximate to their brigade’s position along the defensive lines. The number of huts
constructed has been estimated between 800 and 900 (Thibaut 1982:31), but could have
been as many as 2,000. At least one hospital hut per brigade was present within the
encampment, as were structures that served as stables and storage units for military
ordnance and related supplies (Rhoads et al. 1986:65-66). To build these huts, virtually
every tree in the encampment area south of the Schuylkill River was harvested and
converted into logs for construction or fuel for campfires. Tree removal also provided
clear defensive views of the Schuylkill River, “The Grand Parade,” as well as the
surrounding terrain. Rail fences that marked boundary lines of area farmsteads and other
properties were also commandeered for hut construction and firewood, while hedgerows
were sacrificed for fuel (Unrau 1984:3-4). The effect on the natural and manmade
landscape was significant.
The perceived success of the Valley Forge encampment was that it afforded the
Continental army ample time to discipline and drill troops (Wright 1985:121). If
American forces up to this time had received any training, they had been largely “self”
taught by their individual officers using a variety of European manuals including those of
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England, France, and Prussia (Wright 1985:138-139). From March to June of 1778,
Continental regiments were taught a standardized regulation of marching, deploying,
moving and changing formations, firing, and using the bayonet, all under the direction of
Inspector General Baron Freidrich von Steuben. It was during this period that a true
uniform fighting force began to emerge.
Von Steuben’s training began small with Washington’s Life Guards’ company.
The Life Guard was then used as a model company to train additional inspectors, who
then proceeded to train companies, battalions, and brigades (Benninghoff 2001; Palmer
1937; Trussell 1976:52-62). For about six weeks, from mid-March to early June 1778, the
Continental army continuously drilled following von Steuben’s instruction. This brought
a degree of professionalization to the American forces that was immediately apparent to
the officers and other observers (Bodle 2002:200). The culmination of training was
reached on 6 May 1778 when the entire army celebrated the alliance of the United States
and France (Trussell 1976). According to accounts of the event, an elaborate celebration
was proscribed in the orders for that day consisting of assembly, prayers, several cannon
salutes, marching and maneuvering, and displays of musketry firing. Musketry was
presented in a “running fire” where each regiment and brigade fired in sequence from one
end of the formation to the other (Weedon 1971:307). The coordination and skill
necessary to undertake such a demonstration is largely attributed to von Steuben and his
training.
With the entrance of France into the war, the British ultimately determined that
their position in Philadelphia was unsustainable. To consolidate British forces, General
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Henry Clinton, now in command of the British forces in America, ordered the evacuation
of Philadelphia to consolidate British forces in New York City. On 18 June 1778
Washington received intelligence that the British had completed their evacuation of the
city. The American pursuit from Valley Forge followed in turn. After six months of
winter, the Continental army packed up and moved out of Valley Forge on 19 June 1778,
six months to the day after arriving. They quickly set their sights on the British Army as
the British headed for New York City. On 28 June 1778 at the Battle of Monmouth in
New Jersey, the Continental army proved that they were a force to be reckoned with by
forcing the British from the field (Lender and Stone 2016).

Archaeological Context
The following section provides an overview of over 60 years of archaeological
investigations within the brigade encampments located at the site of the Valley Forge
winter encampment. Many archaeological investigations with varying levels of success
have taken place within the Valley Forge encampment site during this period. This
overview does not represent a comprehensive study of the archaeological history of the
encampment. The purpose here is to identify archaeological investigations where
significant information was identified that further our understanding of the encampment.
The successes of the following studies (as well as the limitations of others) will be
examined later in this dissertation.
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4th Virginia (Scott's) Brigade
The 4th Virginia Brigade was under the command of Brigadier General Charles
Scott. It was located at the western extreme of the Outer Line, adjacent to the 1st
Pennsylvania Brigade. The brigade included the 4th, 8th, and 12th Virginia regiments,
plus Colonel William Grayson's and Colonel John Patton's Additional Continental
regiments (Lesser 1976).
No historical or archeological information has been identified to support the
location of Scott's Brigade as it is currently interpreted by the National Park Service
(NPS) within the park. Instead, the Duportail map, as well as other later historical maps,
suggest that Scott's Brigade was situated immediately west of the 1st Pennsylvania
Brigade in the Outer Line. As such, it is very probable that excavations conducted by
John Cotter and others within Wayne's Woods, were actually within the area occupied by
the 4th Virginia Brigade (Landis 1966:VII).
The presence of numerous depressions, indicating the former locations of huts
throughout Wayne's Woods, have been noted frequently since the 19th century. The
earliest known archeological excavation within this location was that of a hearth dug by
then Pennsylvania State Archaeologist, J. Duncan Campbell, in 1950. However, no
formal archaeological report of this investigation is available (Landis 1966:VIII).
In 1966, Stanley Landis, an amateur archeologist and collector, located several
prominent hut depressions in the vicinity of Wayne's Woods, probably occupied by
Scott's Brigade (as discussed above). After locating and excavating the hearth areas, as
well as recovering a number of artifacts, the excavation of these huts was turned over to
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NPS archeologist, John Cotter. Cotter, with the assistance of a class of students from the
University of Pennsylvania, continued the excavation. Cotter considered these huts to be
part of the Pennsylvania Brigade encampment (Cotter 1966:1). Two huts were excavated
and interpreted as belonging to enlisted men. Neither hut was completely excavated.
According to Cotter, both huts had been partially dug into the side of the slope; each
exhibiting a substantial stone fireplace. The artifact assemblage recovered during the
investigations included coins, buttons, buckles, musket balls, buckshot, and animal bones
(Cotter 1966).
At this time, several other huts were also identified by Stanley Landis, using a
metal detector (Landis 1966). Landis excavated, or partially excavated, the hearths of five
additional huts in the same area. According to the documentation, the hut floors
themselves were not excavated. Landis also excavated a wide variety of other features
scattered throughout Wayne's Woods, including trash pits, latrines, and hearths. All of
these archaeological features were located by metal detector, retrieving a wide variety of
military artifacts (Landis 1968, 1969).

New Jersey (Maxwell's) Brigade
The New Jersey Brigade was under the command of Brigadier General William
Maxwell. This brigade appears to have been located at the southwest end of the Inner
Line of Defense, south of the Gulph road. The New Jersey Brigade included the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, and 4th New Jersey regiments (Lesser 1976).
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The New Jersey Brigade area was investigated archeologically by J. Duncan
Campbell during four weeks of excavation in 1962. This work was briefly described in a
two-page report (Campbell 1962c). According to the report, five huts were partially
excavated as part of this investigation. The huts were arranged in two parallel rows, with
three huts in one row and two in the other. An array of military artifacts was recovered,
including faunal remains, musket balls, buckshot, buttons, and gunflints. Musket balls
with tool marks led former Pennsylvania State Archaeologist and then University of
Pennsylvania professor, John Witthoft, to suggest they may have been removed by
surgeons, and that one of the huts might have been a hospital hut (Ralph and Parrington
1979:38). However, the placement of a hospital hut among the other huts was disputed by
Ralph and Parrington, as it would have been contrary to General Orders.
According to the documentation, all of these huts were neatly and uniformly
spaced, with all the fireplaces on the northeast side and doorways in the wall opposite
(Campbell 1962c). While not exactly the same, this orderly arrangement reflects that
described in the diary of George Ewing of Maxwell's Brigade, which happens to be the
only known contemporary description of an actual brigade layout:
The huts are built in three lines each line four deep five yards asunder the
huts eighteen by sixteen feet long six feet to the eves built of loggs and
covered with staves the chimney in the east end the door in the South side
the Officers huts in the rear of the mens twelve men in each hut and two
cores of Officers in a hut... (Thibaut 1982:69-70)
As a result, Maxwell's may have been among the most orderly brigades, with regard to
the arrangement of huts.
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1st Virginia (Muhlenberg's) Brigade
The 1st Virginia Brigade was under the command of Brigadier General Peter
Muhlenberg. It was situated at the eastern extreme of the Outer Line. The 1st Virginia
Brigade included 6 regiments: the 1st, 5th, 9th, and 13th Virginia regiments, plus the
German regiment and the 1st Virginia State Regiment (Lesser 1976).
In 1972, the construction of a new parking lot led to the initial archeological
investigation of part of this area. Under the direction of Brian Egloff and Vance Packard,
a 60 × 100 foot. area was excavated (Egloff et al. 1975). After the overlying topsoil was
stripped away, four huts with hearths were located, including one with a hearth backed
with stone. According to the report, several of the hut floors had identifiable post holes,
some of which were interpreted as possible bunk-bed supports. One hut included a large
pit within it. A typical assemblage of encampment artifacts were recovered, including
animal bones, buttons and buckles, musket balls, gunflints, gun parts, an axe head, and a
bayonet.
Further excavation of the site continued in 1972 with addition of a class of
students from the University of Pennsylvania, directed by John Cotter. This class
completely excavated one hut (#9) in an area to the west of the earlier work (Hall 1972).
In 1973, several additional huts were excavated by Lower Merion High School students
under the direction of Dennis McClellan (Packard 1972, 1973; Ralph and Parrington
1979:43). In all, 18 huts were identified in the Virginia Brigades area, of which 14 were
excavated (Ralph and Parrington 1979).
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In 1985, as part of an archeological intern program in cooperation with the Lower
Merion High School, David Orr, with the assistance of a crew of high school students,
performed a resistivity survey and the excavation of an additional hut site near the hut
excavated by the University of Pennsylvania. This archaeological feature was limited to a
soil stain in the subsoil and contained a hearth area in the northeast comer (Orr et al.
1988:6).

1st Pennsylvania (Wayne's) Brigade
The 1st and 2nd Pennsylvania Brigades were under the overall command of
Brigadier General Anthony Wayne. The 1st Pennsylvania Brigade was itself under the
nominal command of Colonel John Chambers. It was situated near the western end of the
Outer Line, on the slopes of the rocky hillside just north of the present-day Anthony
Wayne statue within the park. The brigade included the 1st, 2nd, 7th, and 10th
Pennsylvania regiments. A fifth regiment, Thomas Hartley's Additional Regiment, was
present through January 1778, but afterwards was detached from Valley Forge, returning
only at the end of May (Lesser 1976).
The area occupied by the 1st and 2nd Pennsylvania Brigades, known as “Wayne's
Woods” during the National Historical Park era, has received particular scrutiny since
evidence of hut depressions are visible and easily identified in this location. Overall,
more archaeological investigations have taken place within this location than any other
bridge area within the Valley Forge encampment.
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At the time of the bicentennial of the encampment in 1977-1978, a broadly
focused project by the Museum Applied Science Center for Archaeology (MASCA) at
the University of Pennsylvania attempted to establish the location of encampment
features such as earthworks, brigade areas and other activity areas. Using remote sensing
and geophysical techniques, MASCA hoped to preliminarily identify encampment
features that could later be tested archaeologically. Within Wayne’s Woods, MASCA
used a geotechnical coring machine to test the strip of grass between Wayne's Woods and
the Outerline Drive to the south along a ninety meter baseline. This area was selected for
coring due to the closeness of the verified Revolutionary War huts and pits in Wayne's
Woods to the north excavated in the 1960s, as well as the presence of depressions in the
ground surface, indicating the likelihood of archaeological features (Ralph and Parrington
1979:113). The research objective of the MASCA project was to verify the ability of
various survey techniques to identify features rather than the formal archaeological
investigation of a particular brigade.
A review of aerial photography of the Wayne’s Woods area also indicated the
possibility of Revolutionary War features in this strip, despite other anomalies attributed
to agricultural practices or twentieth-century Boy Scout encampments (Ralph and
Parrington 1979:68-71). Through the use of the geotechnical coring, MASCA located 5
to 7 possible features which were indicated by the presence of rock layers, burned earth,
fill deposits, and charcoal. According to the documentation, only two of the anomalous
cores were tested further. These anomalies proved to be indistinctly outlined floor fill and
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an associated fire-reddened burnt clay hearth interpreted as a hut (Ralph and Parrington
1979:125-126).
In 1999, the NPS Valley Forge Center for Cultural Resources, initiated a new
investigation into the archeological remains of the Pennsylvania Brigades at Wayne's
Woods. This project represents the most cohesive examination of the brigade sites within
the Valley Forge encampment. For the first time at Valley Forge, investigations focused
on examining evidence regarding the full layout of a brigade (as opposed to individual
features in a vacuum) from the entrenchment at the top of the hill down through the
enlisted men's huts, officer's huts, and the kitchen and supply area at the bottom of the
rise (Steele et al. 2006).
The 1999 NPS investigation identified an area at the top of the slope between the
earthwork and the huts that was the focus of intense activity during the encampment.
Evidence includes a large outdoor fire pit with many artifacts and faunal remains within
and around it, a graveled road or pathway laid down in the winter of 1777-1778 running
parallel to the entrenchment, evidence of artificers work within the brigade, and many
trash pits and/or latrines. Downhill, excavation of three hut sites further illuminate the
understanding of hut construction and layout and the variability found in these structures.
Excavation of areas around and between the huts shed new light on activities within the
camp, including outdoor fires, cooking and trash disposal. The third area excavated was
over three hundred meters from the front of the brigade and consisted of two well
preserved, large, circular earth features that were identified as camp kitchens. Nearby the
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investigation also identified associated ash piles, trash pits, graveled platforms and
pathways (Steele et al. 2006).

2nd Virginia (Weedon's) Brigade
The 2nd Virginia Brigade was under the command of Brigadier General George
Weedon. It was located east of the 3rd Massachusetts Brigade, and immediately west of
Muhlenberg’s 1st Virginia Brigade. The brigade included the 2nd, 6th, 10th, and 14th
Virginia regiments and the 13th Pennsylvania regiment (Lesser 1976).
In 1978, as part of the park-wide MASCA geophysical survey, archeologists
under the direction of Michael Parrington excavated a hut in the Virginia Brigade to the
west of the earlier excavations in Muhlenberg's Brigade. Archaeological investigations
were undertaken to test a magnetic anomaly detected during the geophysical survey. The
feature consisted of a rectangular soil stain approximately 10 × 4 feet in size. A
protrusion on the northwest corner, filled with charcoal flecks but underlain by firereddened clay, was interpreted as representing the hearth area. Only a very few artifacts
were found: an iron knife, a nail, green bottle glass, and an animal bone fragment (Ralph
and Parrington 1979:119-122).
Three parallel loam-filled features, interpreted as plow-scars, cross-cut the hut
floor excavated by MASCA. According to Parrington, the hut is particularly illustrative
of the fate of the encampment-related archeological features within the portions of Valley
Forge that were returned to agriculture after the Revolution (Ralph and Parrington 1979).
The upper portions of the hut feature were clearly obliterated by plowing; leaving only
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the central section of the hut depression that had been dug (or worn down by the soldiers)
below the plow zone. This hut also illustrates the effect of other post-encampment
activities on the archeological record. The source for the magnetic anomaly leading to its
excavation was four metal tent posts, left over from a recent Boy Scout encampment, one
of them penetrating the hut fill (Ralph and Parrington 1979).

3rd Pennsylvania (Conway's) Brigade
The 3rd Pennsylvania Brigade was under the command of Brigadier General
Thomas Conway, although Conway did not serve in this capacity during the Valley Forge
encampment. It was located northeast of the New Jersey Brigade along the Inner Line.
The brigade included the 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th Pennsylvania regiments plus Malcolm’s
and Spencer's Additional Continental regiments (Lesser 1976).
Prior to the extensive 1986-1987 NPS excavations at Conway's Brigade,
archeological testing had been very limited. Stanley Landis, following initial metal
detector searches, excavated what appears to have been a burned structure within the
area. The structure included a hearth with log footings (George and Mascia 1986:44-45).
In 1975, in advance of the construction of a parking lot in the area, Pennsylvania State
Archeologists Steve Warfel and Barry Kent, monitored the excavation by bulldozer of 4
trenches totaling 1,968 feet2 (Warfel and Kent 1975). Two charcoal-filled trash pits were
located, containing a typical encampment faunal and artifact assemblage.
The most extensive investigation of the Conway's Brigade area were begun in
1986 by the NPS and continued through 1987. The 1986 survey was conducted under the
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direction of David Orr and Brooke Blades of the NPS Archeology Division, Mid-Atlantic
Regional Office. The work was continued in 1987 under the direction of Allen Cooper, of
the same office (Cooper 1988:3). Approximately 175,000 feet2 of the Conway's Brigade
region were surveyed. The area was initially divided into seventy 50 × 50 foot blocks;
within these blocks up to seven 5 × 5-foot excavations were conducted (a 7% stratified
random sample). These data were used to for statistical comparisons over the study area
(Cooper 1988:35). In 1987, a second phase of the project was undertaken, consisting of
the excavation of a 50 × 50 foot block. The third phase of the project consisted of the
excavation of features located during the initial phases (Cooper 1988:39).
Archeological excavations at the site of Conway's Brigade located nine definite
and two likely encampment features: four encampment structures with floors, one
possible structure, one hearth, four trash pits, and a linear feature of unknown function.
These features clustered into three loci: one in the southern portion of the site consisting
of two structures, two trash pits, and the linear feature of unknown function (South Site
Feature Cluster); one located immediately south of Camp Road bisected by the multi-use
path and consisting of two trash pits and a possible structure (Mid-Site Feature Cluster);
and a third located in the wooded area north of Camp Road composed of two structures
and possibly the is related hearth (North Site Feature Cluster) (Cooper 1988:145).
Two pairs of structures, interpreted as huts, were identified; one pair north and the
other south of Camp Road. In each pair, the structures were 15 feet apart. Of the northern
pair, one hut had a northeast corner hearth and the other a hearth in the southeast corner.
Each had a large posthole in the wall opposite the hearth. The southern pair of huts had
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hearths along the north side, or possibly a central hearth. In addition to these feature a
stone-bordered hearth, heavily disturbed by plowing, was also found in the northern part
of the site (Cooper 1988:219).
The project confirms the location and southwest-northeast orientation of a brigade
area as indicated on the Duportail map. The encampment structures and associate features
identified by the project occupy and area approximately 150 × 650 feet long. According
to the documentation, the remains have been disturbed by post-encampment activities
including the excavation of a clay quarry-pit and the construction of a parking lot, but
otherwise appear to be continuously distributed along this area (Cooper 1988:225).
The artifact assemblage reflects that found at other sites in Valley Forge,
including burned animal bones, musket balls, buckshot, gunflints, ceramics, and glass,
among others. The totality of the assemblage, however, is much sparser than that found at
other sites within the encampment. This is attributed to the result of the removal of these
objects by collectors using metal detectors over the years (Cooper 1988).

1st Rhode Island (Varnum's) Brigade
The 1st Rhode Island Brigade was under the command of Brigadier General
James Mitchell Varnum. According to the Davis-Armstrong-Sparks map it was located
along the Jenkins' Mill Road (Pennsylvania Route 23) near Redoubt Number 1, in the
vicinity of the present-day Washington Memorial Chapel property. A portion of this
brigade appears to lie within the Chapel's grounds. The brigade includes the 4th and 8th
Connecticut regiments and the 1st and 2nd Rhode Island regiments (Lesser 1976).
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Although no excavation was conducted, 14 possible hut depressions were noted
and mapped by Warfel and Kent in the area believed occupied by Varnum's Brigade
(Warfel and Kent 1975). This area is not within the park boundaries, but instead lies
within the wooded land owned by the Washington Memorial Chapel. Forty-one hut
depressions were noted as visible within this same area in the 1902 report of the Valley
Forge Park Commission.
A number of trash pits in the Varnum's Brigade area have been excavated. J.
Duncan Campbell, in 1950 and again in 1966, excavated several test pits near the
walkway leading to Waterman's Monument (Campbell 1966a, 1966b:1). Two large trash
pits were encountered, largely filled with animal bone and containing the typical military
artifact assemblage. In 1975, Warfel and Kent expanded this investigation in the same
area, opening up eight large trenches, totaling 3,859 feet2. Numerous trash pits and a
possible hearth were uncovered, yielding a typical assemblage including animal bone and
military artifacts (Warfel and Kent 1975:11-14). No huts were defined. An additional 27
trenches were also opened by Warfel and Kent, using power equipment. No encampmentrelated features were recognized in these excavations (Warfel and Kent 1975:4-7).
From 2007 to 2014, the author, under sponsorship of Temple University,
conducted excavations on the grounds of the Washington Memorial Chapel. This
investigation focused on the area identified in 1975 by Warfel and Kent as exhibiting the
presence of hut remains. Through a cooperative effort with the Battlefield Restoration
and Archaeological Volunteer Organization (BRAVO), controlled metal detection was
undertaken under the supervision of Temple University archaeologists to assist in
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identifying artifact concentrations, as well as refining the archaeological site boundaries.
Through the aid of BRAVO metal detectorists, metallic objects were located and their
provenience on the landscape recorded using a Geographic Positioning System-enabled
laser Total Station. The acquisition of this data assisted in guiding excavation of specific
targeted areas, based on the information obtained from these surveys.
The Temple University excavations confirmed the presence of 3 huts, 1 camp
kitchen, several trash pits, and potential “work areas.” Many additional encampmentrelated features, as identified by Warfel and Kent, were also noted within the site but
were not investigated. The artifact assemblage reflects that found at other sites in Valley
Forge, including burned animal bones, musket balls, buckshot, gunflints, ceramics, glass,
clothing items, camp equipment, and weaponry. While the investigations could not
definitively link this portion of the encampment to Varnum’s Brigade, given its position
and arrangement, it is likely the eastern extent of his troops’ occupation within the
encampment. The archaeological investigations at this site have demonstrated that broad
ranges of activities were taking place at the brigade level. Weapons, clothing, and
equipment maintenance were all occurring.

Discussion
The Valley Forge winter encampment of 1777-1778 offers a unique opportunity
to examine a formative time during the development of the Continental Army. During the
winter of 1777-1778, the Continental Army comes into the encampment a mixed
collection of Continental regulars and state militias. Prior to arrival of von Steuben there
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was no standardized method for training the Continental Army. After von Steuben’s
arrival in late February of 1778, a new Continental Army begins to emerge. The Valley
Forge winter encampment represents the laboratory in which von Steuben honed the
troops through his instruction.
Archaeological investigations of the Valley Forge winter encampment mainly
focused on the specific location of huts, rather than fully understanding the results. As a
result, much of the archaeological information that has come out of research is limited in
scope and fails to take the larger brigade into account (Campbell 1962c, 1966a, 1966b;
Cotter 1966; Landis 1966; Hall 1972; Egloff et al. 1975; Warfel and Kent 1975; Ralph
and Parrington 1979; Cooper 1988). It was not until 2006 when Steele et al. specifically
attempted to examine a cross section of a brigade encampment (Wayne’s) to understand
the full breadth of what may be contained in the brigade areas. This idea was later
expanded upon by the author within Varnum’s Brigade (Chapter 7).
There is a high degree of archaeological integrity present within the Valley Forge
winter encampment due to the early formation of Valley Forge State Park and its later
incorporation into the National Park Service as Valley Forge National Historical Park.
Early archaeological investigations focused on very limited examinations within specific
brigade areas. As a result, extensive opportunities exist within the park to examine the
archaeological remains of soldiers from across the newly formed United States. With the
formation of the encampment prior to the implementation of von Steuben’s teaching,
Valley Forge represents a baseline data set that can be compared to later encampments
from the war to understand the development of the army.
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CHAPTER 4
WINTER 1778-1779

Historic Context
While the occupation of Philadelphia in the previous year produced an initial
psychological shock to the Americans, it had not produced the lasting political or economic
effects that the British command had anticipated. This negligible impact, combined with
France's entry into the war and the resulting shift of some of Clinton's command to the
Caribbean, induced him to abandon Philadelphia early in the summer of 1778 (Lender and
Stone 2016). Washington was well aware of the problems facing the British, and he made
their task more difficult by covering a large area around New York City with his forces.
From these positions Washington was able to prolong the war by simply observing the
British, avoiding major engagements, and closing off overland supply routes to New York.
As it became clear that the British would remain firmly situated in New York during
the coming winter months, Washington was again faced with the necessity of maintaining
the field through the winter. Given the previous years’ experience at Valley Forge, this
must have been an unpleasant prospect indeed. The problem that confronted Washington
was to continue to deny the British forage and supplies over an extended area, while
remaining consolidated enough to strike, should the opportunity present itself. At the same
time, he was faced with a dwindling army each winter due to expirations of enlistments,
illness, and desertions. The troops who remained were dependent upon the surrounding
area and unpredictable shipments from other states for food and other critical supplies.
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Washington's solution was to divide the Army into three main groups. Each group
covered an area of strategic importance and was strong enough to resist all but a major
assault by British forces. Should such an assault materialize, the groups were close enough
that mutual support would be possible. At the same time, their separation lessened the strain
upon the civilians of any one area and made supply efforts somewhat easier. Three brigades
under Major General Israel Putnam constituted the first of the three groups. They were
quartered at Redding, near Danbury, Connecticut, in order to gather intelligence, interpret
British moves up the coast, and provide support for West Point if necessary (Poirier 1976).
Major General Alexander McDougall commanded the second group, which consisted of
three brigades stationed between New York City and Poughkeepsie to defend the Hudson
(Cruson 2011).
The remaining portion of the Army was stationed in New Jersey. Of this southern
portion, the New Jersey Brigade, under General William Maxwell, was positioned at
Elizabethtown to protect the southern portion of New Jersey (Prince 1957). The remainder
of the Continental Army, totaling eight army brigades, encamped at Middlebrook, near
present-day Bound Brook and Somerville. Joining the main army at Middlebrook were
support groups, such as large contingents from the Quartermaster, Clothier General, and
Military Stores departments (Angelakos 1952).

Middlebrook, New Jersey
The strategy of the Continental Army located outside of New York in late 1778
shared similarities with the previous winter of 1777-1778. Following French intervention,
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British forces evacuated Philadelphia in June 1778 and relocated their base of operations
back to New York City (Lender and Stone 2016). A season of raids and maneuvers
followed the Battle of Monmouth leading to no clear victories, and by October, the main
body of the Continental Army held positions in New York’s Hudson Valley. The factors
that led to the overall strategy of the Continental Army the previous winter once again
guided their decision making process for the coming season. A British-held port city with
a large garrison placing the surrounding area under the threat of attack once again played
a central role in the Continental Army’s decisions regarding where to place themselves
for winter quarters (Elliott 2017).
With the Continental Army’s winter situation unresolved by October 1778,
Washington sought counsel regarding where and how the army should establish winter
quarters, just as he had before settling on Valley Forge. The Commander-in-Chief issued
a circular to seven of his commanders on 14 October 1778, requesting their opinions on
how the army should arrange its forces for the coming winter (Chase 2008[17]:373).
Washington’s main concern were recommendations for what steps the army should take,
considering “the security of the army itself--its subsistence and accommodationprotection of the Country--the support of our important posts” (Chase 2008[17]:373),
potential collaborations with the French fleet should it arrive, as well as cooperation with
posts in New England. Above all, Washington wanted to know whether the army should
remain concentrated during the winter, or divided into small cantonments, and in what
manner and in what place it should locate its encampments.
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Washington supplemented his original circular with a council-of-war on 16
October 1778, once again querying his officers for suggestions regarding winter
dispositions. The Commander-in-Chief ultimately received responses from Major
Generals William Alexander, Horatio Gates, Nathanael Greene, Johann de Kalb,
Alexander McDougall, Israel Putnam; Baron Freidrich von Steuben; and Brigadier
Generals James Clinton, Henry Knox, Samuel Holden Parsons, William Maxwell, Peter
Muhlenberg, William Smallwood, Anthony Wayne, and William Woodford (Elliot
2017).
Each respondent weighed multiple considerations: the logistical problems
inherent in supplying the army at a suggested encampment site, the likelihood of a British
attack, the possibility of French reinforcements, the protection of well-affected civilians,
and the defensive benefits of the surrounding terrain. Washington’s subordinates
however, could not agree on several fronts. Estimations of the Continental Army’s
logistical capabilities varied, as did the assessments regarding the British Army’s
readiness and capability for an offensive. The generals’ diverse responses revealed the
division of opinion over what positions the Continental Army should take and whether it
should disperse or concentrate for the winter.
Answers to Washington’s inquiry fell into three categories. In the minority were
those commanders who were opposed entirely to an arrangement that placed the forces of
the army in close proximity to New York. This contingent was comprised largely of
officers from the Northern Department of the army. This faction had not experienced the
previous Valley Forge winter encampment. Accustomed to a different strategic
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environment, this northern contingent did not perceive a political or military need to
place the army in a concentrated cantonment for the winter.
Similar support for an expanded arrangement of Continental forces arose from
Brigadier General William Maxwell. The New Jersey native believed that dispersing the
army would ease the difficulty of providing supplies and quarters for the men, claiming
“they are more likely to obtain better quarters, vegetables, and all other necessaries in
small cantonments than in large bodies.” Putting forth the most widely-spread
arrangement of any of the generals, Maxwell advised cantonments “from the North
[Hudson] River to the Susquehanna,” placed wherever was “handy to provisions and
forage” (Chase 2008[17]:506-511). In Maxwell’s case, direct experience with the
shortages experienced at Valley Forge, overrode considerations of defensibility, unit
cohesion, or safeguarding civilian communities in the arrangement of forces for the
winter. The commanders in line with Maxwell believed that forces must disperse to
subsist locally, rather than rely upon the existing insufficient logistical system.
In contrast to the northern contingent, defensibility and cohesion stood out as
paramount concerns for the majority of Washington’s subordinates. Four brigadier
generals who had served in Pennsylvania the previous year (Hand, Muhlenberg,
Smallwood, and Wayne) submitted configurations that placed the majority of the army in
the Hudson Highlands, with a chain of detachments stretching from Connecticut to New
Jersey anchoring either flank. The importance of West Point and the Hudson Highlands,
as well as the strategic similarities between the Philadelphia theater of war a year earlier,
coupled with the army’s current situation, shaped most of these generals’ responses. The
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potential arrival of French assistance made a concentrated arrangement of forces
attractive, as this would ease the task of gathering the army together for a potential attack
on New York. The majority of those surveyed outlined broadly similar plans for the
winter, all placing emphasis on the Hudson River near Fishkill (Chase 2008[17]:408409).
The Continental Army’s European officers offered more thoroughly articulated
plans for winter quarters than many of the brigadiers, but mostly shared the emphasis on
the Hudson Highlands. Major General von Steuben recognized the strength of the British
forces remaining in New York, and argued against a dispersal of Continental forces,
noting that “to scatter our forces with a view of protecting all points, will put it out of our
power to protect any--and we shall run the risk of being beat in detail” (Chase
2008[17]:506-511). Von Steuben also opposed shifting the main body of forces to
Connecticut or New Jersey at the expense of uncovering the Hudson. Von Steuben
submitted the most concentrated arrangement of any of Washington’s subordinates, with
thirteen brigades remaining along the Hudson, three in Connecticut at Danbury, and only
a small force of infantry under Lord Stirling to cover New Jersey, supported by the light
cavalry and militia (Chase 2008[17]:506-511). Johann de Kalb, echoed von Steuben’s
preference for a concentration of force along the Hudson, proposing to send only a single
brigade to Elizabethtown in New Jersey and no forces to Connecticut. Instead, de Kalb’s
plan called for an even divide between the eastern and western sides of the Hudson,
believing the river’s freezing would permit close coordination between the two wings
during the winter (Chase 2008[17]:463-465).
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Three of Washington’s most experienced commanders, Brigadier General Henry
Knox and Major Generals Lord Stirling and Nathanael Greene, dissented from the
consensus strategy and offered detailed alternative plans. Each provided similar
justifications for their opposition to a concentration in the Hudson Highlands. According
to them, the region’s rough terrain made possible its defense by a small force. The area
also lacked the forage needed for Continental supply trains. Knox preferred sending the
bulk of the army to Connecticut to secure that state’s defenses and facilitate the army’s
supply. He recognized the logistical problems that a concentration entailed, but believed
by taking “a proper position,” these issues could be alleviated and suggested the area
between Ridgefield, Connecticut and Crompond, New York for a winter encampment,
further east than the Peekskill-Fishkill-West Point region that the majority of respondents
advocated (Chase 2008[17]:465-468).
The clearest understanding of the Continental Army’s logistical problems was
provided by Quartermaster-General Nathanael Greene. Greene wrote to Washington in
October 1778 to outline the army’s prospects for the winter, distinguishing between the
options of a concentrated encampment, as at Valley Forge, compared to a dispersal of
forces. A concentrated arrangement promised stronger defensibility, improved discipline,
and streamlined foraging. Similar to Knox, Greene favored a “plan for holding the army
in a collected state on [the east] side of the North [Hudson] River” (Chase 2008[17]:436439). Greene realized, however, in contrast to Knox, that since forces in Boston and
Rhode Island would also draw upon supplies available in New England, while forage
from the Middle States would have to cross the Hudson, an encampment in western
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Connecticut could not logistically sustain the army. Furthermore, a winter post east of the
Hudson invited a British attack up the river that could cut off Continental forces from
their mid-Atlantic sources of supply. As a result, Greene suggested leaving smaller
garrisons near West Point and in Connecticut, while shifting the bulk of the army to
northern New Jersey, closer to available supplies (Chase 2008[17]:554-555).
Within New Jersey, Greene offered two options for winter dispositions: one in
Bergen County near New York City, and the other further removed in the vicinity of
Middlebrook, in the Raritan Valley, where the army had concentrated in the spring of
1777 (Lundin 1972). Neither of these suggested sites made use of northern New Jersey’s
purported defensive terrain; they presented attractive locales due the former’s proximity
to West Point and the latter’s position closer to Trenton. Between these two choices,
Greene favored a return to the Middlebrook site over making a new encampment in
Bergen County. While a Bergen encampment would allow closer coordination with the
detachments at West Pont and Danbury, it would also increase the strain on the army’s
logistical tail that stretched westward to Pennsylvania. Middlebrook lay closer to sources
of forage, and the local landscape appealed to Greene; he described the region as
“plentiful country, naturally strong and difficult to access and surrounded with a great
plenty of wood” (Lundin 1972). The latter article was particularly necessary for an army
envisioning the construction of log huts for winter shelter, as it had done a year earlier at
Valley Forge. In Greene’s formulation for winter quarters, logistical concerns trumped
defensibility.
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Environmental considerations played a further part in determining New Jersey’s
role as a winter home for the army by shaping where the Continental forces could most
easily situate their quarters. With a framework for the arrangement of forces decided
upon by late November, Washington and his commanders turned to the problem of where
to build the encampments that were to anchor the Continentals’ winter dispositions. By
December 1778, Continental officers had adopted the log-hut city form of encampment,
erecting hundreds of simple wooden shelters across the landscape. Easy access to food,
water, and timber for fuel and construction, as well as suitable defensive ground, shaped
the selection of encampment sites. Terrain thereby played a crucial role in this search, as
did environmental features including forests, farms, and watercourses (Elliott 2017).
During the autumn of 1778, the quartermaster’s department turned its attention to
finding a site suitable to cantoning large portions of the Continental Army. Availability of
timber, dry ground, fresh water, and enough open space for hut sites and parade grounds
guided this hunt for encampment sites. Early searches in the Hudson Highlands revealed
the difficulty of meeting these criteria while also remaining in defensible terrain and
close to supplies. Greene and Major General Israel Putnam surveyed the ground in the
vicinity of Kings Ferry, New York, and found “but one tract of woodland of sufficient
extent to hut the army collectively” (Showman 1984[3]:13). The rough country around
Fishkill promised to break-up the encampments into individual brigades, and there was
no ground upon which the army could exercise or maneuver. Mostly divided into small
farms, the region lacked substantial woodlots beyond those small holdings of the
individual farmers. According to Greene, if the soldiers encamped along the Hudson,
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“their situation in the Highlands will be little better than in a gaol” (Showman
1984[3]:13).
Familiar with the region after the Army’s brief presence there in early 1777, the
Rhode Islander favored a position in Somerset County due to its agreeable environment.
With the Watchung Mountains at its back, Middlebrook was, according to Greene,
“situated in a plentiful country, naturally strong and difficult of access and surrounded
with a great plenty of wood” (Showman 1984[3]:94-95). A contemporary newspaper
advertisement described the countryside near the Virginia division’s encampment as
“most-excellent timberland,” while the vicinity of the artillery park at nearby Pluckemin
featured 8,000 acres of timberland (Elliott 2017). Given this abundant timber supply, the
defensive potential of the local hills, and proximity to supply lines, selecting a specific
encampment site within the vicinity of Middlebrook proved a straightforward task, as
Washington and Greene apparently agreed upon a place for hutting within a few days in
early December 1778.
Middlebrook, was situated close to sources of forage, and exhibited favorable
local environmental conditions, easing the decision to quarter the bulk of the Main Army
along the Raritan River in late 1778. Greene wrote to Washington on 30 November that
he planned to “fix upon a place for hutting,” as soon as rainy weather improved to allow
his travel (Showman 1984[3]:91). By early December, the quartermaster put forth two
prospective encampment sites in the vicinity of Middlebrook, of which Washington could
not determine which was best “without seeing them” (Showman 1984[3]:105). Two days
later Washington decided upon the first of the two option presented (Showman
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1984[3]:105). Greene described the site as “directly back of Bound Brook below the
mountain” (Showman 1984[3]:94-95).
A strong natural position, Washington had found Middlebrook easily defensible
in the 1777 campaign. The Raritan and Millstone Rivers could be controlled from this
position, the troops supplied (at least in part) by sympathetic Somerset County farmers,
and grain processed by local mills. The critical shipments of food from states to the south
were more accessible from Middlebrook than from other possible sites to the north.
Greene noted that an alternative area under consideration in Bergen County would "...be
forty miles further from the source of our supplies than at Middlebrook" (Showman
1984[3]:4).
Infantry units began to move into the Middlebrook area during the first week in
December, 1778. They were grouped together primarily by brigades, with some distance
separating some of the brigades. Brigades from Virginia and Maryland were assigned
cantonment positions north of Bound Brook, around what was then known as Steel's Gap.
The Middle Brook cut through the first Watchung Mountain at this point, and the troops
were situated on the sloping ground of the south side of the mountain. The Pennsylvania
troops were positioned over two miles to the southwest, between the Raritan and
Millstone Rivers. They were located west of the road running from present day
Somerville to Somerset Court House (now Millstone) and thence to Princeton. The
quartermaster's Artificers, under Jeduthan Baldwin, were quartered between the
Pennsylvania troops and other brigades, on the main road from Somerville to (New)
Brunswick. Hospitals were located in New Brunswick, as well as in barns and public
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buildings around Middlebrook. The Clothier General's office was to the northwest, at the
junction of the Lamington River and the North Branch of the Raritan. Brigadier General
Henry Knox and the Park of Artillery (a term used to describe the army's unassigned field
pieces and siege guns) were ordered by Washington to winter just outside Pluckemin,
about 7 miles northwest of Middlebrook at the west end of the Watchung Mountains
(Seidel 1987).
The Middlebrook encampments were occupied from December of 1778 into early
June of 1779. At their peak of activity in December and January, and then in late April
and early May, the troops quartered at the encampments numbered close to 10,000; in the
intervening period, numbers dwindled to around 5,000 as soldiers took leave or shortterm assignments elsewhere. The evacuation of the camps began in mid-May as Sullivan,
commanding a detachment of 4,000 troops, launched an offensive against the Iroquois in
Wyoming County and the Mohawk Valley. In late May, the Pennsylvania Line broke
camp, followed early the following month by the Virginia Line, with both groups heading
north toward West Point. Evacuation of the Middlebrook encampments was effectively
complete by June 3, 1779 (Maas 1975:135- 136; Showman et al. 1986[4]:1-117).

Pluckemin, New Jersey
The crossroads village of Pluckemin offered Knox's artillery many of the same
advantages afforded to the main army at Middlebrook. Located seven miles northwest of
the main army’s encampment at Middlebrook, Pluckemin was located on a direct road to
the Quartermaster Magazine in Morristown, some 15 miles away (Figure 6). Pluckemin is
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Figure 6: Location of Pluckemin Encampment
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today the junction of Routes 202, 206 and Interstates 78 and 287. Just as today, the town
of Pluckemin was of equal importance as a crossroads in the 18th-century. Skinner’s map
of 1780 shows six roads converging on Pluckemin. Maps and spy reports rated the local
roads as good, and this was important to the movement of 18th-century artillery (Sekel
1972:16).
At Pluckemin, the artillery was relatively safe from enemy attack, being located to
the rear of the main position at Middlebrook. At the same time, the site chosen for the
cantonment was well defended naturally. Situated at the foot of the western terminus of
the Second Watchung Mountain, the artillery occupied an elevated positions above the
surrounding landscape (Figure 7). To the east and rear of the site, the mountain rose
abruptly above the camp. North and south of the camp, streams had cut deep ravines into
the side of the mountain. Southwest of the camp, lay the valley between the First and
Second Watchung Mountains. To the west and northwest was the North Branch of the
Raritan River, and to the northeast lay Vealtown (Bernardsville) and Morristown.
Before the Park of Artillery arrived at Pluckemin from Fredricksburg, New York,
work had already begun on the camp site. The site was likely chosen by Deputy
Commissary of Military Stores, Richard Frothingham, who arrived there sometime in late
November of 1778 (Sekel 1972). Frothingham's job was threefold: to locate a site for the
artillery to spend the winter; to locate necessary facilities; and to gather the supplies
needed for the camp's construction.
Originally, the Pluckemin cantonment was intended to house the Military Stores
Department, the Park of Artillery, and the Continental Artillery Brigade staff. Being
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Figure 7: Geography of Pluckemin Encampment (United States Geological Survey)
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attached to the Military Stores Department, Frothingham’s first job was to locate a place
in which to lodge the military stores, including the army's spare ammunition, which he
had transported from Danbury, Connecticut. After depositing these supplies in the stonewalled ruin of Pluckemin's St. Paul's Lutheran Church, he set about locating a suitable
place for the armourers accompanying Knox to work. As the local blacksmith shop was
unsuitable, Frothingham started construction of an armourer's shop at the site which had
been chosen for the cantonment. Knox and the Park of Artillery arrived in Pluckemin on
7 December 1778 (Sekel 1972).
On 17 December 1778, Washington issued orders that significantly affected the
Pluckemin cantonment (Sekel 1972; Lengel 2008[18]:49). It was the American practice
during the war to break up the artillery regiments during the course of a campaign and
assign individual guns and their crews to infantry units as they were needed. In general,
each infantry brigade was assigned one company of artillery with two to four guns
(Wright 1985:104). Once the army went into winter quarters, however, it seemed
advisable to regroup the artillery regiments and have them canton together as a brigade.
On the 17th, the artillery accompanying infantry units at Middlebrook were re-tasked and
ordered to join General Knox at Pluckemin (Seidel 1987).
The concentration of artillery at Pluckemin greatly increased the necessary size of
the installation and made it necessary to construct facilities to house and train a large
body of men. Units present at Pluckemin during the winter included 22 companies of the
First (Harrison's), Second (Lamb's), and Third (Crane's) Regiments of Continental
Artillery, two companies of Artillery Artificers, and one company of Continental
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Armourers (Sekel 1972). The presence at Pluckemin of groups other than the artillery had
implications for the size and complexity of the cantonment.
The importance of the artificers to the army is hard to over-estimate. These men
not only provided cartridges and ammunition, but also kept in repair all of the wagons
used to transport supplies, as well as their harness and cordage. They repaired small arms,
shod horses, constructed barrels and casks, made and repaired tools and accoutrements,
and cast buckles, buttons, and shot, among other things (Seidel 1987). Nathanael Greene
wrote, a man "can as well feed himself without hands as an Army move without
Artificers" (Risch 1981:155).
The artillery artificer companies at Pluckemin were under the command of
Captains Noah Nichols and Anthony Post. Their combined companies showed a total of
56 officers and men on the muster rolls between December 1778 and June 1779. Captain
Cornelius Austin's company of armourers mustered 25 officers and men. The presence of
two companies of artillery artificers and a company of armourers at Pluckemin
necessitated that a variety of workshops would have been constructed for their use.
Distinct areas for blacksmithing, gunsmithing, shops for wood-working, wheel-wrighting,
and wagon repair, a harness maker's shop, a tinsmith's shop and a laboratory where
cartridges and other munitions were prepared would have been necessary for the artificers
(Seidel 1987).
The presence of skilled craftsmen at the cantonment had an impact upon the
actual construction of the cantonment. The presence of a complement of craftsmen made
it possible to construct buildings with more competence than would have been the case if
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unskilled troops were the sole architects and builders. Accounts from other cantonments
refer to "hutting" the troops (Seidel 1987). Conversely, Pluckemin sources generally refer
specifically to "barracks", suggesting a departure from the usual mode of construction.
One barrack building was begun in early December and completed by 5 January 1779
(Seidel 1987:132). It was intended to house fifteen companies. Work then began on a
"New Line of Barracks" to be erected for seven of the newly arrived companies from
Middlebrook (Seidel 1987:132). These barracks were occupied by the 3 February 1779
(Sekel 1972).
Barracks, however, were but one component of the site. Primary sources also
indicate the presence of separate quarters for officers, a guard house, an armourer's shop,
a military forge, a laboratory for reconstituting powder and ammunition, mess rooms
(probably another name for the rooms in which the enlisted men were quartered), and
storage facilities for the Military Stores Department. An "Academy Building" was also
erected, where classes were held for training officers in the technical and practical aspects
of their profession (Seidel 1987).
Artificers and other skilled woodworkers were set apart to work on the framing
and the more complex elements of construction. Men without special skills were divided
into squads for cutting and hauling timber and providing hands for the hard, less skilled
work of clearing, leveling the building sites, and gathering materials. This mode of
organization is different than that at Valley Forge and Morristown, where the occupants
of a hut (generally a mess of twelve) worked on the construction of their own cabin.
Unlike these other cantonments, where skilled workmen were in relatively short supply,
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the Pluckemin artificers provided a pool of skills making it possible to build more quickly
and possibly with more precision and sophistication than found in the rustic cabins that
were the norm on other sites (Seidel 1987).
Evidence for the way in which the cantonment was physically arranged comes
from a variety of sources. Initially, there were no known maps or drawings of the
cantonment to show its layout. Nor were there any detailed descriptions of the
cantonment in the papers of officers who were present at the camp. The bulk of the clues
were therefore put together from passing references in orderly books and similar
documents. By combining various sources, it was possible to obtain a rough
approximation of the site's arrangement (Seidel 1987).
One example of the way in which orders can be used in this fashion is provided in
strictures concerning firewood. Soldiers were ordered at various points to use the tree
tops and branches remaining from the timber as fuel; for example, an order from 5
February directed that "the men in the Barracks make use of those trees that are cut down
in the Square South of the Academy, for fire Wood..." (Seidel 1987). "The Square South
of the Academy" suggests that there was a square and open area south of the academy,
perhaps with an additional square to the north (otherwise it would not be necessary to
stipulate a cardinal direction).
Such clues can then be combined with what is known of general military practice
in the 18th- century to build a theoretical site plan. Field armies of that time were tied to
strict arrangements in camp, according to what was known as "castrametation," "the art
of measuring or tracing out the form of a camp on the ground" (Smith 1779: 287). This
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was done in an orderly, regular fashion, with infantry units tented in the same order that
the army would be drawn up in order of battle. This was done so that confusion would be
minimized in case of a surprise attack. The camp line was the same length as the army's
line for battle, and the same intervals between units were maintained in camp. The
Continental Army used the same system as the British, generally following the strict
plans and dimensions laid down by von Steuben in his manual (Von Steuben 1794). The
form of camp, like the formations of battle, was linear.
Infantry castrametation would not contain open squares such as those noted in the
orders. According to the British manuals, however, the artillery was usually drawn up in
a different fashion (Muller 1780; Smith 1779). "The figure of the park of artillery, is that
of a parallelogram," with the cannon forming a line to the front, and the troops forming
the sides, "always encamped, half on the right, and half on the left of the park"(Smith
1779:12-13). The square center of the parallelogram was reserved for wagons.
The mention of the "Long Barracks" here, combined with the earlier reference to
the "New Line of Barracks" (3 February, noted above), suggest two distinct barracks for
soldiers. These are in addition to separate barracks for officers and artificers. It is thus
highly likely that the barrack lines (combined with the academy in some fashion) formed
the squares. This is further supported by one of the few eyewitness descriptions we have
of the barracks. A civilian guest of an "elegant entertainment," given at Pluckemin to
celebrate the anniversary of the French Alliance, left the following description in the
Pennsylvania Packet of 6 March 1779:
The huts of this corp (the artillery) are situated on a rising ground, at a
small distance from the road and unfold themselves in a very pretty
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manner as you approach. A range of field pieces, mortars and heavy
cannon, made the front line of a parallelogram; the other sides are
composed of huts for the officers and privates; there is also an academy
where lectures are read on tactics and gunnery, and work huts for those
employed in the laboratory, all very judiciously arranged. This military
village is superior, in some respects, to most of those I had seen. Its
regularity, its appearance, and the ground on which it stands, throws over
it a look of enchantment...
In dealing with cantonments of the Revolution, there exists a paucity of drawings,
paintings, other depictions of the sites. Until research began on the Pluckemin
cantonment, only two drawings were known to exist which depicted an American
cantonment of the period (Seidel 1987). The first of these is a depiction of Stark's
Brigade in their huts at Morristown during the winter of 1779-1780. It corresponds in its
details quite well with the archaeological evidence of hut arrangements. The second is the
"Tarbell drawing" of the Massachusetts Brigades at New Windsor. Although it does not
correlate perfectly with Pickering's plan for hutting the army, those who have studied the
New Windsor brigades have found it useful (Fisher 1981).
Fortuitously, through the research of Clifford Sekel and John Seidel, a
contemporaneous drawing of the Pluckemin cantonment was rediscovered. The drawing
was entitled "A South-West Perspective View of the Artillery Barracks, Pluckemin, N.
Jersey. 1779" and signed "I. Lillie." According to Seidel, there is little reason to doubt the
authenticity of the drawing (Seidel 1987). The lower right hand corner of the depiction is
inscribed "I. Lillie fecit." Captain John ("Ionas") Lillie commanded the 12th Company of
the Third Continental Artillery, and is known to have been present at the cantonment.
Details of the drawing would later be further corroborated by information gained through
Seidel’s archaeological investigations at Pluckemin.
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The drawing depicts the same parallelogram described in the Pennsylvania
Packet, excluding the front line of artillery. The rear of the parallelogram (the east side) is
comprised of two long buildings which extend lengthwise from north to south, and face
downhill to the west. Uphill, to the rear of the northern building, is a large square
structure with two chimneys. The north and south sides of the parallelogram each consist
of a long east-west building, both facing the interior of the parallelogram. Paralleling
these east-west structures, down the center of the parallelogram, is a fifth long structure
punctuated with a large, cupola-topped building towards the center. This building closely
corresponds to the description of the academy building, and this line divides the area into
two squares. To the north of the parallelogram is an apparently random scatter of huts,
and a somewhat larger cabin is situated southwest of the probable academy line.
The "New Line of Barracks" completed on 3 February 1779 for Lamb's Regiment
is known to have consisted of seven rooms (Seidel 1987). It is reasonable to assume that
all of the barracks would have had fireplaces and chimneys to provide warmth and a
cooking area. The only structure on the Lillie drawing fitting the historical description of
this “New Line of Barracks” is the eastern extension of the Academy Line (7 chimneys
and 7 doors). Rooms capable of housing the 24 to 32 men in most companies must have
been two to three times as large as the huts found on other Revolutionary War sites. Huts
at Valley Forge usually measured approximately 16 feet by 18 feet (Thibaut 1979:25-29),
while huts for enlisted men at Morristown ranged from about 10 feet by 15 feet (Rutsch
and Peters 1976a) to sizes similar to those of Valley Forge. All of the enlisted men's huts
at Valley Forge and Morristown were intended to hold up to twelve men. Huts at New
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Windsor were larger, measuring 18 feet by 35 feet, and were divided into two rooms
capable of housing eight men each (Fisher 1986).
The first group of barracks completed at Pluckemin housed fifteen companies. If
the same practice of allotting one company to a room (or two room apartment) was
followed, the first barrack probably corresponds to the North Line, which has fifteen
doors and fifteen chimneys. This would logically correspond to the "Soldiers Long
Barracks" mentioned in the orders for 24 February (Seidel 1987). A separate barrack was
built for officers. Sekel (1972) estimated that a maximum of fifty-five officers were
present at the site between December and February. Three to four officers were often
quartered to a hut elsewhere (Risch 1981:152); if this was the practice at Pluckemin,
fourteen huts or rooms would have been required for officers. Barracks specifically for
artificers are mentioned in orders (Seidel 1987). The armourers would also have required
housing. The roughly 25 men in each of these units could have been placed in the cabins
to the rear of the enlisted lines. Alternatively, they may also have been within the
Southeast Line or the South Line, closer to the areas presumed to be work areas. Other
buildings to be accounted for include storage areas, the laboratory, a guard house, and
forges.
Finally, storage facilities would have been needed by the Military Stores
Department. It is clear that some supplies were stored in the magazine and St. Paul's
Church, but the volume of supplies entering Pluckemin strongly suggests additional
storage space at the site. Logistical affairs are discussed more fully in a later section,
which will make the magnitude of the supply effort clear. It is also possible that
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ammunition wagons, tumbrels, and limbers would have been put under shelter, although
nothing more elaborate than a shed would have been needed. It may be that the South
Line, which shows no chimneys and is suggestive of a simpler building, served these
functions (Seidel 1987).
In late May of 1779, the Middlebrook cantonments began to break up in
anticipation of the new campaign season. Two infantry regiments had left earlier in the
month to join Sullivan in the west (Fitzpatrick 1931-1944[14]:114,118,193), but the first
large scale movements occurred on May 29, when the Pennsylvania division left
(Fitzpatrick 1931-1944[15]:176). The Virginia division departed on June 2, followed the
next day by the Maryland troops (Fitzpatrick 1931-1944[15]:201-218). The route of the
infantry took them north through Pluckemin, and each infantry brigade picked up its
artillery complement as it moved through the village. Henry Knox and the artillery left
their barracks on 3 June to move north to Pompton with the rest of the army (Fitzpatrick
1931-1944[15]:210-211).
The Pluckemin installation was not completely abandoned on 3 June. It would
remain the location of an important magazine, with stores in both the church and the
camp itself. Samuel Hodgdon was left in charge of a complement of guards, as well as
artificers and armourers who were still busy repairing the remaining wagons and small
arms. In addition to the military stores, it appears that some quartermaster supplies were
moved into the barracks for safekeeping (Boyle 2011).
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Redding, Connecticut
With the troops assigned to winter positions strategically placed around New
York City, the western flank would winter in Middlebrook, New Jersey and the central
position of the American forces would then winter in the Hudson Highlands, where they
guarded the approaches to West Point and against a potential British thrust up the Hudson
River to cut the colonies in two, as they had tried to do in 1777 before the British disaster
at Saratoga. This left the eastern flank in Redding, in western Connecticut, near the
military storage depot in Danbury (Figure 8).
Danbury's importance dictated the positioning of the east camps. Danbury sat
astride a major road that crossed the center of the state from east to west. It was located
about thirty miles north of the Long Island Sound shoreline, making it relatively safe
from attacks from the waters controlled by British ships. Since Connecticut was a major
source of the army's supplies, this road was vital, as goods flowed westward through
Danbury. This made the town a natural depot for the temporary storage of military
supplies. In 1777, Danbury also became the location of the area's military hospital when
the facilities that had been located in White Plains and Stamford were moved inland to
make them less exposed to British patrols (Cruson 2011).
Danbury’s inland position did not render it completely invulnerable, however. In
April 1777, General William Tryon landed with two thousand troops at Compo Beach in
Westport and, over the next day and a half, marched north through Easton and Redding
Ridge and into Danbury. Over the course of the next twelve hours, they searched out
most of the stores and destroyed them, along with the buildings in which they had been
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Figure 8: Location of Redding Encampment
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kept. On the morning of the third day, with the local militia gathering to their south, the
British retreated to the southwest, through Ridgefield, where they met heavy resistance
from about seven hundred Americans led by Benedict Arnold. The fighting slowed up the
British retreat considerably and resulted in a loss of almost 20 percent of their men.
(Cruson 2011:19) Overall, however, the raid was successful in that it had deprived the
American army of badly needed stores. The medical supplies were saved, however; when
they were moved north to New Milford just as the British were entering the town. This
ensured the presence of the military hospital in Danbury in proximity to the winter camps
the next year (Cruson 2011).
The Danbury Raid and Battle of Ridgefield, then, were part of the reason for the
placement of troops in Redding. The presence of three thousand soldiers organized into
three brigades in that location was a powerful deterrent to another raid. Even after the
Redding camps were abandoned, smaller contingents of troops wintered in the vicinity of
Danbury until the end of the war (Cruson 2011). Another benefit of having three brigades
of troops in Redding was protection from British coastal and border raids. From the
muster rolls kept during that winter, it is apparent that contingents of soldiers were
periodically detached "on Command to the coast," where they augmented the coast guard
(Cruson 2011:19). These were levies from local militia companies and were delegated to
spend terms of up to one month in the coastal guard stations protecting the farmers along
the shore from quick British raids across the sound. Such guards were especially needed
to protect the salt pans in Stamford, salt being a necessary commodity for packing the
army's supply of meat. The three bridgades (consisting of twelve regiments), therefore,
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were stationed in Redding. These troops included all of the eight Connecticut regiments
that had been divided into two of the brigades. The 1st Brigade consisted of the 3rd, 4th,
6th, and 8th Regiments, under the command of Brigadier General Samuel Parsons. The
2nd Brigade, then, consisted of the 1st, 2nd, 5th, and 7th Regiments, under Brigadier
General Jedediah Huntington. Four other regiments constituted the 3rd Brigade: the three
New Hampshire regiments that were commanded by Brigadier General Enoch Poor, and
the fourth, the 2nd Regiment of Canadian Volunteers, that was commanded by Colonel
Moses Hazen (Cruson 2011:19).
The combined strength of these three brigades was three thousand men, at least on
paper. To ease their impact on the environmental resources such as water, as well as
timber for hut building and fuel, the brigades were separated, and each settled in three
camps spread across the northern half of the town. The 1st Brigade built its huts in West
Redding, and its remains have been entirely destroyed by the building of the railroad and
by housing development (Cruson 2011).
The 2nd Brigade was camped about a mile and a half to the east in a wooded
valley roughly on the corner of modern Limekiln and Whortleberry Roads. The aboveground remains of this camp have been partially obliterated by subsequent farming
activity, but at least half remains intact (Cruson 2011).
The New Hampshire/Canadian Brigade was encamped in what is today Putnam
Park, about a mile and a half east of the so-called center encampment (Figure 9). This
group was technically under the command of Enoch Poor, but at the beginning of the
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Figure 9: Geography of Redding Encampment (United States Geological Survey)
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hutting process, he was furloughed, and the command of the park brigades descended on
Colonel Moses Hazen (Crusson 2011).
The brigades were settled in their own distinct areas. The commanding officers,
however, were not expected to live with the troops in crude huts. The overall commander
of all the brigades was General Israel Putnam. His headquarters was located in a
farmhouse on Umpawaug Hill, on the corner of modern Umpawaug Hill and Topstone
Roads, which was commandeered for the use of the general and his aides (Cruson 2011).
Within the 3rd Brigade, Colonel Henry Dearborn of the 1st New Hampshire
Regiment and Sergeant Major John Hawkins of the 2nd Canadian (“Congress’ Own”)
Regiment both provide first-hand accounts of the establishment of the encampment. With
the troops distributed across Redding, both Colonel Dearborn's and Sergeant Major
Hawkins' troops began to alter the little wooded valley where they would spend the next
several months (Cruson 2011:13). As the typical eighteenth-century winter weather
arrived, they worked out of their tents to lay out the camps and build the huts that would
provide more adequate protection from the elements.
Both Colonel Dearborn and Sergeant Major Hawkins had arrived at the hutting
ground late in the day on 2 December, and the next day was spent setting up tents and
engaging in the many other duties necessary for constructing a temporary camp-the one
that would be superseded by the more permanent camp of log huts (Cruson 2011:21). The
next morning (4 December), the troops were mustered, and the brigade orders regarding
the precise way that the encampment was to be laid out were read to them. Sergeant
Major Hawkins' journal entry for that day reads, "Our Brigade is now busily employed in
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building Huts for our Winter Quarters; Implements or Tools of various kinds being drawn
for the above purpose" (Hawkins in Cruson 2011:23). Subsequent journal entries are
missing until 26 January, so progress in building the camp is unrecorded (Cruson 2011).
Colonel Dearborn, however, supplied an outline of the activities for that period beginning
by echoing Sergeant Major Hawkins with his entry on the fourth: "[W]e begin the Day to
build Huts" (Dearborn in Cruson 2011:23)
The process began with the quartermaster staking areas where each hut would be
placed, as well as the areas in front and in back of these areas that would supply wood for
building and fuel. According to the 4 December brigade orders, "The QM [quartermaster]
of each of the Regiments must be Particularly Careful to See the Ground properly Staked
out for each Hutt to be built on ... The QM of the Several Regiments of the Brigade will
Run lines and Mark Trees between the ground both in Front and Rear of their Respective
Regiments, So as to secure the wood and Timber properly belonging to Each Regiment"
(Cruson 2011:24).
A description of what came next in the hutting process comes from Sergeant
Major Hawkins. In his journal under 11 February, in an apparent fit of boredom, he gave
a detailed description of his surroundings and in the process supplied for us an eyewitness
account of the layout he was looking at as he wrote. In the main section of camp, "the
Non-commissioned Officers and Soldiers, with their wives and Concubines reside. It
contains One Hundred and Sixteen Huts on a regular Line, Front and Rear, with little
vacancy between the Rows like a Lane or Alley. And a similar Space between Hut and
Hut as a Passage from a Front Hut to a Rear one." This corresponds with the brigade
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orders of 4 December, which established that "[t]he Hutts to be built in two Rows with
eight feet between them Agreeable to the Established Order of Incamping with Tents"
(Cruson 2011:24).
The arrangement of the huts in their respective rows was carefully dealt with in
the regimental orders: "The huts to be built in two rows with eight feet distance between
them" (Cruson 2011:26). Dealing with the northern portion of the Company Street, where
the chimney remains have not been tampered with or landscaped, it was found that the
stone remains are spaced twenty-four feet on center from each other. If the hut measured
twelve feet wide (east to west) and sixteen feel long (north to south), and the chimney
was originally in the center of the west wall, any given hut would extend north from the
center of the chimney eight feet and south from the center of the next chimney eight feet.
According to Cruson, this would leave an alleyway eight feet wide separating a hut from
the next northern or southern one, just as the orders dictate. This alley would then allow
passage from the front row of huts to those in the rear, just as Sergeant Major Hawkins
describes (Cruson 2011:30).
Sergeant Major Hawkins' description of the camp begins with an explanation that
the camp, or the "City," as he refers to it, was divided into two different sections: "It is
something like the City of Quebec, has an Upper and Lower Town and under that
Character I shall consider our City” (Cruson 2011:30). The lower city was the area along
the Company Street that consisted of the enlisted men's huts, with the noncommissioned
officers, in addition to the commissioned company officers, lodged just behind the
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Company Street. The upper city consisted of the regimental officers and all of the other
structures:
In Our Upper Town are the Field, Staff, and other commissioned Officers,
their Waiters; with a number of public Huts, such as the Commissary’s,
the Quarter Master’s, the Carpenters, the Shoemakers, the Taylors, the
Bake Oven inclosed in a Hut, and the Soap Boilers, beside a hut in each
Regiment for the Quarter Guard etc, etc. I cannot give the precise Number;
as the Huts are placed so very irregularly and scattered; and the Woods
about them not being cleared, I did not take the Trouble to count them; I
thought the Labour would be greater than the Curiosity (Cruson 2011:30).
The soldiers would occupy this position for six months. Although there is very
little documentation concerning the preparation for vacating the east camp, we can
understand the steps taken through the flurry of orders that were handed down in the
month of April 1779. Of immediate concern was cleaning the camps and the preparation
of the troops. As early as 12 April, the camp’s noncommissioned officers were to inspect
the troops under their command to ensure their readiness and supply. Exercise in the form
of military maneuvers were carried out to prepare the troops to embark on the fighting
season of 1779. With all of the preparatory orders and exercises of late April, the
Connecticut regiments finally abandoned Redding on 29 May 1779, when the orders to
march were finally issued (Cruson 2011:94).

Archaeological Context
Varying levels of archaeological attention have been paid to the encampments of
the winter of 1778-1779. Unfortunately, most of the Middlebrook encampment has been
lost to suburban sprawl. Intact portions of the encampment that are intact have
unfortunately been compromised by amateur metal detecting. As a result, there have been
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no formal excavations carried out related to the second Middlebrook encampment.
Despite this lack of investigation, given what is known from previous archaeological
research related to the first Middlebrook encampment, potential still exists for pockets of
archaeological remains to still exist within undeveloped portions of the encampment.
Further investigation will be needed to understand whether an archaeological signature
survives.

Pluckemin, New Jersey
The Pluckemin cantonment site was first discovered in 1916 by one of New
Jersey’s first archaeologists, Max Schrabisch (Veit 2002:68). Schrabisch was hired by a
wealthy landowner from Pluckemin, Grant Schley, who was interested in examining the
site (Veit 2002:69). Over two years, Schrabisch identified twenty small mounds, which
turned out to be the remains of soldiers’ huts, a blacksmith shop, and several trash pits
(Veit 2002:69-70). Limited information is available from Schrabisch’s excavation,
however, beyond several short write-ups in the local newspaper (Veit 2002:70). After
Schrabisch’s excavations, interest in the Pluckemin site waned for over half a century.
Beginning in 1979, large portions of the Pluckemin cantonment site were cleared
and mapped by a team of archaeologists led by John Seidel. This was the first step in
what would become a long investigation. Although the artillery left Pluckemin in June of
1779, soon followed by the remainder of the support troops, some of the buildings were
used for the next year as a hospital. In 1780, however, the site seems to have been
abandoned. According to Seidel, the site was probably scavenged by local farmers and
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then reverted back to nature (Seidel 2012a:3). Parts of the site were put into cultivation,
while other portions seem to have become forested wood lots. When archaeologists
arrived in 1979, mounds of stone and a surprising number of artifacts on the surface made
it clear where the artillery had been. Archaeology at many Revolutionary War sites has
demonstrated how shallow the remains often can be, although archaeologists have paid
little attention to surface contexts. The shallowness of the Pluckemin site is due to a
variety of factors, primarily the short duration of occupation, coupled with the effects of
erosion in keeping organic debris swept off the slope and preventing any meaningful soil
development (Seidel 1987).
According to Seidel, due to the shallow nature of the soil deposits, the potential
for the deep features that archaeologists usually look for would be dramatically reduced
(Seidel 2012a:4). It would not take much digging to expose Revolutionary War era
features at Pluckemin. Seidel noted that it also became apparent that a good deal of very
useful information might be gleaned from a careful study of these surface contexts, and
that became a major focus of the research design. For the first year or two of the project,
the archaeologists would embark on a systematic exploration of the surface, clearing the
site, and plotting stones and artifacts (Seidel 1987).
Due to the potential importance of surface collection and the manageable size of
the site, complete collection of the central areas was decided upon rather than a sampling
strategy (Seidel 2012a:5). According to Seidel, total collection carried with it an added
benefit, because the removal of vegetation made it possible to more completely record
surface configurations of rock and similar features by drawing and photography (Seidel
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2012a:5). Precise grid coordinates were recorded for most artifacts. Artifact distributions
were plotted and the general outlines of rock or rubble configurations and similar features
were drawn (Seidel 1987).
The Pluckemin investigation aimed to reconstruct the patterns of activity on the
site based on the horizontal patterning of remains. Exceptions to this rule were made only
in the case of numerous and wide-spread artifacts such as slag and sheet metal, hundreds
of fragments of which were sometimes recovered within a one meter area. These
exceptions were collected and recorded within one meter grid squares. This meant that
every artifact could be located to within one meter of its original location or, in most
cases, within a centimeter of its original location (Seidel 2012a:5-6).
Once the vegetation was removed from some areas it became clear that there were
surface features visible that had not been recorded during the initial survey. The large
number of rocks scattered across the surface and the relatively large areas covered
precluded scaled plan drawings of every stone, so overhead photography was substituted
as a more rapid means of recording (Seidel 1987:734-737).
The collection process in the field proceeded by clearing one ten meter square at a
time. Crews could proceed systematically, searching a single one meter unit at a time and
flagging all artifacts found. Once the entire ten meter area was covered, artifact numbers
were assigned, grid coordinates were measured and recorded, and artifact distributions
were plotted on plans (Seidel 1987).
A total of thirty-six ten meter squares covering 3,600 square meters was collected
and recorded. These squares were concentrated along the Southeast Line and in the north.
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The results of the surface collection provided useful information on the possible use of
buildings (Seidel 1987).
On the basis of the artifact distribution analyses, Seidel divided the Southeast
Line into three different areas (Seidel 2012a:28). The high proportion of slag and scrap
metal in the southern end suggested the location of the forge operations. A potential
tinsmith's shop was also identified. The virtual absence of ceramics, glass, bone, and shell
emphasized the industrial nature of these areas and were in marked contrast to other areas
within the site. The larger proportion of ceramics, glass, and personal items in other areas
were more consistent with what one expects from living quarters. The mixture of these
items with some tools and scraps, combined with the proximity of probable workshops,
suggested that the north end of the Southeast Line provided living quarters for armourers
or artificers. This interpretation corresponded closely with the conjectural camp pattern
that was hypothesized after the initial site mapping and historical research were
competed, in which the Southeast Line was identified as industrial in nature (Seidel 1987,
2012a).
Surface collection in the north supported the interpretation of the northern
features as barrack remains (Seidel 2012a:29). The bulk of the materials recovered in the
north were items related to food preparation, such as ceramics, container glass, and bone
and shell. The total numbers of artifacts were small in this northern area and presented a
distinct contrast from the south. Seidel posits that it is possible that a more detailed
analysis of frequency distributions may strengthen these interpretations or illuminate less
obvious attributes (Seidel 2012a:29).
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The high visibility of both stone features and artifacts across the surface of the site
at Pluckemin indicated that remains would be shallow. Especially in steeper areas, and
along the terraces built into the hillside for constructing buildings, natural forces have
worked to keep many artifacts close to the surface. As a result, a plan was devised to
carefully collect all of the artifacts in some portions of the site, recording their precise
positions. Seidel hoped that this would reveal patterns in the artifact distributions,
patterns that might give us a blueprint for activity at the cantonment (Seidel 1987,
2012a:41).
As each ten meter square was cleaned of its vegetation and leaf litter, patterns of
stone and other surface features became more visible. These were recorded with scaled
drawings, and additional detail was provided by comprehensive overhead photography.
According to Seidel, the results largely confirmed the assumptions made during the 1979
mapping of the site as to building locations (Seidel 2012a:41). Both the visible surface
features and the artifact distributions closely mirrored the projected lines of buildings
(Seidel 1987).
Based on laboratory identifications and cataloguing completed in the 1980s, plots
of specific artifacts types were completed. The sample in the north was rather small,
probably due to the fact that less was visible on the surface because of site formation
processes. However, Seidel points out that the distributions were suggestive of food
preparation and living quarters, rather than specialized activities (Seidel 2012a:40). The
sample size in the Southeast Line was larger, likely because site formation processes have
kept 18th-century materials very close to the surface. Distributions there were again
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suggestive of living quarters in the northern portion of the Southeast Line, while very
little in the way of kitchen materials were seen to the south, where iron scrap and slag
predominated. In the middle of the line, a discrete area of sheet metal suggested a
possible tinsmith shop (Seidel 1987, 2012b).
Seidel concludes that surface studies on short-term occupations of the American
Revolution can be exceptionally productive (Seidel 2012a:43). The initial analyses of
surface contexts at Pluckemin had an important impact on research design for the later
stages of work, resulting in an increased emphasis upon wide lateral excavations (rather
than trenches or small squares) and careful, three-dimensional proveniencing of artifacts
(Seidel 1987).

Redding, Connecticut
Camp Reading: Feasibility Study 1973
At the request of the Unit Manager of Putnam Memorial State Park in Redding
and with the cooperation of the Connecticut State Archaeologist and the Connecticut
Department of Environmental Protection, a study was conducted by David Poirier during
October and November 1973. The purpose of this survey was primarily to locate
archaeological evidence of the 1778-1779 winter encampment and to correlate the
archaeological data with the historical documents. Two research activities were
employed: the systematic pedestrian reconnaissance of the Redding encampments and
limited archaeological testing within the boundaries of Putnam Memorial State Park
(Poirier 1976).
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Walking surveys without archaeological testing were conducted of the middle
valley encampment and the lookout guard station site. Approximately 10 definite
fireplace structures for Revolutionary War huts were located. Survey of the lookout guard
station, a site on a ridge overlooking Putnam Memorial State Park, revealed only several
conical heaps of fieldstone of undetermined age and function (Poirier 1976:43-44).
The successes of 1973 led to expanded investigation the following season. The
1974 research focused upon the 1778-1779 winter encampment remains located in
Putnam Memorial State Park in Redding. Survey was directed to the investigation of huts
previously identified at the 1778-1779 winter encampment site (Poirier 1976:45-46). The
encampment remains located within Putnam Memorial State Park were chosen because
they were the most accessible. Two adjacent surface features located towards the
southern end of the main line of encampment were investigated through further
excavation. These features represented collapsed Revolutionary War hut fireplaces
similar to the other fireplace features located in 1973. The archaeological research
established the general stratigraphic profile to be, from top to bottom, 1) modern topsoil
containing 20th-century picnic debris, 2) sterile sand and gravel, 3) a black humic stratum
containing Revolutionary War cultural materials, and 4) a sterile base of sand and gravel
(Poirier 1976:46).
The Revolutionary War artifacts recovered consisted of 3 major categories: lead
shot and lead slag; buttons; and, wrought nails and wrought nail fragments. The
remaining diagnostic artifacts include pewter spoons, gunflint fragments, clay pipe
fragments, redware sherds, a variety of nondescript buckle fragments, and an iron hinged
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jacknife. A large quantity (11,981 pieces) of faunal material was also recovered (Poirier
1976:47).

Daniel Cruson Excavations
In the spring of 1998, after having seen the recently cleared remains of the
northernmost chimneys, a proposal to conduct a limited excavation was made by Daniel
Cruson to the Office of State Archaeology. A total of eight six-foot-square units were
then laid out and excavated as part of this study. The eight units were excavated using
standard techniques of trowel excavation and all dirt that was removed was carefully
screened through a quarter-inch mesh sieve (Cruson 2001:43).
From the overall excavation 757 artifacts and pieces of bone, and two features,
were excavated. Two features were identified, one in the hut area and the other outside,
adjacent to the chimney. The interior feature, Feature 1, was a shallow, oval pit
measuring 17 x 13 inches and 13 to 13.5 inches deep in the center. The pit was filled with
black earth and charcoal and there were five stones that lined its west and north edges.
According to Cruson, it appeared that this may have been a waste pit for ash from the
fireplace and that the ash had been deposited when it was hot, since there was abundant
evidence of burning on the lining stones (Cruson 2001:48).
Feature 2 was located in the area outside of the west wall of the hut. It consisted
of a tight scatter of debris consisting of six pieces of bone including a fairly large joint
end, four shards of glass, a nail fragment and some lead waste. This material was located
in the alleyway just outside the hut and up against two stones of the chimney. According
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to Cruson, since it is known that this alleyway was periodically cleaned, it appears that
this was a small accumulation of debris that got caught in the corner formed by the
chimney and the west hut wall and thus not carted away during the sweeping process
employed to clean the huts (Cruson 2001:48).
The vertical distribution of the bone in the site provided the archaeologists some
indication of the level of the living floor. When plotted by one inch levels, there appeared
a sharp decline to almost 50% in the amount of animal bone recovered at seven to eight
inches below surface and another decline of almost 50% in the amount of bone in the
eight to nine inch level. This would suggest that the habitation level was at 6.5 to 7 inches
below surface. According to Cruson, much of the bone found below the seven-inch level
was probably pushed into the dirt floor by constant walking over the course of many
months (Cruson 2001:51). This bone scatter and the level of maximum artifact recovery
were almost the only indication of the location of the hut floor. There was no obvious
compacted layer of soil, which Cruson had hoped to find at the living level (Cruson
2001).
To identify the location of the hut walls, Cruson put forth a theory that the animal
bone fragments being distributed throughout the interior of the hut should stop at the
walls (Cruson 2001:53). Thus there should have been a distinct line at which the bone
stopped, that line defining the hut wall. A careful plot of all the bone fragments recovered
revealed that a shadow of the wall remained. A band six inches wide extended from a line
located 19 inches from the west boundary of the unit to another at 25 inches. Within this
band there was only one small fragment of bone, while to the west, inside of the hut there
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was a very thick scatter and to the east, outside of the hut was a light scatter
commensurate with the type of bone scatter that would have been produced by tracking
this garbage out of the hut on one's feet (Cruson 2001:53-54).
The next season, 1999, Cruson’s attention turned to an area in the southwestern
portion of the historical area of the park which had been designated as a cemetery for
those men who had died during the encampment (Cruson and Von Jena 2002). The
identity of this area as a cemetery was doubted by Ricardo Elias of Boston University,
who conducted a survey of the parks historical resources in 1990, just before the park was
closed. Upon looking over this area, Cruson indicated that it appeared that the two socalled burial mounds could quite possibly be the collapsed chimney remains of a doubleended, officer's quarters with chimneys in both gable ends, a possibility that Elias had
also suggested (Elias 1991:61, Cruson and Von Jena 2002).
In the officer's quarters, Cruson was unable to find a clear shadow of any of the
log sills from the hut because of the lack of extensive animal bone fragments recovered
there (Cruson and Von Jena 2002:64). This may have been due to the fact that the hut had
board floors and the rooms were presumably cleaned periodically by the officer's
attendant. Cruson recovered very few bone fragments in the living areas of the building.
When Cruson excavated the area around the chimney, however, they discovered large
concentrations of animal bone which had gathered in a two-foot wide nook that existed
between the chimney (which extended into the room about two and a half feet) and the
wall. When the bone which was recovered from this area was plotted, many of the
fragments appeared to have piled up against the north and east walls, creating two clear
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lines revealing the location of the sills and the corner of the building (Cruson and Von
Jena 2002:58-62).
According to Cruson, the use of bone scatter appears to be an alternative method
of locating hut walls (Cruson and Von Jena 2002:62). However, when the method was
used in officer's quarters, because of the cleaner environment, it was much more
tentative. In the area of the south wall, for example, there was virtually no bone scatter.
Fortunately for Cruson, the log sill had been left in place and rotted so that a distinct soil
discoloration was found exactly 14 feet south of the north wall. This discoloration also
contained large amounts of charcoal produced when the remnants of the building were
burned to get rid of them (Cruson and Von Jena 2002:62).
According to Cruson, the most obvious difference between the lifestyle of the two
ranks was spatial (Cruson and Von Jena 2002:62). The enlisted men were crammed into a
sixteen by twelve-foot hut. Theoretically this structure would have housed 12 men, but
even if the number of men assigned to it were fewer, the conditions still would have been
very crowded (Poirier 1976:50). On the other hand, the officer lived in a twenty-two by
fourteen foot hut, which was most likely divided into two rooms. Because this building
housed a senior grade field officer, this living space accommodated just two men, the
officer and his waiter, and would have been much less claustrophobic (Cruson and Von
Jena 2002).
The placement of the huts within the encampment was one of the ways that
Cruson was able to identify the probable rank of the officer, but it also showed that
officers enjoyed prime real estate with a choice view, above and away from the crowded
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camp where the enlisted men were densely huddled together. As at Morristown, the next
winter, the enlisted men's huts in the camp were arranged in a double row. According to
Sergeant Major Hawkins, there were 116 huts originally arranged in 68 pairs on either
side of a twelve-foot alley or avenue (McDonald 1998:2). With 12 men living in each
hut, the population density of the company street area must have been dramatic. The
separation between each hut in the same row was only eight feet, so the clustering of huts
likely resembled a crowded slum (Cruson and Von Jena 2002:62-63).
In the fall of 2008, Cruson, returned with a team of students from Western
Connecticut University. The bulk of time spent excavating during the 2008 field season
was devoted to an enlisted men’s hut, just north of the first hut they excavated and within
the area in which they hypothesized Hazen's Canadians were camped. By the end of the
season Cruson had excavated two, six by six foot units. Both units extend toward the
center of the hut, six feet in from the fireplace opening. These units were dug into sterile
soil which was four to six inches below the habitation level of the hut, which were
determined to be nine to 10 inches below surface (Cruson and Messer 2009:91-97).
A fire pit was identified inside the hut. The pit measured about ten inches by
seven inches and extended below the habitation level to a distance of at least four inches.
As the pit was excavated, the soil within it was found to be stained black with flecks of
charcoal, along with many large fragments of charcoal measuring three quarters of an
inch or greater. At the edge of the charcoal feature, and just an inch below the habitation
level, a musket ball was discovered. The musket ball recovered was .64 inches in
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diameter, the same caliber as used in the French Charleville muskets, a weapon widely
present in the eastern encampment (Cruson and Messer 2009:91-97).
According to Cruson, the discovery of the musket ball hinted that the fire pit may
have been used for casting ammunition (Cruson and Messer 2009:94). Fragments of
casting slag were also located within the charcoal where it had been dropped during the
casting process. Cruson identifies this as proof that the enlisted men had been casting
their own ammunition and casting it in their huts, in this case about five and a half feet in
front of the fireplace (Cruson and Messer 2009:95). This was the first time the
archaeological investigations at Putnam Memorial State Park had identified proof that the
soldiers were conducting casting activity in the enlisted men's huts (Cruson and Messer
2009).

Discussion
The winter of 1778-1779 represents the first full winter encampment after the
implementation of von Steuben’s teachings. During this winter, there is a marked shift in
conduct of the Continental Army. There is no clearer example of the professionalization
of the American forces than the establishment of the artillery academy at Pluckemin. This
location would serve as a formal officer and artillery training facility. This represents the
first documented officer training facility and by default, the first military academy in the
United States, serving as a precursor to the United States Military Academy at West Point
(Sekel 1972; Seidel 1987). The archaeological remains of the Pluckemin artillery
academy, while not directly comparable to the Brigade encampment sites at the other
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winter encampments, has provided significant information regarding the industrial
activities associated with the upkeep of the army. Seidel (1987) in his excavation and
examination of the Pluckemin site presents a thorough a detailed breakdown of social
stratification and material culture represented at the site. This information has proved
invaluable to later archaeological interpretations of the encampment sites (Steele et al.
2006; Veit and Hanna 2018; Chapter 7).
At Redding, the troops under the command of General Israel Putnam executed a
regimented example of an eighteenth-century military encampment. At Redding there is a
clear plan and implementation of where the huts will go on the landscape and how they
will be arranged. The enlisted men’s huts were sited in two symmetrical rows, all spaced
and oriented in the same direction. The officer’s huts were offset in an elevated position
overlooking the enlisted men’s huts. All necessary support facilities were sited above the
camp on an elevated ridge. This layout provided adequate stratification within the
encampment to neatly separate out activity areas from the living spaces. Archaeological
investigations to date have focused many on the layout and internal configuration within
individual huts, yielding some, but limited information on the overall encampment.
Further systematic examination of the remainder of the encampment site, especially the
activity areas, may provide further insight into the daily lives of the soldiers at this point
in the war.
In the area surrounding Bound Brook, New Jersey, much of the landscape
occupied by the second Middlebrook encampment has been subsumed by modern
development. However, there still exists a high potential for archaeological remains to be
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present within undeveloped areas (parks, backyards, etc.) One standing feature from the
encampment is still extant on the landscape: a protective redoubt on Bolmer Farm Road
in Bridgewater Township, New Jersey. As demonstrated in Hunter et al. (2003),
undisturbed portions of the landscape may yield evidence of encampment activities.
Given the extent of the second Middlebrook encampment, future investigation should
focus on the undisturbed portions of the area surrounding Bound Brook, New Jersey.
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CHAPTER 5
MORRISTOWN, 1779-1780, 1780-1781

Historic Context
A number of factors informed Washington's strategic decision for the disposition
of his forces during the winter of 1779-1780. After several years of conflict, British
troops in the Mid-Atlantic region were largely confined to port cities and other coastal
positions, areas too small to provide them with adequate provisions, leaving the vast
hinterlands to the Americans. Washington encircled the British headquarters in New
York with a long chain of military posts, of which West Point was the most important,
limiting the British to defensive positions. Forced to rely on London contractors for
supplies at great expense and frustrated in any attempt to continue offensive operations
around New York, the British commander Sir Henry Clinton sought to open a new
southern theater of war (Cunningham 2007).
With the coming of winter and the uncertainty of the number of troops Clinton
would send south, Washington determined that the main body of the army should remain
in New York and New Jersey, yet be ready to move south should that be necessary. Thus
it was essential that his troops be quartered in a strongly defensible position, easily
accessible to roads leading southward, and also covering British lines at New York City
(Rutsch and Peters 1976a:13).
To this end, Washington stationed several brigades and corps at West Point and
other locations. around New York, sent the heavy artillery to Easton, Pennsylvania, a
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location well removed from possible capture by the British, and made his headquarters
with the main body of the army at Morristown, where he had wintered in 1777 (Rutsch
and Peters 1976a:13) (Figure 10).
Morristown's position and topography were critical to its selection for
Washington's winter encampments in 1777 and 1779-1780. Located on the eastern edge
of the Highlands and protected by the Watchung Mountains, Morristown was well placed
to provide the Americans with easy surveillance of British troop movements in the New
York area, as well as to secure communication with the Hudson and Delaware Valleys
(Rutsch and Peters 1976a:15).
Morristown offered other advantages for troop encampment. The seat of Morris
County, many of whose residents actively supported the American cause, Morristown
was the center of a productive agricultural and industrial district whose farms, mills, and
ironworks supplied the American troops with provisions and war materials (Rutsch and
Peters 1976a:l5-16). Furthermore, the Highlands remained well forested despite clearance
by agriculturists and the iron industry, and its many springs and streams provided a
convenient source of clean water (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:25).
Then, as now, weather was an uncontrollable factor. The eighteenth-century was a
cool period in long-term climatic cycles (Ehrenfeld 1977:26). The winter of 1779-1780
was particularly noted by observers around Morristown for its extreme cold and snow, a
circumstance that interfered with troop provisioning (James Thacher, 1 January 1780, in
Cavanaugh 1986:44).
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Figure 10: Location of Morristown Encampment
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Located within the Highlands geographical province, the Morristown
encampment site is characterized by "several broad, rounded or flat-topped ridges that
border generally narrow valleys" (Ehrenfeld 1977:22). The geology, topography, and
natural drainage patterns of the Colonial-period remain basically intact, except for minor
changes to the latter two. Archeologists have noted that many of the springs and small
watercourses at the headwaters of the modern day Morristown National Historical Park
streams have been modified for agricultural use. The area also became a water supply for
Morristown in the 19th century This intervention likely began in the Colonial period as
farmers sought to capture surface waters for water supply purposes (Rutsch and Peters
l976a:5).
Between 1720 and 1840 in Jockey Hollow, "the forest varied between an oakhickory association and an oak-chestnut association, the expected primary forest type for
this part of the country." The former appears to have been more characteristic of higher
slopes, and the latter on the lower slopes along streams (Ehrenfeld 1977:114). The "preRevolutionary forest was very similar to forest today, differing primarily in that chestnut
was a major element of the forest community, and that some of the component species
were present in altered proportions" (Ehrenfeld 1977:115).
The neighborhood's road pattern appears to have been well established by the end
of the Colonial period, as evidenced by early maps and road survey documents. Roads
then extant include Jockey Hollow Road and the Mendham-Elizabethtown (Tempe Wick)
Road by 1767, as well as the road from Morristown to Basking Ridge and "Vealtown"
(Bernardsville), present day Route 202 (Torres-Reyes and Luzader 1973:18-20). The
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portion of the Mendham-Elizabethtown Road currently passing through the Park by the
Wick farmstead was bypassed in the realignment of that road, and remains unpaved, thus
approximating its early appearance.
The Wick and Kemble farms at Jockey Hollow were large properties of over
1,000 acres each. Having been held by non-resident investors since first surveyed in the
early 1700s, they may not have been settled and improved until the middle of the century,
well after the initial pioneer settlement of southeastern Morris County had ended
(Bertland and Bishop 1999:30). Recent emigrants from New England settled Suffolk
County, Long Island, Henry Wick and his father-in-law Nathaniel Cooper purchased a
1,114-acre tract along the Passaic River at Jockey Hollow in 1746. Two years later, Wick
acquired the interest of his father-in-law and presumably settled on the property shortly
thereafter. He is thought to have built the extant house there ca. 1750. One of the
community's wealthiest farmers, Wick was assessed for 1,000 acres of land, 23 horses, 30
sheep, and a herd of cattle on the 1768 Morris Township tax ratables list (Bertland and
Bishop 1999:30; Thayer 1975:69; Torres-Reyes 1971:3-4). Possession of such livestock
indicates that a significant portion of the property must have been improved to provide
pasture and fodder.
Henry Wick's daughter, Phoebe, and her husband, Dr. William Leddell, married
in 1770 and made their residence on the west side of the Wick property where Tempe
Wick Road crosses the Passaic River. Reputedly "the illegitimate son of a French naval
surgeon who settled in Philadelphia around 1750," Leddell came to Mendham in 1767 to
study medicine with Dr. Ebenezer Blachley, the husband of Phoebe's sister Mary. Leddell
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and Blachley purchased a 100- acre tract abutting the west side of the Wick farm in 1773.
Leddell also was an industrialist, establishing a mill on the Passaic near his residence and
an iron forge a short distance downstream (Bertland and Bishop 1999:30; Veit and Gall
2008).
In 1751, Peter Kemble acquired the 1,250-acre Strettell property, a tract surveyed
by John Reading in 1716 (Pilch 1932). Born in Turkey of English and Greek parentage,
Kemble came to America in 1730 and located near New Brunswick, New Jersey.
Prosperous and active politically, he served both on the New Jersey governor's council
and as speaker of the colonial assembly. Sometime before 1765, he moved to Morris
County and settled on the Strettell tract, establishing his residence "overlooking the
crossroads at the foot of what became known as Mount Kemble." "One of Morris
County's wealthiest early citizens, Kemble was taxed for 680 acres of land, 78 sheep, and
46 horses, as well as a herd of cattle, on the 1768 Morris Township ratables list."
Ownership of fourteen slaves made him one of the county's largest slaveholders.
Possession of a large library and coach "further attest to his social and economic
prominence, as does the marriage of his daughter Margaret to British army officer
Thomas Gage who at the outbreak of the American Revolution commanded British forces
in North America" (Bertland and Bishop 1999:31).
The Guerin farm also appears to have been settled during the Colonial period but
was much smaller than the Kemble or Wick properties. A road survey dated March 14,
1776, documents that a house on this site was owned and occupied by Joshua Guerin.
Guerin, "a farmer and blacksmith of French Huguenot descent" probably had settled there
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some years before (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:47). A 1787 mortgage indicates that the
property was 50 acres in size, and "a claim ... for goods stolen by the Continental troops
while encamped nearby in the winter of 1779-80 ... includes sheep, some potatoes and
rye" (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:47).
Elisha Ayers acquired property in the vicinity of the New Jersey Brigade
encampment area on Indian Graves Brook from two East Jersey proprietors in 1748. By
the time of the Revolutionary War he had established an iron forge on the river there, slag
refuse from which survives today (Bartenstein 1967:8, 45, 46).
Among the reasons he offered for the selection of Jockey Hollow as the troop
encampment site, Quartermaster General Greene observed, "there is wood ... sufficient
for the purpose of hutting and firing if it is used properly" (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:25).
According to army doctor James Thacher, the area had "an abundance of oak and walnut"
(Ehrenfeld 1977:117). That on the Wick farm, at least, agricultural clearing had been
limited to "level and gently sloping land'' is suggested by the land use designations on a
later version of the 1787 Ludlow survey of the property and the calculation, based on
comments in the diary of Lieutenant Enos Reeves, that at least 710 acres of Wick
woodlands were cut by troops during their encampment. Treatment of the Kemble and
Guerin farms at the hands of the troops is thought to have been similar in character
(Ehrenfeld 1977:116).
Nine of the ten infantry brigades quartered at Morristown during 1779-1780
occupied encampments at Jockey Hollow, covering about 2,000 acres of land that
belonged to the Wick, Kemble, and Guerin farms. The tenth, the New Jersey Brigade,
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encamped on a hillside near Indian Graves Brook, a site located about 1.5 miles
southwest of the Wick farmstead (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:25). A contemporary map
prepared by French Captain Bichet de Rochefontaine depicts the unusual layout of the
nine Jockey Hollow encampments. The cantonment pattern described by this map is
strikingly dissimilar to the pattern used at Valley Forge and Middlebrook during the two
previous winters. The Morristown cantonment was not entrenched, nor was the infantry
placed along specific defensive lines. The defense of the encampment rested on the
natural physical setting of the land (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:25) (Figure 11).
Historical documentation indicates that Washington desired each brigade to
quarter its troops in huts organized and constructed according to a specific general plan.
According to Rutsch and Peters, the huts of the enlisted men and noncommissioned
officers were built in two rows two, three, and possibly four huts deep, with each row
separated by a street 12 to 20 feet wide. Within each row the huts were placed in groups
of two with an 8 to 10-foot walkway between the huts in the group and an 18 to 24-foot
walkway between groups (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:29, 3l).
A contemporary sketch of General Stark's Brigade encampment illustrates the
arrangement. This sketch shows three of the regiments of the brigade to be three rows
deep, even though the third row is incomplete in two of them. The fourth, Colonel
Sherburne's regiment, is shown to have been composed of only two rows of huts. Two
archaeological surveys of Stark's Brigade have confirmed the credibility of the sketch
(Rutsch and Peters 1976a:3l).
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Figure 11 Geography of Morristown Encampment (United States Geological
Survey)
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At Jockey Hollow "logs, scantlings, boards, planks, nails, glass, iron hinges, and
clay" were employed in constructing the huts. While their exact dimensions varied from
brigade to brigade, all huts measured approximately 16 feet wide x 14 feet deep, officers'
huts being sometimes larger. A survey conducted in the mid-l970s found that "most of
the huts were built on hillslopes, necessitating the excavation and grading of earthen
platforms to provide a suitably level floor. Washington ordered that those huts which
were dug into the hillslopes were to have ditches dug around them ... [yet the survey]
discovered no evidence of these ditches" (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:34-35). Archeological
evidence suggests that "the placement of doors, windows, and hearth differed among
brigades, and in some instances varied from hut to hut" (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:35).
Officers of the Continental Army also occupied houses near the encampments at
various times. Major Joseph Bloomfield lodged for several months at the Wick house in
1777. During the 1779-1780 encampment, Major General Arthur St. Clair made the Wick
house his headquarters, and General Smallwood found quarters at Mount Kemble, as did
General Anthony Wayne the following winter (Bertland and Bishop 1999:31; Cavanaugh
1986:46; Torres-Reyes and Luzader 1973:7).
The first encampment of the brigades in 1776-1777 involved the rapid clearing of
approximately 600 acres of old-growth oak forest and the construction of hundreds of
small cabin shelters or huts on the hillsides of Jockey Hollow. While each brigade had its
own small parade ground, a Grand Parade was established in the approximate center of
Jockey Hollow, to the south of Sugar Loaf Hill.
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Contemporary maps depict the arrangement of the brigades during the second
winter encampment in 1779 at Jockey Hollow, and adaptation to local topography. The
First Maryland Brigade occupied ground on a hill along the Jockey Hollow Road near
Primrose Brook (McClintock 1894:11-12). The Second Maryland Brigade was assigned a
camping ground parallel to the opposite side of the road (Sherman 1905:293). On the
south and east slopes of Fort Hill approximately 600 feet northeast of Tempe Wick Road,
the First and Second Connecticut Brigades were encamped (McClintock 1894:16).
Hand's Brigade was located north of Tempe Wick Road, 300 feet southeast of its
intersection with Jockey Hollow Road (McClintock 1894:13-14). The New York Brigade
was situated east of Jockey Hollow Road, approximately 2.5 miles from the Morristown
Green (Sherman 1905:285-286). Farther down Jockey Hollow Road, on the west slope of
Sugar Loaf Hill, were the Pennsylvania Brigades (Sherman 1905:287-292). Stark's
Brigade occupied the southeastern slope of Mount Kemble (Sherman 1905:281-285).
Finally, the New Jersey Brigade was encamped near the mouth of Indian Graves Brook
(Luzader 1968:23).
To enable drainage, the rows of huts were built in rows on south-facing hillsides.
The rear of each cabin was dug out into the hillside, resulting in the intermittent shallow
depressions in the ground surface that remain visible in some areas today. Because nails
and other iron building supplies were unavailable and local sawmills could not process
sufficient lumber, the huts were constructed of saddle-notched logs. The soldiers' huts
were 14 feet in width, 15 to 16 feet in length, and 6.5 feet. high at the eaves. Each slept
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twelve men. The officers' cabins featured dual chimneys and provided accommodations
for two to four men (Svejda 1970:41-42).
During the Revolution, strict guidelines were adopted dictating the layout of
Continental Army encampments. According to a contemporary drawing of the
arrangement of the Stark's Brigade huts, these guidelines were closely followed at Jockey
Hollow, despite the exigencies of the weather. The huts were built to strict specifications,
and eventually numbered in the hundreds. Arranged along informal streets, they were
grouped according to brigade. Most featured stone fireplaces.
Upon the departure of the Continental Army, lands little suited to agriculture in
the encampment area (poor soils, steep and stony slopes) were allowed to revert to forest,
and throughout the nineteenth-century the composition of the forest remained much the
same as it had been in the previous century (Ehrenfeld 1977:114,119). While little is
known specifically about the land use patterns on individual farms, one can assume that
owners and occupants cultivated a mix of orchard, field, and garden crops typical of the
region during the period.
The history of land use in the encampment areas after the departure of the
American troops can be traced from a variety of sources. The large Wick property
remained in the hands of family members well into the nineteenth century, but was
subdivided into several farms and new farmsteads established. Upon the death of Mary
Wick in 1787, the Wick farm was partitioned in accordance with the dictates of her will
(Cobbett et al. 1938). Great-granddaughter Mary Tuttle received 160 acres on the east
side of Jockey Hollow Road and granddaughter Mary Blachley garnered 250 acres along
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the northern edge of the property. The remaining lands to the south and west, some
1,015.4 acres, were divided equally between daughters Tempe Wick and Phoebe Leddell.
Wick received the homestead and Leddell the property to the west along the Passaic
River on which she and her husband, William, evidently had been living for some years
(Ludlow 1787; Rutsch and Peters 1976a:41).
By the 1920s, the American public generally accepted the idea that federal
government should have control over certain historic sites. Local groups attempting to
memorialize and preserve historic properties increasingly turned to the federal
government for assistance (Hosmer 1981:471, 478-498). It was largely through the
initiative of Horace Albright, who was appointed director of the National Park Service
(NPS) in January 1929 that the NPS became the federal agency most concerned with
preservation of the nation's historical resources. Thwarted at first in an attempt to have
historic battlefields and other military parks transferred from the War Department to the
NPS, Albright pursued a strategy of creating new historical parks in the East, realizing
that he could gain support in Congress from those states without parks, as well as from
private preservation groups (Hosmer 1981:476-477).
The creation of Morristown National Historical Park in 1933 was a victory for
local preservationists, and provided a laboratory for the development of the NPS history
program. Of the several park proposals reaching the NPS in the early 1930s, Morristown
quickly gained the attention of Albright and his growing staff. They realized that the
project's historical significance and strong local support boded well for securing of
Congressional approval and funding. Of particular importance to the project's viability
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was the proffered gift of nearly all the land necessary for the Park, first broached at a
meeting of Morristown resident W. Redmond Cross with NPS assistant director Arthur
Demaray on March 23, 1931. NPS historian Verne Chatelain became an enthusiastic
advocate for the Morristown proposal, "realizing that the area had every possible
qualification for a first class historical park" (Hosmer 1981:516-519).

Archaeological Context
Although the Morristown National Historical Park was the first historical park
established by the National Park Service, the groundwork had been laid well before the
1930s. The encampments of the Continental Army brigades had been a vital element of
local lore and tradition since they occurred, resulting in the presence of a commemorative
landscape in the Morristown area that the formation of the Park further emphasized. In
many localities in the Northeast, interest in Revolutionary history was rekindled by the
Centennial Exposition in 1876, and federal encouragement of the writing of town
histories. In Morristown, however, significant sites of the Encampment period were
already acknowledged. A late eighteenth-century map of the Jockey Hollow area denotes
the locations of several brigades, Fort Hill, and a parade ground at the Wick farm. A midnineteenth-century map of Morristown denotes Fort Nonsense and indicates that the
house of Henry A. Ford also served as "Washington's Headquarters, Winter of 1776-77."
Revolutionary period ruins at Fort Hill in Jockey Hollow were remembered in local
history (Tuttle 1859). Finally, the Beers map of 1868 labels the Ford mansion as
"Washington Headquarters in 1779 & 1780.”
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On 2 March 1933, President Herbert Hoover signed the act (Public Law 409)
providing for the establishment of Morristown National Historical Park, the first such
designated historical area in the National Park Service and as later noted by Park
[Bureau] historian Verne Chatelain "the point of departure" in the development of the
historical program within the agency (Unrau and Williss 1983:2-3). Soon after the formal
dedication of the Park on 4 July 1933, a cadre of young historians initiated an intensive
research campaign that, while devoted largely to the gathering of baseline information
concerning the Park's cultural resources, laid the foundations for a comprehensive and
sustained program of preservation and interpretive research and planning that extendsalbeit sporadically-throughout the Park's existence (Rutsch and Peters 1976a).
Locating and determining the configuration of the encampments, particularly the
sites associated with the 1779-1780 encampment, has always been a matter of prime
concern to NPS historians and to the local historians and antiquarians who preceded
them. Although in the years immediately following the war some of the cleared land was
allowed to revert to forest and much of it was placed under cultivation, Morristown's role
as a "military capital of the Revolution" remained firmly etched in public memory
(Cunningham 2007). During the first few decades after the final encampment in 1782
local residents pulled down huts and agriculture began to obscure the outline of the
military village, but by the mid-nineteenth century there was a concerted local effort to
record the vanishing evidence of the Continental Army's sojourn in the landscape. Much
of the Morristown encampment was left to the archaeological record. The following
section provides an overview of nearly a century of archaeological investigations within
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the brigade encampments located at the site of the Morristown winter encampments. Due
to the complexity of the reuse of the landscape for multiple encampments, combined with
the varying levels of archaeological research conducted at each location, I will address
the archaeology of each brigade area holistically, rather than chronologically.

New York Brigade
The New York Brigade arrived from upstate New York in early December of
1779, and consisted of four regiments, with a total of 1,226 men. This brigade stayed
until the end of May, when they left for King's Ferry. The New York brigade is
problematic: while it is one of the best documented encampments at Morristown in terms
of its appearance on Revolutionary War maps and on subsequent deeds, and was at one
point even marked by a granite boulder, today there is no trace of the site. Rutsch and
Peters (1976a) present an exhaustive detailing of the site's position on maps and in
transfer deeds. It almost certainly lay east of Jockey Hollow Road, directly across from
that road's junction with Grand Parade Road (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:604; Rutsch and
Peters 1976b)
Rutsch and Peters (1976a:605) note that the site was cleared by Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC) workers in 1934 in anticipation of archeological work that
apparently was never done; Rutsch and Peters (1976a) were unable to locate any
excavation records. These same authors conducted a walkover survey in 1974, followed
by extensive subsurface testing in 1975 (Rutsch and Peters 1976b). This consisted of
surface clearing in three areas within the historic locale of the New York Brigade,
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followed by the excavation to subsoil of any and all surface anomalies noted through
clearing.
Ninety such 2-foot x 2-foot units (with many expanded, up to 7-feet x 8-feet)
were excavated without encountering a single Revolutionary War feature or artifact. In
addition, the area under construction for a new parking lot was monitored carefully for
features or artifacts, especially after rainfalls, with similar negative results. In both cases,
cultural materials recovered related exclusively to this area's nineteenth-century Tuttle
farm tenure and twentieth-century NPS activities.

First and Second Pennsylvania Brigades Encampment (1779-1780)
Two brigades from Pennsylvania wintered together at Jockey Hollow. The first
brigade consisted of 1,100 men, the second of 946. After the Pennsylvania Brigades left
for the front line in June of 1780, the huts were occupied by sick soldiers from all
brigades at Jockey Hollow. The field here has traditionally been known as "hospital
field," and medical instruments have been recovered from at least one hut site. By
December of 1780 almost all of the huts had been demolished (Rutsch and Peters 1976a).
The site of the Pennsylvania Brigade's encampment is located in the "Y" between
Sugar Loaf and Grand Parade Roads. The site lies on the southwest slopes of Sugar Loaf
hill, at an elevation of approximately 550 to 600 feet. The site has largely been under
cultivation since the Revolutionary War, either as field crop or orchard. It is likely that
the upper reaches of the site, where it would be difficult to till, are least disturbed, though
the mature hardwoods growing there present their own threat of root action. The
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Pennsylvania encampment was largely ignored by nineteenth-century historians; no such
references are cited by Rutsch and Peters in their 1976 synthesis. A Civilian Conservation
Corps (CCC) camp was constructed on the "hospital field" site in 1933, and furthermore
the Corps engaged in filling this very site because of its marsh-like environment. While
some hut sites were identified in the 1930s and in 1961, these were destroyed in the
course of the construction of replica huts (Rutsch and Peters 1976a).
Rutsch and Peters (1976a) offer a summary of archeological work carried out at
this site. Four episodes of archeological excavation were undertaken, though except for
the last, in 1961, the documentation is very thin, or is known to have been destroyed.
Setser (1933a) excavated a hut site, but rather incompletely, giving only estimates of the
hut's size. He described in detail the fireplace he encountered, and speculated that the
chimney had been constructed of logs and clay. He refers to other remains being similar,
but does not specify numbers or locations of these other features.
Russell Baker trenched the "hospital field" in 1935, two years after it had been
filled in by the CCC (Baker 1935). "Old fire beds" which yielded large quantities of
bones and ceramics are referred to on a scrap of paper discovered by Rutsch and Peters
(1976a:464). This is the only extant written record of these excavations. Rutsch and
Peters do reference three photographs and a map indicating the location of these trenches,
and, in fact, because they were never backfilled, the trenches are still visible today.
Next, Baker turned his attention to an area of the Pennsylvania Brigade site where
ruins were still visible. This area produced a large quantity of Revolutionary War
artifacts, including nails, buckles, kitchen utensils, a bayonet, pencils, and surgical
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forceps. The excavation focused in on the "Upper Hut Ruin," and its purpose was
apparently to uncover a template hut to be incorporated into a hut reconstruction. Baker
(l936) in a memorandum to the superintendent details his excavation techniques, and
describes the hut as 20-feet x 16-feet. Baker notes two fireplaces and on this basis argues
that this was an officers' hut. He suggests the hut had four glass windows. Baker
describes the nails and wood used in the hut's construction, and argues the hut had a dirt
floor, since he is able to posit the location of the door on the basis of the floor's hard
packed surface there. Baker never completed a detailed report, and his notes were
inadvertently destroyed. Rutsch and Peters were able to flesh out additional work done by
Baker on the basis of maps and photographs they found. They noted that a "lower" hut
site was also excavated, as well as a hearth feature which lay about 20-feet southsouthwest of the reconstructed hut and which apparently was re-interred subsequent to its
excavation (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:471).
In 1961, John Cotter conducted a survey of the brigade site and attempted to
identify archeological remains. Cotter identified nine fireplace features. He suggests that
there were two lines, roughly parallel along the side of the hill. Rutsch and Peters, in
reanalyzing Cotter's work, argue for three lines, but with spacing that is not consistent
with any previous brigade encampment patterns (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:478). They
point out three artifact types they believe to be significant that were recovered from
Cotter's work. Both brick and mortar were present in hearth areas (the latter only in
Feature 4, however). The third artifact class of significance was lead in fragments and in
sheets, in association with the hearth area. This suggested that musket balls were
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manufactured here, or at the very least that ordnance was maintained here (Rutsch and
Peters 1976a:479). Fallen chimneys and hut hearth remains are still visible at the site, in
addition to reconstructed huts.

Stark's Brigade
Stark's Brigade was commanded by Brigadier General John Stark and was made
up of regiments from Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut (two regiments)
(Torres-Reyes and Luzader 1973:39). The Second Rhode Island Regiment was known to
have included a large number of African-American troops. The brigade initially consisted
of 1,270 men (Torres-Reyes 1971:39; Rutsch and Peters 1976a:299) and was located on
the south-facing slopes of Mount Kemble in the southeastern portion of the Park. Also
camped in the vicinity, on the southeast slope of Mount Kemble, was a brigade known as
Livingston's Canadians that was actually attached to Hand's Brigade (Torres-Reyes
1971:39). The mountain at this point drops off steeply to the south.
A sketch of Stark's Brigade made in 1780 by an unknown artist shows the
approximate organization and layout of the site. The map shows the dimensions of the
huts, as well as noting the names of the brigade commanders. The enlisted huts were
three rows deep, behind which was a row of company officers' huts. Behind these was a
row of field officers' huts. This organization was shown to be more or less accurate in the
survey conducted in 1967 by J. Duncan Campbell (1967). Enlisted men's huts were 16feet x 14-feet in size with one fireplace (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:301). Officer’s huts
were slightly larger with two fireplaces. In general, little is known of the arrangement and
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dimensions of the enlisted men's hut openings (windows and doors), or of the ancillary
structures and features such as latrines, guard shacks, bake ovens, etc. Interestingly, the
1780 sketch shows considerable variation in the configuration of windows, doors, and
chimneys in the officers' huts. Perhaps among the officers more architectural latitude was
permitted.
General Stark was not quartered at the site. General Stark’s headquarters were
located in Jacob Larzelaer's tavern located east of Mount Kemble Avenue (Torres-Reyes
and Luzader 1973:29).
J. Duncan Campbell surveyed and mapped portions of the Stark's Brigade area in
1967 (Campbell 1967). The survey was conducted shortly after the area had been
acquired by the NPS. With the exception of a reliance on Rochefontaine's map, no
background research was conducted prior to his excavations in 1966 and 1967. During
his survey, 35 enlisted men's hut sites were mapped. Five of these were archeologically
excavated in order to expose the fire hearths. Campbell located six hut features related to
the company officers (Campbell 1967). One hut site in the field officers' section was
evaluated. Rutsch and Peters believe that this hut was occupied by Colonel Henry
Jackson (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:302). As with the other areas he tested, Campbell was
preoccupied with identifying fire hearths and proving that they were associated with huts.
Campbell's discussions of his results are, unfortunately, generalizations rather than a
detailed presentation of the nature of the features (Campbell 1967).
Campbell notes that the living floors of the huts were generally within 6 inches of
the modem ground surface. The floors around the hearths were only ½ inch in thickness
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with charcoal, burned wood, and small fragments of bone. He observes that floors were
more difficult to recognize than in other brigades, and thinner than those in the
Connecticut Brigade. Campbell concluded that because of the small amount of stone in
the huts, the chimneys must have been made of logs (Campbell 1967:5-6). Campbell
notes that the artifact scatter around the fireplaces was very thin and concludes that this
may be related to a shorter occupation time, or fewer men living in the huts, or that
erosion of the slope had washed away archeological evidence (Campbell 1967:12).
Campbell notes that it is known that the Stark's contingent spent a considerable amount
of time in tents and other temporary shelters, and thus may have occupied the huts for a
shorter period than in other brigade encampments (Campbell 1967:19).

First and Second Maryland Brigades
The First and Second Maryland Brigades occupied the northwest and southeast
sides of Jockey Hollow Road, respectively, southwest of that road's intersection with
Grand Parade Road). The sites are on high ground overlooking either side of Jockey
Hollow Road as well as a tributary of Primrose Brook, "Maryland Brook," which was so
named in 1972 by Rutsch, Thatcher, and Peters (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:596). Maryland
Brook carves the hollow through which Jockey Hollow Road passes after it crosses
Primrose Brook and climbs toward the NPS Visitor Center. These two brigades consisted
of a total of 1,416 men when they arrived in Morristown in December of 1779 (Rutsch
and Peters 1976a:594). They departed in April for Chesapeake Bay. That same month the
New Jersey Brigade occupied this abandoned encampment into May, and when they left
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for Elizabethtown the huts were quickly reoccupied by the Connecticut Division. This is
where the Fourth and Eighth Regiments of the Connecticut Division rose in mutiny on
May 23 (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:596). The encampments in question are shown on
maps drafted in 1779 and 1780 by Erskine and Rochefontaine, respectively. These
encampments remained visible and known into the late nineteenth century; in 1894
McClintock offered a precise description of their locations (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:596597).
These encampments have been the subjects of two previous archeological
investigations. In 1933 Setser mentions the partial excavation of features in this area,
however Rutsch and Peters were unable to relocate his test area (Setser 1933b). The only
evidence of an artifact from this encampment appears in Baker's 1934 Wick house report,
in the form of a photograph of a bayonet recovered from the First Maryland Brigade site
(Rutsch and Peters 1976a:597). In 1972 Rutsch, Thatcher, and Peters conducted a survey
that revealed that both brigade sites were on fairly level ground, meaning that most of the
sites' remains were destroyed in the course of cultivation of this land (Rutsch et al.
1973:97). They encountered stone walls which defined the downhill margins of cultivated
fields within the First Maryland Brigade site, and they speculated that the stones used in
the walls came from the hut chimneys. Following their survey, Rutsch et al. excavated
every visible surface anomaly on the First Maryland Brigade site, including six stone
concentrations, one of which revealed a fireplace feature, but with late nineteenth-/early
twentieth-century artifacts in association (Rutsch et al. 1973:97). Apparently, not a single
Revolutionary War artifact was encountered in the entire First Brigade area.
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The researchers employed a different strategy on the Second Brigade line site:
here, they excavated hundreds of feet of 2-foot wide trenches, recovering a random
sample of material. Rutsch and Peters noted no features or stratigraphy (Rutsch and
Peters 1976a:598). The cultural material, while consistent with a Revolutionary Warperiod, was recovered exclusively from the disturbed plow zone, in fairly even
distribution. These artifacts consisted of "small sherds of pottery, glass, and bits of metal"
(Rutsch et al. 1973:97). Finally, in the Stroley's orchard area of the Second Maryland
Brigade site, they stripped the plow zone from a large area to reveal a pit containing ash,
butchered bones, ceramics, glass, and a gunflint (Rutsch et al. 1973:95-96; Rutsch and
Peters 1976a:598) "apparently contemporary with the Revolution" (Rutsch et al.
1973:96). The authors conclude that these sites are hopelessly disturbed by a wide variety
of land use practices, of which there is poor documentation.

Hand's Brigade Encampment
Brigadier General Edward Hand arrived in Jockey Hollow in December of 1779
with four regiments under his command, and stayed until June of 1780. This brigade was
atypical in that it consisted of men from different regions. Hand's Brigade consisted of
the First and Second Canadian Regiments, and the Fourth and Eleventh Pennsylvania
Regiments. Following Hand's departure, this site was occupied for two months in the
winter of 1780-1781 by a combined Pennsylvania Division and artillery regiment, and
later by the New Jersey Brigade, from February through July of 1781. The site is well
established as having occupied "the southwestern slope of Fort Hill, parallel to the old
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Mendham-Elizabethtown Road near its intersection with Jockey Hollow Road" (Rutsch
and Peters 1976a:591). Rutsch and Peters cite three Revolutionary War maps that
indicate the Hand's Brigade location: two are by Erskine and one is by Rochefontaine.
Unfortunately for the archeology of the site, the soils here are favorable for cultivation,
and all traces of this encampment have been obliterated.
A single archeological excavation was undertaken in 1963 by J. Duncan Campbell
(1963), "near the right flank of the First Connecticut Brigade's encampment (1779-1780),
on the site previously identified as belonging to Hand's Brigade (1779-1780)" (Rutsch
and Peters 1976a:592). Campbell's report is brief; his most significant finding is that a
wall at the base of Fort Hill, along Tempe Wick Road, clearly had been constructed of
fire-exposed stones taken from the hut sites' fireplaces in an effort to prepare the area for
plowing. Campbell confirmed that a plow zone paralleled this wall (Campbell 1963:2),
and he held little hope for recovering any evidence of the brigade's hut sites. Nonetheless,
Campbell documented with photographs and drawings the excavation of three hearths
from a line of 11 of which remained unplowed (Campbell 1963:6-7). Campbell also
provides a plan that plots these 11 hut sites, along with numerous surface remains and
excavated units, from the area of Hand's Brigade's confusing intersection with the First
Connecticut Brigade's encampment. Both Campbell and Rutsch and Peters, who mention
having performed an "in-field" survey (Campbell 1967; Rutsch and Peters 1976a:591),
come to the conclusion that these latter hearths were in fact constructed by Anthony
Wayne's Pennsylvania Division, which occupied the site in December of 1780.
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During the summers of 2017 and 2018, Monmouth University, under the direction
of Dr. Richard Veit, revisited the area of Hand’s Brigade. Initially, the project focused on
examining a little known site within the park, called Fort Hill. The purpose was to test the
usefulness of new geophysical techniques, including near surface magnetometry and
induced polarization (Veit and Hanna 2018). Examination confirmed the presence of Fort
Hill through the identification of multiple stone platforms, but determined that there was
little in the way of physical remains of the landscape feature (Veit and Hanna 2018:56).
With the remains of the Fort identified, efforts shifted downhill into an area that appeared
to exhibit hut remains within Hand’s Brigade. Through a combination of metal detection,
geophysical survey, and hand excavation, multiple hut sites were identified in the survey
area (Veit and Hanna 2018:58-61). Through their survey efforts, Veit and Hanna
determined that the most effective tool for surveying the hut sites was metal detection
Veit and Hanna 2018:59). The Monmouth University survey provided a unique
opportunity to revisit a previously excavated site utilizing modern survey techniques.

Connecticut First and Second Brigades Encampment
Two Connecticut Brigades made up the Connecticut Division which formed the
"left flank of the army's first line" (Torres-Reyes and Luzader 1973). The two brigades
were located to the northeast of old Tempe Wick Road (the Mendham-Elizabethtown
Road), with the southern tip of the First Brigade located within 200-feet of the road.
Initially occupied in 1779, the Brigade was commanded by Brigadier General Samuel
Parsons, consisted of four regiments (the Third, Fourth, Sixth, and Eighth Connecticut
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Regiments), and contained 1,688 men (Torres-Reyes and Luzader 1973:38). Oriented in
an east-west direction, the First Brigade joined the Second Brigade some 400-feet north
of old Tempe Wick Road. The Second Brigade was oriented north-northeast, forming a
"V" with the First Brigade. The Second Brigade consisted of four regiments (the First,
Second, Fifth, and Seventh Regiments) of 1,458 men, and was commanded by Brigadier
General Jedediah Huntington (Torres-Reyes 1971:38). The First and Second Brigades
occupied this location for only two months when the First Brigade was sent to Westfield
and the Second Brigade to Springfield (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:97). Upon their return to
the Morristown area they were encamped in an area to the northwest that had been
occupied by the Maryland Brigade.
The terrain at this location is steep and is made up of rocky Edneyville gravelly
loam. This soil is deep, with excellent drainage, situated on slopes that are formed in the
bedrock uplands with slopes of 8 to 15 percent (Eby 1976; Kirkham 1976). This soil has
a high stone content. The excellent drainage makes this soil suitable for the
encampments, and would also be suitable for a house site. Agricultural uses of this soil
type are limited and they were seldom cultivated. As a result, post-encampment
disturbances are slight. Rutsch and Peters (1976a:96) noted an "exceptional state of
preservation" during their archeological survey. Because of these fortunate conditions,
unlike many of the other brigades, the hut features and the spatial organization of the
encampment were observable.
Observers in the eighteenth century reported that the log huts were clustered in
fours, spaced 6-8-feet apart, with a parade ground in front and a 12-15-foot wide road
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extending through the encampment to the rear. Company officers' huts were constructed
to the rear of the enlisted men's huts, with the officers' servants ("waiters") huts
constructed behind them. Field officers' huts were constructed behind these (Martin
2001:167-168; Rutsch and Peters 1976a:97). Features observed in 1916 included the
remains of bake ovens, or at least what was interpreted as bake ovens (Sherman
1923:326-327).
Rutsch and Peters in their 1975 survey observed that the Second Connecticut
Brigade site, as of the 1960s, had been essentially undisturbed by historical activities
since it was abandoned in 1780 (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:34). Thus the potential for
archeological integrity at this site is quite high. This encampment was made up of 68
enlisted men's hut sites in two rows of 34 huts each. The approximate size of the brigade
site was 960-feet x 330-feet. This included the hut area, ancillary buildings, and the
parade ground (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:34).
One study suggests that the Second Brigade site housed approximately 912
soldiers (Svejda 1970:22; Rutsch and Peters 1976a:34). The huts were reused by other
regiments. For example, the areas vacated by the First Brigade were occupied in the
winter of 1780-1781 by the Pennsylvania Brigade and Hand's Brigade, but the latter units
stayed only until May.
The Connecticut Brigades were the subjects of descriptions and archeological
studies five times since the mid-nineteenth century. Two descriptive studies were
followed by clearing of vegetation by the CCC in the 1930s. Archeological studies were
conducted in the 1960s and 1970s.
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In 1859, Reverend Joseph F. Tuttle described the ruins of the Connecticut
Division encampment. Then in 1894, Emory McClintock again described the location. In
1916, historian Andrew Sherman provided a description of the site and took photographs
of the ruins (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:99).
In the late 1930s the Connecticut Division area was cleared of brush and trees by
the CCC in an effort conducted for the NPS (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:99). No
archeological surveys were conducted at this time.
The first archeological excavations in the Park were conducted in 1962 by
military historian J. Duncan Campbell. Working for the NPS, Campbell surveyed several
hut features in the two brigades and conducted a mapping survey. Campbell located
numerous "small platforms and hearths" (Campbell 1962a, 1962b, 1963). He interpreted
these features as the remains of quarters occupied by the officers' waiters. During his
investigation of the First Brigade, Campbell mapped some 81 enlisted men's hut sites, ten
company officers' huts, and six field officers' hut sites. Two of the officers' huts were
exposed completely (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:100). Of all of the sites excavated,
Campbell only excavated one enlisted men's hut site in its entirety. Working within the
Second Connecticut Brigade, Campbell mapped 72 enlisted men's huts, 11 company
officers' hut sites, and six field officers' hut sites. Campbell focused on hearths to prove
the stone piles were indeed the interiors of huts. As a result, he learned less than he could
have, although he did locate pathways in the interior of the huts sites (Rutsch and Peters
1976a:69).
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Campbell's work at this site and others resulted in an understanding of the layout
of the brigades, and the variation in hut location despite Washington's rigorous rules
about uniformity (Rutsch and Peters 1976a). Campbell set out to identify the flanks of the
two brigades and the huts within them, and to excavate fireplaces. He further conducted a
complete excavation of one each of three huts (enlisted soldiers, company officers, and
field officers) (Campbell 1963:19). His study showed that fireplaces, doors, and windows
varied from hut-to-hut (Campbell 1962c:7; Rutsch and Peters 1976a:l01). Campbell
excavated several portions of the greasy living floors and identified pathways from the
hearths to the doors. Through his efforts it was determined that earthen foundations for
huts had been excavated into the hillsides with doorways on the leveled downslope
(Campbell 1963:5).
Campbell's field techniques included hand-excavation with shovel and trowel,
with feature soils screened through 3/8-inch mesh. Campbell noted the lack of postencampment disturbance in the area other than an initial period of erosion following
abandonment. Soils observed were typical of unplowed forest floor with a dark brown
topsoil underlain by a yellow orange subsoil (Campbell 1963:6).
Identification of wood-mold deposits marked the earth-fast foundation logs
(Rutsch and Peters 1976a:101). Small, chipped stone debris was found outside the log
molds and was interpreted as chinking or fill placed between the logs. From the
excavation Campbell recovered military hardware and bone fragments. Artifacts included
pewter and brass buttons (at least one with "USA"), nails, gun flints, and small fragments
of bone "scrap." According to Campbell, charcoal was plentiful throughout the hut
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deposits. Campbell observed a bone/ash midden uphill and outside of hut Al OL (Feature
5). The midden consisted of a 9-inch layer of ash with numerous bones and artifacts,
including a pewter button, metal buckle, small iron rings, and fragments of bottle glass
(type not specified). Much of the faunal material was identified as cow bone (Rutsch and
Peters 1976a).
Other features identified by Campbell included trenches and pits that he
interpreted as latrines, the waiters' quarters, and trash middens behind the huts (shallow
depressions possibly excavated for chinking material and then filled by the huts'
occupants). Rutsch and Peters note the high archeological potential of these middens
which could provide information on diet, equipment, provisions, and living conditions of
the soldiers (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:102). The two authors further note their potential
use in illuminating social stratification of the officers and men (Rutsch and Peters
1976a:l02).
In 1975, Rutsch and Peters conducted a descriptive survey of the two brigades,
but did not conduct subsurface testing. The survey consisted of recording of features
describing all those that were visible (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:2). Many additional huts
were located, as was an additional feature type within the Second Connecticut Brigade.
The feature had a deep floor and was interpreted as an armory or magazine. Further
survey was recommended.
The Rutsch and Peters report provides an excellent summary of previous work
that was conducted, as well as recommendations for treatment in some cases. It was the
result of Rutsch and Peters' efforts that Campbell's excavations were finally backfilled,
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after much damage had already been done. Rutsch and Peters conclude that the because
of the minimal post-encampment disturbances at the Connecticut Brigades, this area has a
very high potential to provide evidence of importance to archeology (Rutsch and Peters
1976a:l03). In fact, they note, "Together, the two Connecticut Brigade sites may well be
the finest archeological resource of the Revolutionary Army to be found anywhere"
(Rutsch and Peters 1976a:103).

Pennsylvania Division Encampment (1780-1781)
The Pennsylvania Division encampment, under the leadership of Brigadier
General Anthony Wayne and numbering some 2,500 men and their followers, was
constructed along the Mendham-Elizabethtown Road, bridging the gap between the
Hand's Brigade and First Connecticut Brigade sites occupied the previous year (Rutsch
and Peters 1976a:518). The Pennsylvania Division's encampment was brief; they arrived
at the end of November 1780, and almost the entire division mutinied on 1 January 1781
(Rutsch and Peters 1976a:518, 520). While Wayne's troops did not reoccupy this site,
following their mutinous departure for Princeton the site was subjected to repeated cycles
of destruction (through both willful action and neglect) and rebuilding. The longest
reoccupation was by the New Jersey Brigade, which occupied the site from February to
July of 1781 (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:521).
The site of the Pennsylvania Division encampment has been the subject of one
clearing and mapping episode (Jones 1938; Rutsch and Peters 1976a:28-30) and one
archeological excavation. In 1963 Campbell excavated three hearths from a total of
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eleven features that he assigned a Pennsylvania Division identity. Rutsch and Peters note
that Campbell found several additional features, "but could not identify positively in
which of the succession of encampments they were originally constructed" (Rutsch and
Peters 1976b:526). As a consequence, they decided to inventory these features as a group,
specifically Hand's, the First Connecticut, the Pennsylvania, and the New Jersey
encampments.

New Jersey Brigade Encampment (1779-1780)
The New Jersey Brigade consisted of 1,313 men in five regiments, including the
First, Second, and Third New Jersey Regiments, as well as Spencer's Additional
Continental Regiment and Sheldon's Connecticut Riflemen. Together, they spent the
winter from December through April in the Morristown area, about 1.5 to 2 miles south
of the other nearby Continental Army regiments, who were concentrated in Jockey
Hollow. The New Jersey Brigade encampment site of 1779-1780 is located east of
Hardscrabble Road, south of its junction with Jockey Hollow Road, along and
overlooking the east side of Indian Grave Brook. The site consists of three components.
First there are two 300-foot long parallel rows of huts. The row lower in elevation
consists of twelve huts; about 25-feet farther uphill a second row consists of thirteen huts.
These two rows of huts have been identified as belonging to enlisted men. About 75 to
100-feet farther uphill is a third row consisting of twelve huts; it is largely parallel to the
lower row pair, though it is somewhat irregular and extends 500-feet in length. These are
the company officers' huts. Finally, a single field officers' hut is located about 30 feet
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farther uphill from the company officers' row, approximately centered over the rest of the
encampment. All three hut rows lie just a few degrees west of a due north-south line.
Contemporary accounts placed this encampment near "Eyre's" (Ayer's) forge, though
through confusion with accounts of the 1781-1782 New Jersey encampment, it has only
been since 1967 that the 1779-1780 encampment has been located and recorded. (Rutsch
and Peters 1976a).
The 1779-1780 New Jersey Brigade encampment has been the subject of five
studies. Two of these are literature searches which established the correct location and
history of this brigade; one archeological excavation was conducted in 1968, with further
excavation conducted in 1974 and 1975 to stabilize the previous excavations.
Fred Bartenstein, assisted with research by Isabel Bartenstein, was the first
researcher to establish, through historic documentation and property title search, the true
location of the 1779-1780 New Jersey Brigade encampment, on the basis of a single
historical reference to "Eyre's" (Ayer's) forge made by a Sergeant Major Grant. Even
though the forge name was misspelled, the Bartensteins, through careful presentation of a
chain of documentary evidence, were able to demonstrate the cantonment's location. This
study was expanded by John Luzader in his 1968 work entitled "New Jersey Brigade
Encampment Site, Near Morristown: A Special Study." This document contains a
detailed history of the brigade, along with an account of how its location was "lost" due
to confusion in oral histories between the New Jersey Brigade's 1779-1780 encampment
and its subsequent 1781-1782 encampment (Bartenstein 1967).
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In 1968 Robert Ditchburn conducted excavations at the site, which were written
up in a 1968 preliminary and 1971 final report. He excavated two huts, but also makes
vague mention of having excavated and/or cleared additional fireplaces. The first hut
excavated was thought by Ditchburn to be a field officers' hut, though Rutsch and Peters
(1976a:409) argue in their synthesis that a walkover indicates its location to be that of a
company officers' hut. Ditchburn's excavation here revealed a large "beautifully
constructed" fireplace, hearth, and hut floor (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:409).
Unfortunately, this unit was devoid of artifacts save for two nails. Ditchburn’s excavation
of an enlisted men's hut revealed extensive damage by tree roots, however he did recover
a large number of artifacts, which include domestic, sartorial, weaponry, building, and
musical (one mouth harp) debris, consistent with the needs and activities of soldiers in
winter (Rutsch and Peters 1976a:410).
According to Rutsch and Peters (1976a:410), in 1974 and 1975 six hut sites were
stabilized, including those excavated by Ditchburn, by the staff of Historic Conservation
and Interpretation. They drew, photographed, excavated, and then re-set into concrete the
hearth floors.
Field checks conducted by Rutsch and Peters in preparing their 1976 synthesis led
them to the conclusion, as mentioned above, that the officers' hut excavated by Ditchburn
was used by company rather than field officers. In addition to summarizing Ditchburn's
hut excavations, they also mention that he excavated middens, chinking pits, and privies
(Rutsch and Peters 1976a)
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Discussion
The Morristown winter encampments represent both an artifact of the progression
of archaeological investigation of encampment sites, as well as of national historic
preservation efforts. Archaeological investigations of the Morristown encampments
extend as far back at the 1930s. With the establishment of Morristown National Historical
Park in 1933, the landscape was provided with early protection from further
development. As a result, much of the encampment landscape has remained untouched
lending itself to extensive investigation. As documented in Rutsch and Peters (1977), a
majority of the archaeology conducted at Morristown, while informative, has mainly
focused on the presence and layout of the Brigades within the encampment. Little
attention has been paid to the material culture and the interpretation of this material can
provide to our understanding of the American Revolution during these time periods.
More recent investigations by Monmouth University, have begun to take a broader
approach to investigating a Brigade area (Hand’s) (Veit and Hanna 2018). Using a
combination of systematic metal detection, geophysical survey techniques, and hand
excavation, Monmouth has begun to marry the layout of the Brigade to the material
culture within. These investigations are in their preliminary stages, however. Further
archaeological investigation at this level, as well as a reexamination of the existing
archaeological collections within Morristown National Historical Park may yield further
detail of these formative times.
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CHAPTER 6
NEW WINDSOR 1782-1783

Historic Context
The last winter encampment of the American Revolution was situated within the
boundaries of the present town of New Windsor, New York on the western shore of the
Hudson River. New Windsor is just north of the Hudson Highlands that were so
strategically important throughout the Revolutionary War (Figure 12). West Point, ten
miles south, became the principal fort on the river in 1778, and 50 miles further south,
New York City remained under British occupation.
The New Windsor region was a base of American military operations throughout
the American Revolution. The Hudson River served as a primary transportation and
communication corridor for both the Middle Atlantic and New England states and it was
therefore of vital strategic importance throughout the war. The New Windsor region
offered excellent riverfront shipping facilities and ferries, notably at the villages of New
Windsor and Newburgh (Figure 13). These facilities were supplemented by a welldeveloped local road network that facilitated transport and communications within the
area. The topographic barrier formed by the Hudson Highlands to the south (later
supplemented by fortifications) gave protection from British incursions from New York
City. These geographical factors combined to make the region a suitable location for the
observation of British forces to the south and for the effective defense of the Hudson in
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Figure 12: Location of New Windsor Encampment
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Figure 13: Geography of New Windsor Encampment (United States Geological
Survey)
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the event of a northward offensive thrust from New York (Fisher 1983a:15; Dempsey
1987:5-6).
In the fall of 1777, the British were able to successfully pass the Highlands
defenses and move northward up the river above Newburgh. Many Windsor families
appear to have left the area at this time, and, despite the quick return of the British to
New York City, many local houses apparently remained vacant for much of the duration
of the war as future invasions were feared and the continual presence of the American
army greatly disrupted domestic life. During the winter of 1780-1781 a detachment of
artillery and supporting troops was assigned to quarters in New Windsor, and a small
encampment was established on the site of what, two years later, became the hospital of
the larger cantonment (Dempsey 1987).
The presence of a number of vacant dwellings suitable for officers' quarters and
the successful establishment of a small encampment in the area probably contributed to
the decision that the main army should pass the winter of 1782-1783 in New Windsor
(Dempsey 1987:7, 22, 37).
Other factors influencing this decision included the local availability of sufficient
forage and timber, a supportive local populace (the constant presence of the American
army suppressed most Loyalist sentiment in the region), and an already existing supply
network. The final selection of the New Windsor area as the site of what was to be the
army's last winter encampment was made in the fall of 1782 and General George
Washington assigned the responsibility for specific site selection to Colonel Timothy
Pickering, his Quartermaster General (Fisher 1983a:15; Dempsey 1987:5, 10, 29, 38).
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Early in October of 1782, Pickering wrote to Washington's aide, Colonel David
Cobb: "I have more than once conversed with you on the subjeck [sic] of the army's
moving below, & expressed my wishes ... that such a movement might not take place"
(Dempsey 1987:38). This location was presumably south of the highlands, from which
place Washington may still have hoped to launch an attack on New York City. Pickering
estimated it would take 40 teams over two weeks to haul firewood to this site, not to
mention other supplies; and after a record-breaking drought of the previous summer,
forage was extremely scarce, especially in this region. At the same time, other teams
would be needed at West Point and to bring in the 600 cords of firewood required for
Headquarters (Dempsey 1987:38).The letter went on to list reasons why the move to
winter quarters should not be postponed,
By continuing long in the field the difficulties of hutting will be greatly
aggravated. Were it begun early, the men would go thro' it with a degree
of cheerfulness ... if suspended till late in the season, it will be a painful
business ... and it would seem that both officers & soldiers have already
sufficient causes of discontent ... By continuing late in the field the troops
do not get into their huts till January, and in the month of December the
tents sustain more damage than during the whole campaign ... By
continuing long in the field, the horses & oxen will be so reduced that they
will be unfit afterwards... (Dempsey 1987:38)
It may have been these points which influenced Washington to consider alternate
sites. Shortly afterwards, Colonel Pickering was ordered to make a tour of inspection
through the Highlands. Starting on the east side of the river near the huts formerly
occupied by the 3rd Massachusetts Brigade, Pickering and his men made their way north
to Fishkill, where they crossed to Newburgh and explored several miles along Murderer's
Creek. Most of the locations they inspected were deficient either in timber or a water
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supply. The end of the search came in New Windsor with what was to become the army's
main encampment site along Silver Stream to the west of the present Temple Hill Road
(Dempsey 1987:38).
At the same time Pickering also proposed a secondary encampment site that he
felt could support a single brigade. This site was located in "a wood of William Ellison's"
to "the rear of the artillery huts” (Dempsey 1987:39). Pickering went on to state that it
"would be convenient to throw the bridge back to the higher parts of it, the front of the
wood growing where, in the Spring, the ground is very wet. This wood joins lands of the
Joneses, where any addition of timber might be procured"(Dempsey 1987:39). This
second site became the encampment of the Second Massachusetts Brigade. Washington
approved both of Pickering's proposed sites and they were formally announced to the
army in the General Orders of 22 October 1782 (Dempsey 1987:39).
The march to the new camp was led by the Massachusetts line, which, in the fall
of 1782, represented the Continental Army's (at this time numbering about 8,000 men)
largest state contingent. Construction began immediately of log huts (to serve as quarters
for the rank-and-file, the line, regimental, and brigade officers), guard houses, and
various support structures. Pickering again assumed responsibility for the layout and
design of the camp. He was also kept busy with the task of finding suitable quarters in
local residences for general and staff officers. Hutting was essentially completed by the
end of December, and the army settled in for what was to be its last winter encampment.
The Second Massachusetts Brigade encampment included 127 huts and was the largest
brigade encampment within the cantonment (Dempsey 1987:39-40, 46-47, 79, 195).
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In 1783 Simeon DeWitt, the Continental Army's Geographer-in-Chief, produced a
map of the "Winter-Cantonment" which provided a fairly detailed representation of the
encampment and the surrounding cultural landscape.
Soon after his troops made the 2½ day march from Verplanck’s Point, in late
October, 1782, General Heath reported to Washington that it was done “in the best order
and with great regularity” (Dempsey 1987:40). With the arrival of the right wing, led by
General Gates, the troops’ immediate task lay before them: to establish the Army
settlement of huts before the approach of winter and to ensure order and discipline within
the cantonment and its immediate environs. Quartermaster General Pickering issued the
hutting orders. By Christmas, the huts were completed and satisfied everyone’s
expectations. In the general orders of 10 February 1783, it is noted that General
Washington was pleased by the “present comfortable and beautifill (sic) situation of the
troops..." (Washington 1783) Food rations, now provided under contract, were regular.
Markets were established so the local townspeople could come into the cantonment to
sell provisions. General Washington took satisfaction in knowing the troops were better
fed, housed and clothed than ever before (Townsend 1996).
In December 1782, at the suggestion of the Reverend Israel Evans, chaplain to the
New Hampshire regiments, General Washington ordered the troops to construct a large
building that would serve as a chapel for Sunday services. The "Temple" or "Public
Building," as it is known, was built during January and February (with some finishing
work completed in March) of 1783. The famous Newburg Conspiracy, a threatened
"rebellion" of the officer’s corps over the issue of delayed payment by the Continental
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Congress, was brought to a conclusion after an address given by Washington at the
Temple on March 15, 1783. By late March, Washington had received word that the
much-rumored peace with England had finally been signed (this signing had actually
occurred on January 21st), and on April 18th the army was formally notified through the
General Orders (Shy 1978:17; Dempsey 1987:92, 116, 123, 137, 140, 152, 173).
With the war over, the abandonment of the New Windsor Cantonment began in
early June of 1783 and continued for most of that month. Portions of the Massachusetts
line left for home in early June, and the remaining troops were reorganized to prepare for
their participation in various peacetime military activities. A large section of the former
Second Massachusetts Brigade encampment was abandoned at this time as the bulk of the
Massachusetts troops were assigned to huts in the main camp on Temple Hill Road. Only
the reorganized Second Massachusetts Regiment was assigned to quarters in the old
Second Brigade camp. On 23 June the entire Massachusetts line left the encampment and
marched southward to take up positions in the West Point area. Timothy Pickering was
assigned responsibility of remaining in the area to pay off the army's various debts and
sell off any remaining government property. The cantonment was dismantled and sold off
during the summer and fall of 1783, with nearly all of the nearly 600 huts and supporting
structures being torn down for firewood and framing members. The winter encampment
at New Windsor proved to be the final one of the Revolutionary War (Dempsey 1987:
209-210, 220-221, 232, 240, 244).
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Archaeological Context
The site of the New Windsor Cantonment of 1782-83 has been the subject of
historical and archaeological scrutiny over the last century. Archaeological investigations
on the Revolutionary War hut sites at the New Windsor Cantonment began in 1915 when
one of the pioneers of American military archaeology, William Calver, assisted by John
Ward Dunsmore and Oscar T. Barck, excavated an officers' hut site at the encampment
(Huey 1997:75). Unfortunately, records of these investigations are incomplete and consist
solely of a letter and a number of photographs (Fisher 1982). Investigations continued in
the 1960s when John Mead excavated a Massachusetts Brigade hut site. This marked the
beginning of a series of excavation and mapping projects at New Windsor. These
operations were briefly reported in 1980 (Mead 1980), and the report included base maps
of various brigade sites. Although the report was brief, Mead's investigations were
detailed. The most intensive period of archaeological research occurred in the late 1970s
and early 1980s. These investigations were undertaken by a combination of Statesponsored research, as well as investigations stimulated by possible impacts from
development. The following section provides an overview of these investigations within
the encampment of the Continental Army at New Windsor. The archaeological
investigations undertaken were completed with varying levels of success. This overview
does not represent a comprehensive study of the archaeological history of the
encampment. The purpose here is to identify archaeological investigations where
significant information was identified that further our understanding of the encampment.
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The successes of the following studies (as well as the limitations of others) will be
examined later in this dissertation.

New York State Office of Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation Investigations,
1981-1984
Between 1981 and 1984, the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation, and
Historic Preservation Investigations, at the direction Charles Fisher, conducted an
archaeological assessment of the New Windsor Cantonment State Historic Site.
According to Fisher, this archaeological survey was not intended to produce a large
collection of artifacts (Fisher 1983b). The small size of tests employed and their wide
dispersal across the site were not directed toward artifact recovery, but to indicate spatial
differentiation of land use and existing depositional conditions. The primary research
goal for the survey was to acquire information concerning the "common soldier" and the
day-to-day life at the cantonment. The layout of the camp, the variation in the
architectural features, and the material culture of the soldiers were research priorities
(Fisher 1983b).
The field strategy was concerned with locating and identifying historic remains at
this site to facilitate their preservation as the original evidence of the 1782-83
cantonment. Since archaeological excavation destroys sites by removing items from their
stratigraphic context, this study was aimed at acquiring as much information as possible
with non-destructive techniques and with only limited application of subsurface
excavation (Fisher 1983b).
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An initial subsurface examination of a small portion of the 1st Massachusetts
Brigade encampment was employed to evaluate site conditions and deposition.
According to Fisher, this area was farmed after the cantonment and it was necessary to
determine if subsurface evidence was still present. Dense overgrowth resulted in the use
of a judgmental sample. A total of fifty-one 2 feet by 2 feet tests, were completed by
hand troweling and shovel screening excavation methods. The result of this effort was the
delineation of three activity areas, based upon the distribution of rock, charcoal, calcined
bone, and artifacts. Soil chemical evaluations were made across each of these estimated
areas which further supported, with slightly different boundaries, the general activity
areas defined (Fisher 1983b, Sopko 1983)
Later archaeological investigation explored these three areas and located
structural features within each one. An officers' kitchen was identified on the basis of the
charcoal, food bone, fired-altered soils, size, and location. Although this feature was
exposed for photographic recording and mapping, it was not excavated, but backfilled
and remains in place. Another feature partially exposed for documentation was the base
of a hut fireplace. Once located, it was possible to delineate this rock and fired-earth
feature with a soil auger (Fisher 1984).
According to Fisher, the third previously defined area, where a trench, post hole,
and pit were found, proved to be more problematic (Fisher 1984). The large flat rocks
located on the top of the pit, which also contained sherds of creamware and redware,
appeared to be a footing for a structure. The features, however, were not located on the
anticipated hut rows, and therefore Fisher was not able to relate them to a particular
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structure at the time, but its discovery was deemed an important result of the
investigation, as this feature may be the location of previously undocumented features
between the hut rows (Fisher 1984).
The archaeological survey of the 4th Massachusetts Regiment encampment,
which did not appear to have been plowed, included the mapping of surficial remains and
photographic recordation. Topographic sections were recorded to provide a description of
the landscape utilized for the cantonment. Limited subsurface test excavations were also
conducted in this area in order to assess conditions and augment the radar, magnetometer,
and soil surveys (Fisher 1984).
Ground penetrating radar, was used at several identified hut locations to
determine whether interior trash pits were present. Negative information from the radar
survey at New Windsor supported the evidence obtained from limited archaeological
tests and historic documents which suggested the huts may have had wooden floors.
Magnetometer survey was also employed to locate buried hut fireplaces and explore for
features between huts. A small test trench excavated across one of the magnetic
anomalies exposed rock rubble from a chimney collapse, burned earth, calcined bone,
and Revolutionary War-period artifacts (Fisher 1984; Sopko 1983).
Soil samples were collected and processed from the vicinity of this feature.
Calcium and phosphorus concentrations were mapped along with the magnetometer
directed test trench. According to Fisher, when the proposed hut plan is superimposed
over this information, a detailed picture of a single enlisted men's hut is visible (Fisher
1984:32-33). Activity areas in front of the hearths are delineated, as well as doorways and
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even exterior traffic patterns. The low quantities of soil elements associated with human
activity provides an insight into the bunk arrangements within this hut. Soil analysis also
provided similar information regarding an officers' kitchen building, which was located
through more traditional test excavations (Sopko 1983).
The archaeological survey produced evidence of the alignment of the 1st
Massachusetts Brigade, the spacing of huts within the 4th and 7th Massachusetts
Regiments, and the location of the line officers' huts and associated outbuildings. A
regimental officer's hut was located and tested, along with regimental privies and other
features which previously had not yet been identified. Variations in hut and fireplace
construction methods and archaeological material distributions were also documented
(Fisher 1981, 1982, 1983a, 1983b, 1984, 1985, 1986; Huey 1983).

Sheffield Archeological Consultants Investigations, 1986
Archaeological excavations were undertaken at the New Windsor site in 1986 by
Sheffield Archeological Consultants, under the direction of Edward Lenik, in response to
the New Windsor Historical Commission’s proposal to reconstruct a military company
street consisting of ten log structures on this site. Test excavations were conducted within
a 1½ acre parcel of land at the southeastern end of the park where the reconstructed
military street was to be located. The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the
archaeological potential of the construction site. The study area was bounded by the
Peace Bell Site (a modern feature) and woods on the north, the 1st Massachusetts Brigade
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Parade on the east, a dirt road on the south, and a densely wooded area on the west (Lenik
1987).
Field reconnaissance by Sheffield Consultants had revealed the presence of four
shallow pits or depressions within the project area. Two additional depressions were
located immediately to the west of the project area. According to Lenik, these features
were previously tested in 1982 (Fisher 1983a; Lenik 1987). The research design for the
proposed investigation included the examination of previous land use in the area and of
the trash disposal practices of the troops quartered in the huts located to the east of the
site (Lenik 1987:60).
Four test pits, dug at the eastern edge of the site bordering the brigade parade
ground, confirmed earlier indications that it was a sheet trash area (Mead 1980; Fisher
1982; Lenik 1987). Over 500 bone fragments, most of them calcined, were recovered
from these units, as were numerous fragments of charcoal and burned wood. Regimental
orders of 22 April 1783, forbade cooking in the huts, directing that the hearths be swept
clean, ashes taken from them, and that green brush be put in the chimneys. All cooking
was to be done in the kitchens situated in front of the parade for that purpose (Lenik
1987:60). The kitchens were located east of and across the parade from the excavated
trash area. According to the report, it would appear that garbage, including bones, was
burned in the kitchens or hut hearths and then carried across the parade ground to the
trash area to be dumped (Lenik 1987:60). Nail fragments, a brick fragment, and a red
earthenware ceramic fragment with dark brown interior glaze were also found in this area
(Lenik 1987:60).
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Tests dug in the middle of the survey area between the trash area at the eastern
end and the depressions at the western end revealed no evidence of human disturbance
and few artifacts. Two horseshoes, a straight pin fragment, one chain link, a tiny piece of
glass, and one bone fragment-most likely from a cottontail rabbit are the sum total of
material found. The soils were undisturbed, and no features were detected in the visual
reconnaissance and test excavations. This area was interpreted as having been left
undisturbed during the Cantonment (Lenik 1987:60).
Tests within four depressions identified at the western end of the site uncovered
evidence indicating that three of them were used as latrines or necessaries, as General
Washington called them in the 18th-century. General Washington had directed,
"Necessaries to be built at proper places, to be sheltered from view and the vaults daily
covered with earth as soon as the warm season advances" (Fitzpatrick 19311944[26]:111-113). According to Lenik, the natural area between these features and the
trash area next to the parade would have provided the "shelter from view"(Lenik
1987:60).
The archaeological investigations conducted by Sheffield Archeological
Consultants indicated that the project area contained four land use zones. The soldiers'
huts were located at the east end of the site. A sheet trash area was found next to the
brigade parade, and just beyond it was a natural wooded area. A walk through this area
brought a soldier to three latrines or necessaries removed from the parade and hut area for
sanitary reasons and for privacy. According to Lenik, it was considered likely that many
more latrines were located elsewhere nearby (Lenik 1987:64).
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The archaeological investigations at New Windsor revealed that three of the
excavated pits, contained charcoal fragments and a high concentration of phosphorus.
Also, two teeth from a domestic cow were found. The conclusion reached by Lenik,
therefore, is that the three features identified clearly show evidence of human activity or
use and that they functioned as necessaries or latrines during the 1782-1783 encampment
(Lenik 1987:65). Furthermore, two "linear" depressions excavated by Fisher in 1982 and
located nearby are also former sinks or necessaries (Fisher 1983b:5, 11). Lenik also
concluded that Feature 1, a depression measuring 9 feet x 7 feet, was probably used as a
source of clay for the huts as well as for backfill soil to cover the necessaries located
nearby (Lenik 1987:65).
According to Lenik, the necessaries at the New Windsor Cantonment are larger in
size than those found at Morristown (Lenik 1987:65). The New Windsor latrines were 8
feet x 4 feet, 7 feet x 4 feet, 8 feet x 5 feet, 11 feet x 2 feet, and 15 feet x 4 feet, while
those at Morristown, which were found near officers' huts, were generally 5 feet x 2 feet
in size. The latrines at New Windsor are associated with the enlisted men's huts, and their
larger size may be the result of deliberate construction to accommodate use by more
individuals. Lenik concludes that the archaeological evidence uncovered in this
excavation gives physical testimony to the effectiveness of Washington's leadership.
Order and discipline are revealed not only in the straight rows of the huts upon a rocky
hillside, but also in the delineation of use areas for sanitary practices (Lenik 1987).
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Discussion
While the history of archaeological research at New Windsor has been limited,
both Fisher and Lenik have demonstrated the presence of encampment-related
archaeological remains within the confines of New Windsor Cantonment State Historic
Site. With the presence of the encampment within the preserved site demonstrated, there
has been little need to further disturb the archaeological resources, beyond necessity (e.g.
in advance of proposed disturbances). As demonstrated at other sites (Steele et al. 2006;
Veit and Hanna 2018; Chapter 7), a modern approach using a suite of both traditional
hand excavation and remote sensing survey techniques can aid in the further
understanding of an encampment. As the tools and interpretations available to
archaeologists evolve, a revisit to the New Windsor encampment may be warranted to
better understand the archaeological remains present within the site.
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CHAPTER 7
CASE STUDY: EXCAVATIONS AT WASHINGTON MEMORIAL CHAPEL

The documentary record provides much of our understanding of the Continental
Army’s experience during the American Revolution, but the documentary record
represents a skewed record of the past. Written records that have survived from the
American Revolution overwhelmingly represent the experiences of the upper echelons of
power and only provide a partial view of the experiences of the Revolutionary War
soldier. This is mainly due to the education, experience, and ability to maintain records of
the senior leaders within the Continental Army. At Valley Forge alone, approximately
12,000 soldiers were present at the camp, approximately 1,600 of which represented the
officer class (Valley Forge Muster Roll Valley Forge Park Alliance 2019). This means
that written records pertaining to the encampment likely represent only approximately
one-tenth of the soldiers encamped at Valley Forge, leaving much of the soldier’s
experiences at the encampment missing. Archaeological investigation of the brigade sites
within the encampments provide the opportunity to fill in these gaps.
The interaction of the Revolutionary War soldier within their environment and the
material remains of their time in camp provides a record of those soldiers who are
missing from the written record. An intimate view of the soldier’s experiences is
supported through the archaeological excavation of the brigade encampment. These
spaces represent a controlled environment where the soldiers slept, ate, and interacted
outside of the fighting seasons. During this period of time, the soldiers used and adapted
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their physical environment and their material possession to fit their needs within the
confines of military control. Studying the archaeological remains of this interaction with
the landscape provides insight into the soldiers’ existence. Marrying the archaeological
record with the documentary record offers a line of evidence to more fully illuminate the
soldiers’ experience during the American Revolution.
Through the archaeological examination of the undeveloped woods on the
property of the Washington Memorial Chapel at Valley Forge, this chapter offers and indepth view of a previously uninvestigated portion of the 1777-1778 Valley Forge winter
encampment. The results of the archaeological excavation at the Chapel woods provide
an examination of how modern archaeological methods can be applied to a winter
encampment site to help reconstruct the Continental soldier’s experience and
development during the American Revolution.

Archaeology at Washington Memorial Chapel
In 2006, Temple University professor, Dr. David G. Orr, arranged a cooperative
agreement between the University and the Washington Memorial Chapel at Valley Forge
to conduct archaeological investigations on the Chapel’s property. Orr, a former National
Park Service archaeologist, had long been intrigued by the archaeological potential of the
Washington Memorial Chapel property. The Washington Memorial Chapel is a private
inholding within the boundaries of the larger Valley Forge National Historical Park.
The Washington Memorial Chapel was brought into existence through the efforts
of Reverend W. Herbert Burk. Burk was born in 1867 and attended the Philadelphia
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Divinity School of the Protestant Episcopal Church and received his Bachelor’s degree in
Divinity from the University of Pennsylvania. Burk was ordained in 1894 and soon after
became rector of the Church of the Ascension in Gloucester City, New Jersey. Later he
moved to Saint John’s Church in Norristown, near the Valley Forge encampment
grounds, and eventually transferred to All Saint’s Church in the same town. It was from
his position at this church that Dr. Burk would launch his mission to commemorate the
soldiers of the Revolution and their famous leader, George Washington (Treese 1995).
The story of the Washington Memorial Chapel begins with Burk’s experience on
a winter hike through the Valley Forge state park with the choir boys from his church in
Norristown. During this hike the reverend recounts being shamefully struck by the poor
condition of the park and his own lack of knowledge concerning the events which had
taken place there. Moreover, he was disturbed by the growing use of the park as a
recreational space rather than a site of memorial (Burk 1910:242-243). A desire to
combat this misappropriation of the sacred land and to remind visitors of the significance
of the place in American history prompted the reverend to take immediate action.
I. Heston Todd, a local landowner, had donated a tract of land just outside the
boundaries of the Valley Forge Park and on June 19, 1903, the 125th anniversary of the
evacuation from Valley Forge, the cornerstone was laid for the new chapel (Treese
1995:88). It was not until after the cornerstone was laid that Reverend Burk formally
prepared a proposal for his vision of the chapel which he then turned over to the
University of Pennsylvania’s Department of Architecture. The school sponsored a design
competition in order to choose the building which would best articulate Burk’s ideal.
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During this process the idea for a simple chapel expanded into plans for a large complex
to include a museum of American history, a library and a bell tower. Architect Milton B.
Medary Jr. won the contract on April 13, 1915 (Valley Forge Historical Society 1925).
While Medray’s vision remains unfinished to this day, the Washington Memorial Chapel
complex features the chapel, cloisters, library, meeting hall, carillon, cemetery, as well as
a number of out buildings.
Bounded within the Washington Memorial Chapel property is a roughly five-acre
area of undeveloped land. This preserved parcel of land is the focus of these
investigations. The Washington Memorial Chapel property is sited on roughly the eastern
flank of the encampment where the 1st Rhode Island Brigade, commanded by Brigadier
General James Mitchell Varnum, built their huts on a cleared ridge overlooking the
Schuylkill River (Duportail 1777). These brigades formed part of the so-called inner line
of defenses. This hillside provided a good vantage point for guarding any approach from
the Schuylkill River. General Varnum’s Brigade and General Huntington’s Brigade were
tasked with defending the Schuylkill River flank (Trussell 1976:51). Positioning General
Varnum’s troops along the crest and on the north side of the east-west ridge gave his
troops a commanding view of the river below, allowing them to hold their post. The crest
of the hill today carries Pennsylvania Route 23 through the park.

Topography and Geology
The landform now included in the Valley Forge National Historical Park consists
primarily of three east-west trending bands of bedrock, plus the steeper elevations of
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Mount Joy and Mount Misery to the west (Berg and Dodge 1981; Rhoads et al. 1986).
The variations in elevation are due largely to differential erosion reflecting the relative
hardness of the formations. The northerly ridge traverses in an east-west direction by the
Schuylkill River, and is comprised of the Stockton Formation, a complex of Triassic
sandstone, mudstone, and shale.
The project area is located in the Gettysburg-Newark Lowland section within the
Piedmont physiographic province. The area is characterized by rolling lowlands and
isolated hills and highlands (Berg et al. 1989). The Piedmont province in general
developed from differential erosion of rock that metamorphosed during the Alleghenian
Orogeny (Marsh and Marsh 1989:20). Underlying rock types in the region include red
and gray shale, siltstone, sandstone, conglomerate, and diabase (Berg et al. 1989). The
elevation of the project area ranges from approximately 180 to 210 feet above mean sea
level.
Soils within the project area are characterized as Penn-Lansdale series. This series
represents well-drained soils that occur together on undulating uplands, hilltops, and
ridges and are typically gently sloping (Smith 1967). The absence of plowing following
the encampment, coupled with the eventual reforestation of the area, served, at least
initially, to prevent the destruction of the archeological remains of the encampment, as
had occurred in most other areas of the park. As a result, the archeological deposits are
very well-preserved. Although the existence of hut depressions are present within the site,
most of these remain intact, despite the depredations of artifact hunters with metal
detectors for many years.
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Site Identification and Methodology
Prior to my investigations of the Washington Memorial Chapel site, no formalized
archaeological investigations had taken place on the chapel landscape. In 1975, fourteen
possible hut depressions were identified there by archaeologists Steve Warfel and Barry
Kent (1975).
In 2006, Dr. Orr and Daniel Sivilich, the president of the Battlefield Restoration
and Archaeological Volunteer Organization (BRAVO), a volunteer organization that
promotes the use of metal detection in archaeology, made an initial examination of the
Chapel woods. Armed with Mr. Sivilich’s metal detector, the pair attempted an initial test
of the project site to test the viability of the landscape to contain archaeological resources
related to the encampment. Within seconds of scanning the landscape Mr. Sivilich
received a return on his metal detector. Excavation of the find would recover a musket
ball. Without a doubt, the pair knew they were looking in the right spot.
Through a cooperative effort with BRAVO, controlled metal detection was
performed at the beginning of each season under the supervision of Temple University
archaeologists to assist in the identification of artifact concentrations and refine
archaeological site boundaries. Metal detection was used in this context to seek out
artifacts indicative of military occupation. Previous research had clearly demonstrated
that standard subsurface survey techniques are ineffective in identifying the presence of
military sites (Scott et al. 1989; Reeves 2001; Sivilich and Stone 2005; Balicki 2011).
Due to the ephemeral nature of encampments, little to no above-ground physical evidence
is usually present. As a result, metal detection allows researchers to hone in on activity
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areas based on the predominance of metal artifacts on military sites (Hunter et al. 2003;
Sivilich and Stone 2005; Steele et al. 2006; Veit et al. 2008; Veit and Hanna 2018).
BRAVO conducts systematic metal detecting surveys, utilizing a system that they
call, "Bag, Tag, and Flag." Each artifact identified by BRAVO detectorist is excavated
through minimal subsurface intrusion, put into a bag, given a unique field identification
number, and then put back into the open hole with a flag to mark the spot. Once all of the
metal detecting work is completed, these flagged artifact locations are pinpointed and
recorded using a Trimble 5600 Global Positioning System-enabled total station laser
transit with a TDS Ranger 500 data collector. The artifacts are then identified, collected,
and the holes refilled. Positioning data and the artifact analysis information are entered
into a proprietary database program developed by BRAVO, known as “Artitrak.” The
Artitrak file is linked to ArcView Geographical Information Software (GIS) and the
artifacts are plotted on high resolution aerial photos, grouped by artifact type. These data
guided the excavation of specific targeted areas within the site.
In addition to metal detection, initial pedestrian reconnaissance of the Chapel
woods identified numerous subtle depressions, extending from the crest of the hill down
into the Chapel property on the northern side of the slope. The men's huts were placed in
proximity to the defensive lines for at least two reasons: so they could be called out
quickly if the need arose and to place their closely arrayed huts in a manner to serve as a
further obstacle to the enemy (Thibaut 1982). Towards the crest of the hill were what
appeared to be a series of slightly mounded earthworks in line, parallel to the ridgeline
and the alignment of modern Pennsylvania Route 23. These earthworks were believed to
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represent the remains of potential camp kitchens. Behind these, further down the hill,
were impressions spaced further apart, that appeared to match, on a rudimentary scale,
the placement of hut sites in accordance with von Steuben’s plan.
When all this information is tied together, the result is a cross section of the
brigade camp; from the forward military works downslope towards the Schuylkill River,
to the support resources at the crest of the hill to the rear. Through examination of the
Chapel woods site it would be possible to study the entire range of activities within a
brigade, encompassing the daily life of soldiers and officers, infantrymen and artificers,
cooks, and sutlers.
The approach to excavating the site was twofold: to use the metal detecting results
to identify areas of activity within the camp and to use the landscape features identified
as a guide. The strategy was to open large area excavations in a representative portion of
each of the three major areas of the camp which in theory would cover the enlisted men's
quarters, the officer's area, and the support area. Instead of just focusing on huts, as had
been the case with previous excavations at Valley Forge, we would look at the camp
living and work areas both inside the huts and other structures, as well as the previously
untouched ground surrounding the huts and structures.
Formal excavations within the Chapel woods began in the summer of 2007 with
the Temple University archaeological field school. Investigations at the Chapel woods
would carry on over the next six field seasons. In the following summer of 2008
excavations continued with the assistance of the Upper Perkiomen High School
Archaeology Club. In the summer of 2009, the site once again played host to another
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Temple University archaeological field school. Finally, from 2010 to 2014, excavations
continued solely by myself.
Over the course of the program of archaeology at the Chapel woods, six
individual metal detection surveys were carried out and 82 five-foot by five-foot
excavation units were excavated within the Chapel woods. The focus of the excavation
was to expose features in their entirety to fully sample and characterize each feature
within the site. Excavation was completed in natural stratigraphic layers using trowels
and flat-bottomed shovels, with depths and distances recorded in tenths of feet.
Standardized forms were used to record details about soil color, texture, and inclusions.
Features and excavation profiles were recorded in scaled photographs and drawings. All
deposits were screened through ¼ inch mesh, and artifacts were bagged by provenience.
Artifacts recovered were cleaned and processed by high school and undergraduate
students. Artifacts were then analyzed by myself.
Throughout the Chapel woods site, the encampment era strata was present
immediately beneath the forest duff. The soil profile was remarkably consistent
throughout the site. The soil profile appears to have been disturbed during the winter of
1777-1778 but has remained undisturbed since then. It consists of a culturally derived
O/A-horizon (10 YR6/6 brownish yellow silt loam) that varied in depth from
approximately 3 inches to 7 inches below the ground surface. Underneath this was a
natural, sterile B-horizon (10 YR7/6 yellow silt loam) representing subsoil derived in
place from decomposing bedrock. Cultural features were immediately evident by their
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darker, more organic feature fill intruding into the otherwise sterile subsoil. These
features varied in depth, and were particularly evident in contrast with the yellow subsoil.
Given the complexity and varying nature of the archaeological excavation at the
Chapel woods from year-to-year, it is not feasible to recount the details of all levels, soils,
profiles features, and disturbances within the confines of this dissertation. This
information will be featured in a forthcoming, comprehensive site report. The analysis of
the excavations and artifacts that follows focuses on the 1777-1778 encampment-related
archaeological features and material that were identified during testing with a focus on
understanding the inhabitants and development of the site during the encampment.

Excavation Results
Work Area
Metal detection of the eastern-central portion of the Chapel woods identified
multiple concentrated clusters of encampment-related artifacts. No obvious indications
of shelter construction were found in this excavation area, despite what appeared to be
hut floor-like undulations on the surface. No floors, foundations, or fireplaces were found
in this area of the camp, although it proved to be a hotbed of activity, as indicated by the
metal detection surveys (Figure 14). This locus is interpreted as an open area to the rear
of the huts. It is possible that soldiers may have been quartered here in tents at the
beginning
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Figure 14: BRAVO Survey Results
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and end of the encampment period. However, the lack of hearths or fires and the presence
of a trash pit makes it seem unlikely to be a quarters area.

Limestone Block Scatter
Centered within N445-455 E705-715 was a roughly 8-feet by 10-feet scatter of
worked limestone blocks (Figure 15). The block scatter exhibited approximately 60
worked pieces of limestone and their associated tailings. The blocks were present on the
surface of the B-horizon with no evidence of charcoal or fire-reddened earth that would
indicate the presence of a fire. Shards of an eighteenth-century wine bottle (n=4), a shard
of a glass vial, sherds of redware (n=2), wrought nails (n=2), a miscast musket ball, an
indeterminate button, and calcine bone (n=89) were found among the rocks within the
feature. With the broad range of artifacts present within the feature, it is unclear whether
the collection of stones served a specific function, although it is likely to be craft related.
Given the presence of limestone blocks within hut hearth features (discussed below), as
well as the presence of limestone tailings, it is interpreted that this feature either
represents a location where limestone is being fashioned to serve in the construction of
hut hearths/chimneys, or it is a location for stockpiling this material.

Trash Pit
Northeast of the limestone block feature, a narrow, shallow trench was
encountered in N500-510 E735-740. The feature is represented by an approximated 2-
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Figure 15: Limestone Block Scatter
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feet by 6-feet wide trench, oriented north-south, and extending approximately 2-feet into
the B-horizon. The trench contained dark, organic soils (10 YR 2/1 black silt loam).
Artifacts recovered from the trench included a “USA” button fragment, wrought nails
(n=5), an S-hook, indeterminate iron fragments (n=10), a French gunflint, olive-colored
bottle glass (n=4), lead sprue (n=2), and food remains (n=75). Given the fragmentary
nature of the artifacts recovered, as well as the single context of the deposition of the
feature fill within the trench, it is likely that feature represents a single refuse episode.
This feature is consistent with the provisions laid out by General Washington for
maintaining a hygienic camp. Washington was keenly aware of the correlation between
cleanliness and the health of his soldier. This is exemplified in the General Orders handed
down to the soldiers, such as the following:
As the Health of any Army principally depends upon Cleanliness; it is
recommended in the strongest manner, to the Commanding Officer of Corps,
Posts and Detachments, to be strictly diligent, in ordering the Necessarys to be
filled up once a Week, and new ones dug; the Streets of the encampments and
Lines to be swept daily, and all Offal and Carrion, near the camp, to be
immediately burned: The Officers commanding in Barracks, or Quarters, to be
answerable that they are swept every morning, and all Filth and Dirt removed
from about the houses. Next to Cleanliness, nothing is more conducive to a
Soldiers health, than dressing his provisions in a decent and proper manner. The
Officers commanding Companies should therefore daily inspect the Camp
Kitchen, and see the Men dress their Food in a wholesome way. (Chase
1985[1]:114-115)
Officer’s Hut
The presence of an officer’s hut within the study area was first indicated by
former Philadelphia Historical Commission Director, Dick Tyler. Mr. Tyler visited the
site in the summer of 2008. According to Mr. Tyler, he was a visitor to the park as a child
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in the 1950s. During his visit to the park, he observed Colonel J. Duncan Campbell
excavating the area opposite Route 23 from the Chapel woods in the vicinity of the
Waterman Monument. According to Mr. Tyler, he had inquired with Campbell as to
whether he could assist in his excavation. Campbell rebuffed his offer, but indicated that
Tyler should investigate the area in the Chapel woods, as there was a high likelihood that
Tyler would encounter remains of the encampment. Mr. Tyler heeded this advice and
proceeded to excavate what he believed was the front of a hut hearth. During his
investigation, Tyler indicated he recovered a “USA” button fragment and a decorative
Hessian cartridge box plate. Upon visiting the Chapel woods site in 2008, Tyler
specifically indicated the specific rock in the Chapel woods in front of which he had
conducted his investigation. This site is located approximately 30 feet north of Route 23.
Excavation of the location indicated by Mr. Tyler confirmed the presence of his
excavation. Our 2008 excavation identified the remains of a roughly 5-foot in diameter 3foot deep pit feature. The feature was devoid of any cultural material, likely as a result of
Tyler’s previous excavation. Knowing that Mr. Tyler had placed his previous excavation
proximate to the presence of a hut hearth feature, the 2008 excavation expanded the area
of excavation beyond Mr. Tyler’s pit feature to expose remnants of the hut. Excavation
revealed the presence of a trapezoidal feature of stones, approximately 4-feet wide along
its opening (Figure 16). The hearth opened to the southeast. Charcoal and fire-reddened
earth were still present in the hearth against the fire back. Several in-situ vertical stones
were present along the rear of the hearth, extending above the 18th-century level of the
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Figure 16: Officer’s Hut Hearth
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hearth. This stones are interpreted as remnants of the fire-back/base of the chimney
structure.
No evidence of a hut floor was identified within the excavation. However, a
filled-in sill line was present on the north side of the hearth, extending approximately 10feet in length eastward from the hearth along an east-west orientation. Evidence of hut
construction was present in the material culture from this units. Daub fragments were
abundant throughout (n=204). Daub was utilized in hut construction to fill in the gaps
between the logs in the wall (Brier 2004). The presence of broken daub is consistent with
Washington’s orders 27 May 1778, “Officers are to see that the mud plaistering about the
hutts be removed and every other method taken to render them as airy as possible…”
(Hoth 2004[14]:325-326) in an attempt to prevent disease in camp. Other artifacts
recovered from within and adjacent to the hut include, olive-colored bottle glass (n=27), a
body sherd of a salt-glazed stoneware vessel, stoneware vessel body sherds (n=3),
redware flatware sherds (n=6), calcined bone (n=174), and wrought nails (n=7).
In addition, metal detection of the area surrounding the hut site recovered an iron
cone approximately five inches in length and 2 inches in diameter at its opening. The
cone was found upright while it was still in situ, as if it had been stuck in the ground
where it remained for more than 200 years. Examination of the cone revealed the
presence of wood in the interior of the cone secured with several extant nails. Cones like
these are documented to adorn the bases of pole arms (Peterson 1968:97-103). The
presence of a pole arm supports the interpretation that the hut represented a possible
officer’s quarters. Pole arms served both as weapons, as well as a symbol of rank. It is
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believed that some form of espontoon was driven into the ground outside of the hut,
possibly to distinguish who occupied the structure. If the espontoon spent an extended
length of time driven into the ground, it is possible that the butt cone broke off when it
was removed, given the foul weather encountered during the 1777-1778 winter (Thibaut
1982).

Enlisted Soldier’s Hut
The enlisted soldier’s hut is located slightly downhill from the officer’s hut, about
50 feet to the north (Figure 17). Initial indications that a hut was present in this location
were represented by a slight depression with a tree growing out of the edge of the
depression. A number of stones were apparent on the western side of the tree. The
presence of trees coupled with the presence of stones and/or surface depressions has
previously been identified as indicative of hut locations (Steele et al. 2006). Trees find
these environments favorable, due to the presence of loose, previously disturbed,
nutrient-rich soils related to the construction and use of a hut hearth.
Excavation revealed the presence of the Revolutionary War-era hut floor
underneath an approximately 3-inch thick O-horizon. The hut floor feature then slopes
another 3-inches into the natural B-horizon. Due to the sloping stratigraphy of the hut
floor feature, it is interpreted that the hut was not dug into the landscape, as seen at
location such as Wayne’s Woods within the encampment. Given the relatively flat nature
of the immediate topography, it does appear that it would not have been necessary for the
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Figure 17: Enlisted Soldier’s Hut
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soldiers to excavate their hut into the landscape to create a level floor. Rather, the hut
floor feature was formed through the natural erosion of the ground surface, due to
constant traffic from the soldiers. The hut was worn into the natural subsoil which
compacted into a distinct, hard-packed floor. The door to the hut appears to be in the
southern wall near the southeast corner of the hut, due to the shallow diffuse extension of
the hut floor feature in this location. This is likely due to the soldier’s constant use of this
location as a means of ingress/egress.
The fireplace in this hut was located on the northwest corner. This feature was
recognized by a distinct southwest-northeast finished angle of rocks located in the
northwest corner of the structure on top of and near fire-reddened earth, charcoal and ash.
In general, a large quantity of charcoal was found at the western end of this hut. This
feature may have once been a well-built rock lined hearth that was later dismantled.
Rocks are apparent to the north of the fireplace remains, possibly indicating that the
chimney was felled as part of the evacuation and deconstruction of the encampment.

Camp Kitchen
The teachings of von Steuben provided a strong clue as to the location of the
kitchen area of a military camp. Von Steuben proscribes that sutlers' huts and camp
kitchens, outlined as large circular features on his plan, were to be placed to the rear of
the officers and ahead of the wagons (Figure 18). With both enlisted soldiers and
officer’s huts established, keeping von Steuben’s guide in mind, a pedestrian survey up
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Figure 18: Plate VII from General Von Steuben’s Regulations for the Order and
Discipline of the Troops of the United States (Library of Congress).
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slope from the officer’s hut led to the intriguing discovery of several large earthen
mounds with semi-circular depressions surrounding them, but clearly not natural
topographic features. These mounds were located roughly 10-15 feet north of Route 23
on flat terrain at the crest of the ridge.
As with the previous areas of the excavation, the first action taken was to clear the
vegetation on and around one of the mound features. With the feature cleared, the details
became clearer. The mound examined appeared today as a waist high feature, 18-feet in
diameter, surrounded by a shallow but distinct ditch (Figure 19).
These features appear as large, circular symbols on von Steuben's plan and are
pictured in at least one Revolutionary War-era painting (Figure 20). The 1781 painting
shows Colonel Walter Stewart at an encampment and was painted by the later famous
Philadelphia artist Charles Wilson Peale. Stewart commanded the 13th Pennsylvania,
encamped with General Weedon along the left of the outer line of defense, not with
Varnum on the inner line of defense. Given the date of the painting, the painting does not
depict specific kitchens of the Valley Forge winter encampment, but Peale was at the
camp and no doubt observed the use of kitchens in an encampment setting (Thibaut
1982). The pictured kitchen has several typical features: its profile is a flattened dome; it
is surrounded by a circular ditch that provides a convenient foot well for those tending
the hearths.
The benefits of these earthen field kitchens were many. First, the entire work
could be thrown together quickly with materials at hand. Second, this style of cooking
was much more fuel efficient than open fires would be. The fire was drafted through an
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Figure 19: Camp Kitchen
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Figure 20: Detail of Charles Wilson Peale’s 1781 Portrait of Colonel Walter Stewart
(Library of Congress)
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indentation on the outside of the earthen circle and its heat directed to a small hole where
it would be concentrated on the bottom of a kettle or other cooking vessel at waist height.
This mimicked an appliance called a potager which became common in French kitchens
in the 17th and 18th-centuries (Rees 1997:2). The circular form seen here was
particularly easy to build, maintain and provided accommodation for numerous messes at
one facility. Third, the entire structure and its segregated location protected the fires
somewhat from the elements and minimized the danger of sparks igniting cabins, tents or
forage. Additionally, the concept of a segregated facility for cooking concentrated
cooking activities to locations where officers could supervise and maintain control.
Nine excavation units were excavated in an approximately U-shaped fashion
around the kitchen feature. This was done to expose the semi-circular ditch surrounding
the mound, as well as getting a cross section of the mound itself. Feature-fill consisted of
a single context of dark, organic soils (10 YR 2/1 black silt loam) extending
approximately 2-feet into the B-horizon. The mound itself was constructed from
redeposited subsoil. According to Rees (1997), camp kitchens were constructed by
excavating the ground surface around the proposed location of the kitchen, piling the
excavated material in the center for from the mound. Fire boxes were then cut into the
mound and the ditch served as a place to site and tend the fire. In this case, it appears that
only half of a kitchen was constructed, as the ditch does not extend the full circumference
of the kitchen feature. Artifacts recovered from the kitchen ditch include a uniform
button, bone food remains (n=248), a kaolin pipe bowl fragment, partial sherds (n=3) of a
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creamware saucer that mend, an iron barrel band, and bottle glass fragments (n=3).
Charcoal and ash were also abundant in the feature fill.

Bayonet Cache
Over the course of metal detection surveys during this project, 10 bayonet or
bayonet fragments (blade pieces, shoulders, or sockets) had been recovered by BRAVO
detectorists. Most of these bayonet pieces were concentrated in the far northeast extent of
the site. During the 2013 BRAVO survey, detectorist Bill Hermstedt, initially identified a
complete bayonet in this general area. Continued survey of the bayonet location
recovered two additional bayonets in approximately the same location. One complete
bayonet is a significant discovery. Three bayonets is an exceptional find, at which point I
decided to further examine the location where Mr. Hermstedt was surveying. Upon
inspecting the location, I determined that there were still additional bayonets present
within this location.
Metal detection survey was halted at the location of Mr. Hermstedt’s finds and a
formal five-foot by five-foot excavation unit was placed over the potential feature. What
was identified was an approximately 2-feet in diameter shallow pit with 27 additional
bayonets present within the feature fill (Figure 21). No other artifacts were recovered
from the feature. It is still unclear what the purpose of this feature was. Six of the
bayonets have their blades deformed [bent], and all of specimens have their sockets
deformed [crushed]. As discussed below, the bayonets appear to be in the process of
being repurposed. A possible explanation for the feature is that, in the haste of evacuating
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Figure 21: Bayonet Cache
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the camp in June of 1778, the soldiers decided to render the bayonets unusable and
discarded them in this pit, rather than take the bayonets with them. This is purely
speculation, however.

Material Culture
Clothing
On the face of it, buttons are small, seemingly insignificant artifacts. In the
context of the Chapel woods they speak to several significant issues regarding the
condition of clothing supply to the army. Additionally, buttons with military designations
can help us address issues about location of specific troops within the encampment.
In terms of supply, the Valley Forge encampment has become legendary in
American historical memory for the hardship endured by the troops, especially in terms
of lack of food and winter clothing. In a letter of 30 December 1777, Anthony Wayne
wrote:
We are busy in forming a new city at this place. My people will be covered in a
few days, but naked as to clothing; they are in that respect in a worse condition
than Fallstaffs recruits, for they have not one shirt to a brigade, he had more than
that to a company. (Hazard 1829[3]:375)
Three regimental buttons were identified during these excavations. These buttons
are made of pewter and feature a plain border with a raised Arabic “2” in a recessed
center (Figure 22). These buttons have been tentatively attributed to the Pennsylvania
Line, specifically the 2nd Regiment, having mostly been previously associated with the
Pennsylvania camps at Valley Forge (Wayne’s Woods), as well as their campsites in
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other locations (Troiani et al. 2012:240). Previously identified specimens from the 1st
and 2nd Regiment are marked “Clarke” on the back, which Troiani attributes as
potentially referring to Ephraim Clarke (Clark & Company), who advertised as a button
manufactory in Philadelphia in 1789 (Troiani et al. 2012:240). The condition of the
buttons recovered from the Chapel woods precludes any attribution to Clarke, as the
obverse side of the buttons are unreadable.

Figure 22: 2nd Pennsylvania Regimental Buttons

Anthony Wayne was very concerned with having his troops well clothed and of
high morale. He contracted with a Lancaster manufacturer in late 1777 for regimental
coats and other clothing which arrived throughout the encampment period (Thibaut
1982:266) and was distributed to nine regiments but "only in part clothed about one
fourth of them" (Wayne to Wharton, 18 April 1778, in Rupp 1844:419-420). Given that
Anthony Wayne’s troops were camped on the opposite site of the encampment, coupled
with the interpretation that this site is the location of some form of encampment-level
manufactory, it may be possible that those encamped within the Chapel woods may also
have been tasked with creating buttons for Wayne’s troops.
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Two other definitively military buttons were found within the Chapel woods.
These buttons were American “USA” buttons, featuring bold, interlocked, raised Roman
letters and a decorative rope border (Figure 23). The “USA” buttons are ubiquitous on
sites relating to the American Revolution. The first written account of them comes from
the description of a deserter in December 1777 (Troiani et al. 2012:193-194). The USA
buttons were the most universally used buttons of the Continental army throughout the
war. However, the USA buttons found at the chapel site have one striking difference: the
presence of a 1777 date. Three relatively complete “USA 1777” buttons have been
recovered, two from Valley Forge and one from Connecticut. Two additional button
fragments that were located at the chapel site also bear the same USA design, but the
fragments are missing the portion where the 1777 would be located. These are the only
USA-type buttons from the Revolutionary War found so far that commemorate a
particular date.

Figure 23: 1777 “USA” Button
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An additional 63 buttons identified throughout the site and seem to be found in
several distinct clusters. These clusters suggest activity areas which could be locations
where clothing was processed, or merely where activities occurred that caused losses of
buttons. Other clothing related artifacts such as shoe buckles and knee buckles (n=20) are
scattered throughout the entire site. The diversity of buttons encountered is attributable to
irregularities in the manufacture of military clothing during the Revolutionary War.
Uniform clothing came from contractors in the states, from the Continental Clothier's
Department, and from abroad. It was supplemented in times of particular hardship by
collections and seizures of civilian raiment. The State of Connecticut, for instance,
initiated a collection system by township in the autumn of 1777, when Congress reported
to the states that the clothier general would not be able to supply the Army's wants
(Thibaut 1982:281, 560). Thus a considerable quantity of civilian clothing found its way
to Valley Forge.
Three identifiable sets of cufflinks or sleeve links were found at the site (and there
are more fragmentary and probable examples). The faces of the link are octagonal and
have a raised, possibly floral designs. These types of motifs were popular with French,
British and American officers alike (Calver and Bolton 1950:225, 230) and its popularity
pre-dates the Revolutionary War. The Calver and Bolton data and work at Fort
Mickilmackinac (Stone 1974:76) support the idea that cufflinks were associated with
officers, but this association needs to be assessed further (Fisher 2004:126).
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Weaponry
Seventeen gun flint or gunflint fragments came from the Chapel woods site. Of
this total 15 were honey-colored French flints and 2 were gray (Dutch or English flints)
This high proportion of French flints is to be expected on Revolutionary War period sites
(Hanson and Hsu 1975:76), since flints in use by the American army were commonly the
honey-colored variety imported from France (Peterson 1968:63). Most of the gun flints
found would have been suitable for muskets and a few were small enough for rifles and
pistols.
In order for the flint to remain firmly in the jaws of the cock, it had to be sheathed
either in a piece of leather or flattened lead. Lead flint grips were relatively common
finds in the brigade areas, as were fragments of sheet lead which are presumably waste
from the production of flint grips. The grips were frequently circular and had been bent
double around the area of the flint as it fit in the jaws. Such pieces are often pierced in the
middle, which derives from the abrasion of the cock screw at the rear of the flint (Calver
and Bolton 1950:217). Several examples (n=9) of flattened musket balls used as flint
grips were found.
Other items concerned with firearms comprised a portion of a musket barrel, iron
ramrod, ramrod caps, screwdrivers of the type used to change gun flints, and a musket
worm. The so-called worm, used to clean and clear debris from a fouled musket barrel,
was part of every soldier's military kit and was essential to the proper maintenance of his
shoulder arm (Peterson 1968:73). Screwed to the end of the ramrod, the worm was used
to extract paper residue from spent cartridges, and, used with a bit of rag or flax, to swab
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the barrel to clean it. Military stores of the Valley Forge period show no shortage of these
implements. Five hundred and seventy-five of them were delivered to Valley Forge from
the stores at Lebanon in March 1778, as were 405 more in April, most of these probably
going to supply new recruits (Thibaut 1982:489, 503, 508).
The only identifiable gun part was a complete gun lock from the 1763 model
“Charleville” (Figure 24). By the spring of 1778, the Continental army was receiving
substantial shipments of new French .69 caliber muskets of the “Charleville” pattern.
They were on hand in the principal stores, and more were enroute from New England.
Three hundred and sixty-two of the new muskets were issued to the Army in mid-June,
just before the Army marched for the Delaware (Thibaut 1982:429).

Figure 24: 1763 model “Charleville” Musket Lock
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As well as the French “Charleville” musket, the army still employed English .75
caliber “Brown Bess” pattern muskets, muskets from Holland, and domestic contract
muskets commonly referred to as “Committee of Safety” arms. The diversity of
ammunition-use, including not only muskets, but smaller caliber rifles, would presuppose
the use of lead projectiles of varying calibers. Since black powder rapidly fouled the
barrel, balls used in muskets had to be considerably smaller than the caliber of the arm.
Thus balls of about .70 caliber or less would be used in the muskets of .75 caliber, and
the French muskets would employ balls of about .65 caliber or less. Small caliber balls
characterized as buckshot were often used in prepared paper cartridges supplied by the
Military Stores Department to the Army. Joseph Watkins was manufacturing these at
Lebanon in the spring of 1778 (Thibaut 1982:407).
The proportions of .75 caliber ammunition to .69 caliber ammunition present at
the site suggest that there were more of the larger caliber weapons at use at Valley Forge.
The proper maintenance of musket ammunition at camp posed recurring problems. Until
curtailed by general orders, soldiers were prone to shoot off random rounds within the
boundaries of the encampment. During January of 1778 alone, 77,537 rounds of musket
ammunition were delivered to Valley Forge (Thibaut 1982:376). Although Washington
attempted to control wastage by ordering all spare ammunition to be collected together
and stored, it is evident that the quantities of lead escaped the stores, to serve a variety of
unauthorized purposes (Thibaut 1982:382). To date, 151 musket balls have been
recovered. Roughly 70% of the musket balls recovered from the Chapel site are sized to
fit the .69-caliber French Charleville musket. Based on the predominance of ammunition
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for the Charleville musket, and the presence of an intact lock, we can deduce that the
troops occupying this site must have been utilizing arms of French manufacture.
Two tomahawks were recovered from the site. Tomahawks and hatchets appear in
quantity in returns of military stores for the Valley Forge period. There were, for
instance, 860 at Allentown in October of 1777, 800 at Carlisle in February of 1778, and
3620 at Lebanon in March of 1778 (Thibaut 1982). There remains no known record of
actual issuances at camp, but they were in ubiquitous use and, although not the ideal tool,
likely assisted in the construction of the huts.
In 2013, thirty bayonets of varying makes and manufactures were excavated from
the cache within the Chapel site. The bayonets vary in both blade length and socket
diameter, indicating that the collection would have included multiple makes of musket. In
addition, several bayonets exhibit modification in the form of shortening the length of the
socket. Research conducted by John Seidel (1987, 2012a, 2012b) at the Pluckemin
Artillery Cantonment identified this action as indicative of British bayonets being
modified to fit French muskets. Additionally, more than half of the bayonets exhibit the
presence of socket blanks; that is, there is no mortise cut into the socket. This is
interpreted as representing an activity where new sockets are being refitted onto older
blades to size them to non-standard arms. This would be in line with the number of
sockets/shoulders we found on-site without blades. Unfortunately, purposeful
deformation of the bayonets precludes exact identification of the bayonets in the
assemblage.
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Ceramics
Ceramics have not been extensively studied beyond identification of type. One
hundred and thirteen Revolutionary War-era sherds were found in this excavation. Sherds
are scattered throughout the area, but, as with many other artifacts, seem to be most
concentrated near the work areas and camp kitchen. The greatest percentage of sherds
(n=53) are redware, an inexpensive, utilitarian ware type. Like the ceramics excavated
from Conway’s' Brigade, redwares (Cooper 1988:150-153) are the most common. Fisher
(1986:54) notes that redwares seem to be more ubiquitous at encampment sites than they
are at semi-permanent installations such as forts or supply depots.
Porcelain (n=3) is also present within the site and is generally interpreted as a
high status ceramic at this time period and therefore somewhat surprising in the context
of a work area (these sherds do not appear to be taken from trash pits). Porcelain is found
in similar proportions at Conway's Brigade (Cooper 1988:152).
There were twenty-eight pieces of creamware, a ware type that was strongly
associated with officer's quarters at the Mount Independence, New Hampshire,
encampment (Howe 1991:11) and Fort Montgomery in along the Hudson River in New
York (Fisher 2004:135-141). The creamware identified came from two concentrations
within the site; one within the work area, and the other from the area surrounding the
camp kitchen. The creamware from the camp kitchen provided the only identifiable
vessel from the entire assemblage, as three sherds mend to form approximately 50% of a
saucer. Given the camp kitchens close proximity to the identified officer’s hut, this
further bolsters the interpretation that officers were located within the vicinity. No
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pearlware was identified, which John Seidel had identified as indicative of the officer’s
class at Pluckemin (Seidel 1987).
Ceramics are an interesting issue on military sites. In general, refined
earthenwares, refined white salt-glazed stonewares and porcelains are thought of as
tablewares and considered as being officers' personal equipment or part of the officers'
mess. Enlisted people are assumed to have eaten off less costly, more durable wooden,
horn or tin wares (Peterson 1968:150-151; Stone 1974:354) although Fisher (2004:136140) notes the use of hollowwares and teawares amongst the troops. It is unlikely the
government issued any of the ceramics found on the site and therefore it is not surprising
if they indicate a variety of sources of supply.
T. H. Breen's book, The Marketplace of Revolution, explains how "economic
leveling in the colonies stimulated status competition; consumer goods were the primary
means by which men and women sorted themselves out in an open society" (2004:14).
Historical archeologists have long been concerned with ceramics as a means of dating
sites and as a means of discerning status and access to markets. Issues related to the
American consumer's place in an expanding world market provide context for the
political mobilization leading to the Revolution. While the enlisted man was constrained
by lack of access to baggage transport compared to the officers, we really don't know
whether or not they were able to obtain favored consumer goods when stationed in a
camp for a prolonged period. This project had hoped to excavate comparable areas of
what were thought to be enlisted men's cabins and officer's cabins and recover data to
address some of these issues. Instead, I interpret the work area as a never-before studied
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area where it is likely the majority of people were from the enlisted ranks but which
would also be frequented by officers. Refuse from all areas and ranks of the Brigade
camp might be discarded in this rear area of the camp, or, the trash might derive solely
from nearby activity areas or hut locations.

Glass
Glass is an artifact category well represented throughout the site. First, it should
be mentioned that there is a large quantity of modern glass in the area, sometimes very
clearly from a single modern bottle. Glass, seems to have easily worked its way through
the sod and down into the otherwise undisturbed eighteenth century deposits. As with the
ceramics above, the glass has not been reconstructed or studied beyond identification of
types and distributions.
Bottle glass in general, represents two products generally procured from a
distributor known as a "sutler." The sutler was a private storekeeper licensed by the army
to sell specific products of which the most important was alcohol. Although alcohol was
part of the men's rations (Trussell 1976:21, 25), apparently supplementation from the
soldier's private funds was a privilege the army facilitated.
Fragments of many bottles were found throughout the Chapel woods and they can
be broken down into several types, although there may be some overlap in the case of
green glass (n=71) and olive green/dark green bottles (n=99). By far the greatest
percentage of bottle glass was olive/dark green bottle glass and is the classic wine bottle
glass, most likely European made. Green case bottles were the next highest percentage
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and also held spirits. Clear glass fragments (n=14) are also related to alcohol imbibing.
They are most likely fragments of decanters or various glasses or tumblers.
Food
Animal bones throughout the entirety of the site indicate that men may have been
cooking in the area, as well as disposing of waste here. Analysis of the bones indicates
their diet was standard army fare of beef and pork. There is no sign of wild game or the
fabled shad whose run up the Schuylkill purportedly saved the camp in early spring
(Bodle 2002:300). The vast majority of the identified animal bones from the site area are
the remains of cattle and pigs. The faunal remains indicate that the soldiers received far
more beef than pork. The body part distribution for the cattle and pigs clearly shows that
all portions of these animals are present. The butchery marks on the cattle remains
indicate that they were roughly butchered in the field.
The vast majority of the animal remains from the site area were very small
fragments of mammal bone, many heavily calcined. To counter the rapidly declining
sanitation in the camp, Washington on 10 April 1778, ordered that "all bones, putrid
meat, dirty straw and any other kind of filth to be every day collected and burnt” (Hoth
2004[14]:447-448). A striking feature of the diagnostic bones in faunal assemblages is
that it included no wild animal bones, indicating that the troops were not supplementing
their meager rations by hunting. A second surprise was the total absence of fish bones
from the site, despite the careful screening of all excavated materials. Commissary
records for the 1st Pennsylvania Brigade indicate that the soldiers' diets were augmented
with large quantities of fish in the late spring (Thibaut 1982). Given the site’s proximity
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to the Schuylkill River, soldiers would have had unfettered access to this resource for
procurement.
Entertainment
The overall idea of the regimentation of camp life was to keep soldiers occupied
to the greatest extent possible. Idle solders spell trouble. Official orders frequently hint at
the various ways in which soldiers employed their leisure time. On 8 January 1778,
Washington issued the following general order:
The Commander in Chief is informed that gaming is again creeping into the
Army; in a more especial manner among the lower staff in the environs of the
camp. He therefore in the most solemn terms declares, that this Vice in either
Officer or soldier, shall not when detected, escape exemplary punishment; and to
avoid discrimination between play and gaming forbids Cards and Dice under any
pretence whatsoever. (Hoth 2004[14]:171-172)
Throughout the assemblage, there exists an array of material that represents
specific military items reworked for an alternative purpose, notably entertainment. Lead
is a very malleable metal and can be easily hammered, carved, inscribed, melted, molded
or otherwise altered very easily. Many soldiers modified musket balls in very creative
ways for non-lethal uses. Evidence recovered at the Chapel site speaks specifically to this
issue. Three complete dice were recovered at the Chapel site (Figure 25).
Based on their size and weights, they appear to be made from hammered musket balls.
Several dice in the making were also excavated at the Chapel site. A number of musket
balls have been hammered once, making two flat spots. These could have been used as is
for games such as checkers or chess but could also have been preforms for dice.
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Figure 25: Musket Ball Dice

Figure 26: Gaming Tokens
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Lead, being very malleable, could also be easily fashioned into simple gaming
tokens. At least five lead disks with lines incised in them (Figure 26) and two lead
“wheels” have been identified at the Chapel site. A single lead "whizzers" that may have
been made from a musket ball was also recovered. Whizzers are flattened pieces of metal
with saw teeth cut around the edge (Sivilich 2016:217). These items are operated by
passing a string through both holes and tying it off into a loop. The loop ends are placed
around a finger on each hand and the whizzer is twirled to twist the string. Then, upon
pulling the strings back and forth like an accordion, the whizzer spins at a high speed and
makes a buzzing sound. None of these classes of item serve any known prescribed
military purpose. Boredom is a common affliction among soldiers, including the ones at
Valley Forge. To pass the time, it is likely soldiers would become creative, given their
limited access to resources, including turning musket balls into dice and other gaming
pieces.

Discussion
The archaeology of the Valley Forge winter encampment exemplifies the
presence of a military force in a state of flux in the late eighteenth century. As
demonstrated by the various research projects conducted across the camp, differing levels
of regimentation and execution are found within the brigade areas. The general orders
from the winter of 1777-1778 indicate that brigade layouts were to follow a pattern
common for the time. Huts for the enlisted men were to be situated at the front of the
brigade area. Located behind the enlisted men were more widely spaced huts to
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accommodate field and staff officers, which in turn were situated in front of the
regimental colonels. At the very rear of the brigades were the support areas featuring the
camp kitchens, food-processing areas, baggage, and sutlers’ wagons. This arrangement
would later be published in General Von Steuben’s drill manual, adopted by the United
States in 1779 but already drafted and used at Valley Forge.
Prior to my investigations of the Washington Memorial Chapel site, no formalized
archaeological investigations had taken place on the chapel landscape. In 1975 fourteen
possible hut depressions were identified there (Warfel and Kent 1975). Campbell
excavated two large trash pits in 1950 and 1966, which were later expanded by Warfel
and Kent in 1975. By tying these data together with my excavations on the chapel’s
landscape, we can begin to see von Steuben’s ideal taking shape, with the support areas at
the crest of the hill and the living area encroaching on the chapel property to the north
side of the ridge.
In light of the shortage of weapons that plagued the American cause from the
beginning of the war, and was only beginning to be remedied by the influx of French
weaponry discussed above, it is not surprising that Washington saw the seasonally
induced respite from campaigning as an opportunity to set the men to work on upkeep of
weapons. As the men were still working on the huts, on 30 December 1777, he instructed
that all weapons be inspected and those in need of repair be turned in to the armorers
(Lengel 2003[13]:67). There were continuous calls for such inspections and repairs
throughout the stay at Valley Forge (Trussell 1976:55). Although there were centralized
units of armorers included among the artificers of the Quartermaster's Department and
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additional civilian armorers added to the Ordnance Department and its subsidiary
Commissary General of Military Stores (Risch 1981:351-356), and these organizations
were at the encampment, it is likely that many repairs were made by artificers within the
brigades. On 9 January 1778, Washington called for all units to report the names of any
gunsmiths in their ranks (Trussell 1976:55) and in the General Orders for 18 January
1778, Washington directs:
That those Brigades which are fumish'd with Armourers and Tools have the
Bayonets made in the Brigades; and that those who cannot procure Armourers and
Tools purchase Bayonets from the Country Artificers in the best manner possible
(Lengel 2003[13]:259-261).
As Holly Mayer points out in her book, Belonging to the Army: Camp Followers
and Community During the American Revolution, these artisans, wherever they were
situated in terms of regimental affiliation, may or may not have been enlisted in the army.
Many may have been acting more as contractors or suppliers, yet were physically
remaining with the army to do to their work (1996:97-104).
There is strong archeological evidence that armorers and artificers work was
performed within the site. The first line of evidence is the coal, clinkers and slag present
throughout the excavations. The evidence of coal fueled fires indicates that musket ball
casting was not the only metal working occurring here. Something as simple as melting
lead, boiling water to dye uniforms, providing-warmth, or cooking could be done using
wood fueled fires utilizing wood collected in the vicinity. There is abundant evidence of
wood fueled fires in the charcoal excavated throughout the site. Specialized
metalworking, however, called for fuels that could provide a hotter, more intense fire. In
the eighteenth century these fuels would be charcoal, unfortunately not easy to
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distinguish from remnants of regular wood fires, and coal. Coal was the preferred fuel
used in blacksmithing and other metalwork (Gill 1965:13-14). Coal fields had not yet
been developed in North America, except in the most minor way, and coal was imported
from Britain. The presence of this coal, transported from the coast, and coal fire residues
such as clinkers and slag, are good indications that smithing work was done in the midst
of the work areas of camp.
The archaeology completed at the Washington Memorial Chapel woods in Valley
Forge makes it clear that the camp activities were much more complex than originally
believed. The images we have today of “naked and starving” troops as they suffered at
Valley Forge are due in part to the political skill of their commander: General
Washington exaggerated their condition to the Continental Congress to press the issue of
supply (Bodle 2002:2). Archaeological investigations have demonstrated that a broad
ranges of activities were taking place at the brigade level, including maintenance of
weapons, clothing, and equipment.
The archaeological evidence and material culture recovered at Valley Forge show
the specific interaction of the Revolutionary War soldiers with their environment as well
as their defiance of authority to accommodate their own personal needs. Through this
assemblage we can begin to interpret the various activities and conditions of the
Revolutionary War soldiers during the Valley Forge winter encampment. While we may
not know the specific identity of the soldiers in this particular area, as none of the
archaeological evidence specifically ties the site to General Varnum’s Rhode Island
Brigade, the archaeological site sheds light on a crucial time during the war. As we gain
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an understanding of this site and compare with others across the cultural landscape of the
war itself, we begin to answer important questions involving military culture of the late
eighteenth century.
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CHAPTER 8
THE PROFESSIONALIZATION OF THE ARMY

The thirteen colonies that would become the United States of America had a longstanding tradition of praising the civilian who took up arms against his enemies.
Alongside this sentiment was a distrust of military authority and of professional soldiers.
Both of these traditions had arisen from the colonies’ English heritage. Allan Millett and
Peter Maslowski state that, “The colonists’ most revered military institution (the militia)
and their most cherished military tradition (fear of a standing army) both came from
England” (Millett and Maslowski 1984:1). The colonists’ experience in North America
would add to this heritage.
During the American Revolution, the sentiment against a standing army was high.
This was due to a mixture of political heritage, military experience, and philosophical
ideology. This sentiment promoted the heroic encounters of the militia. Robert K. Wright,
Jr. writes that, “The rhetoric of protest against British policy had strongly denied the need
for a large “standing army” of regular soldiers in America on the grounds that the
colonial militia forces, composed of virtuous citizen-soldiers, were perfectly adequate for
local defense…Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill only seemed to confirm the validity
of that assumption” (Wright 1985:43). Congress was realistic and saw the need for an
army, yet the army was always complemented with militia. In contrast, during the
Mexican War, six decades later, it was the Regular Army that was in the forefront of
battles and campaigns. Russell Weigley states that in the Mexican War, “The regulars
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always went to the decisive front; the volunteers were used as though they were
auxiliaries” (Weigley 1962:36).
In order to understand the American military in the late-eighteenth century, it
would be useful to trace the military tradition of the American colonies and their heritage
prior to the American Revolution. The thirteen colonies that would become the United
States of America were founded by European immigrants. From the beginning, all of
these colonies were in the British Empire (Heiss 2012). This was significant because
Great Britain had a constitutional monarchy, which was a rare form of government in
Europe at the time. This style of government provided the colonists with a dual tradition
of militia and armies. England’s militia tradition stretched back to the Statute of
Winchester in 1285, the Assize of Arms in 1181, and even earlier to the pre-Norman age
(Schwoerer 1974)
The most important colonial war, before the American Revolution, was the
French and Indian War (1754-1765) (Anderson 1984; Borneman 2006). In this war
20,000 to 25,000 British regulars were sent to the American colonies. The failures and
loss of life in the first three years of the war reinforced, in the minds of the colonists, the
ineffectiveness of professional soldiers. Two examples of this would be the Battle of the
Monongahela River in 1755 and the Battle of Fort Ticonderoga in 1758. In 1755, the
British ministry had selected to attack four positions that would cripple the French in
North America. These positions were Fort Duquesne (Pittsburgh), Niagara, Crown Point
(at the southern end of Lake Champlain), and Fort Beausejour. In 1755, a regular/militia
force under Major General Edward Braddock headed towards Fort Duquesne. However
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on 9 July near the Monongahela River, the army was ambushed by a French and Indian
force. The advance guard of Braddock’s army fell back on his main force causing great
confusion. The French and Indian army remained hidden in the forest firing at the British
army until Braddock was killed and his army fled from the battlefield (Anderson 2000).
In 1757, the French commander in Canada, the Marquis de Montcalm, marched
from Fort Ticonderoga on Lake Champlain and attacked the British at Fort William
Henry at the southern end of Lake George. After a siege the British surrendered the fort
to Montcalm who burned it, and returned to Ticonderoga. In the following year the
British began a renewed war effort in North America, under the leadership of the British
Prime Minister William Pitt. An army of more than 12,000 British regulars and colonial
troops commanded by the British commander in chief in North America, James
Abercromby, labored towards Fort Ticonderoga. Montcalm had fewer than 4,000 soldiers
at Ticonderoga, but he had constructed extensive fortifications. On 8 July 1758,
Abercromby hurled his soldiers at Montcalm’s fortifications. For four hours the British
and colonial troops assaulted the French until finally Abercromby called a halt. The
British had lost more than 1,600 regulars and 300 colonials. The unnerved British
commander withdrew his troops from Fort Ticonderoga (Anderson 2000).
Despite the British setback at Ticonderoga, British armies did succeed in
capturing Louisbourg, Fort Duquesne, and destroying Fort Frontenac on the St. Lawrence
River. In the following year British armies took Fort Ticonderoga, Fort Niagara, and in a
famous campaign took Quebec. In 1760 Montreal capitulated to the British, which
effectively ended the war in North America (Anderson 2000).
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On the eve of the American Revolution, the American colonies had survived and
fought on the continent for over one and a half centuries. In the seventeenth century, the
colonies had learned to protect themselves and wage wars of extermination with the
Native American tribes adjacent to them. In the late seventeenth and into the eighteenth
centuries the colonies began relying on volunteer militia to conduct military expeditions
against the Native Americans and then the French. The colonies’ reliance on militia was
due to many factors, including the rough geography of the New World, the lack of a
sufficient economic infrastructure to support an army, and the anti-standing army heritage
that flowed from seventeenth century England. The presence of a regular army in the
American colonies, along with British defeats, had reinforced the already imbedded
notion of a fear of standing armies. All of these factors influenced colonial views of
military forces prior to the American Revolution (Lee 2001).
Leading up to the American Revolution, the most obvious example of a
professional eighteenth century European army was the Prussian Army of King Frederick
II. This army came to prominence during the Seven Years War and was the most exalted
army at the time (Best 1982:36). The key to Prussian military success was the drill and
discipline that was hammered into its soldiers. European armies in the eighteenth century
were small, constantly drilled, and separated from society. The army was an autonomous
unit within the state. Officers were from aristocratic families and the soldiers were mostly
from poor ones (Best 1982:29). Warfare of the eighteenth century demanded uniformity
and constant drill. The Prussian Army stood out as the most drilled army of this time
period. As Geoffrey Best notes, “Frederick’s armies had done well by arriving at the
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battlefield in good order and by maintaining a high order of disciplined efficiency
through the basic business of maneuvering and firing” (Best 1982:51).
A second example of a professional army in the eighteenth century was the
British Army. The British Army was an important source of emulation because the
American colonies were British. Furthermore many of the citizens and leaders of the
Continental Army had been familiar or had worked alongside the British Army during the
French and Indian War. In terms of drill and tactics, the British Army emulated the
Prussian. The British had translated many foreign military texts into English including
Marshal Saxe of France’s Reveries and Frederick the Great’s Prussian Field Regulations
(Powers 2006:791). The difference between the British and the Prussian armies was most
noticeable in relation to the officer corps. The British officer corps was based on
purchasing commissions. According to Best, in the British Army “every rank, from
ensign up to colonel, had a cash label on it, and a quasi-official little branch of military
bureaucracy established itself for the convenient negotiation of sales and purchases”
(Best 1982:42). The Prussian officer corps was more militarized than the British and, due
to a lack of money in the state, prized military distinction over monetary gain (Best
1982:37). Certainly there were plenty of British officers who were professional, but there
were also quite a few who knew nothing about the army. The British purchasing system
also made it more difficult for talented young officers to rise in the ranks quickly (Wood
1990).
On 19 April 1775, American militia and British regulars clashed at the Battles of
Lexington and Concord. Two months later, a British army and an American militia army
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met at the Battle of Bunker Hill (Wood 1990:3-34). These events marked the beginning
of the American Revolutionary War. However, the American Revolution does not mark
the beginning of the American Army. This would officially begin in 1784. Rather the
Continental Army served as the example and forerunner to the American Army. On 2
July 1775, George Washington took command of the Continental Army surrounding
Boston (Ganoe 1942:1). This war began what Millett and Maslowski term the “dual army
tradition” in the American military (Millett and Maslowski 1984:57). This entailed a very
large partially trained militia combined with a small core of experienced regulars. These
two entities would, for most of the American armies in the war, work in tandem with
each other.
The American militia had a wide ranging level of performance in the American
Revolution. They performed very well in some battles and very poorly in other ones.
There are a variety of reasons for the varying performances of the militia throughout the
war. The first was the ability and overall combat readiness of the militia. In the beginning
of the war, most of the militiamen were inexperienced in battle. Therefore when they
faced off against British regulars in open ground, they would mostly turn and flee.
Towards the end of the war, many militia units could be composed of discharged
Continentals. For example, at the Battle of Cowpens on 17 January 1781, the Virginia
militia was composed of discharged Continentals. Rather than putting these men in the
front line with the inexperienced militia, the American Brigadier General Daniel Morgan
placed these Virginians alongside his regulars where they proceeded to stand in the open
field against charge after charge of British infantry (Wood 1990:208-226).
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The major problem for the Continental Army was not the lack of drill, but that it
did not have a universal system of training. It seems that the only aspect in which the
army was mostly unified was drilling in the use of the musket according to the British
military manual Regulations of 1764. From mid-March to May 1778, von Steuben
focused the training of the Continental Army on marching. Von Steuben based this on the
Prussian mode of training. The Continental Army was taught the Prussian 75 step-aminute pace, how to march quick step (120 steps a minute), to march obliquely, to turn,
to fire and advance, and to fire and retreat. He began with a 150 man model company and
then disseminated his teachings throughout the Army. By the beginning of May the
Continental Army was able to host a Grand Review in which the whole army marched
and performed maneuvers (Lockhart 2008:94). What von Steuben instilled in the
Continental Army was a sense of pride, how to maneuver quickly on the battlefield, and
how to march and fire in unison. This was showcased at the Battle of Monmouth on 8
June 1778 (Ferling 2007:300-306).
The Continental Army blended the military practices of Europe with its own style
of military tradition grown out of their nearly two-hundred-year existence in North
America. For certain the British Army was a factor in the creation of the Continental
Army. In the early part of the war the American units were trained with the The Manual
Exercise, as Ordered by His Majesty, in 1764 (Lockhart 2008:301). Baron von Steuben
complained about the American officer’s reluctance to personally train his troops, leaving
that duty to the non-commissioned officer. He claimed this was a leftover from the
British officer tradition (Lockhart 2008:93). While the American military allowed for a
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greater degree of social variety in the Continental officer corps, Washington was still
insistent that officers be gentlemen. This idea was the prevalent thought in the eighteenth
century. Skelton asserts that, “Officers were to be gentlemen whose social standing
would reinforce their military rank” (Skelton 1992:53). In these ways the Continental
Army continued to observe Old World conventions.
Baron von Steuben contributed a Prussian aspect to the Continental Army. What
he did in formulating his own regulations book was to discard all of the unnecessary
movements in the Prussian drill. Von Steuben showed the American officer how to care
for his troops and also how to retain a certain amount of military decorum. A problem the
Continental Army had was the militia tradition of electing their company officers. This
led many of the officers to fraternize freely with their soldiers. Von Steuben tried to
combat this democratic urge by maintaining that soldiers not speak to officers unless
asked to do so. The most telling example of the Prussian drill instilled in the army
occurred in October 1782. The French army under the Count de Rochambeau was
marching from toward Boston to sail back to France. On the way, the French stopped to
observe a Grand Review of the Continental Army. During the procession Rochambeau
proclaimed that the American soldiers drilled like Prussians (Lockhart 2008:276).
The senior commanders in the Continental Army had also read or were aware of
contemporary European military manuals. In a letter to his brother in 1755, George
Washington included an invoice of goods to be shipped to Mount Vernon. Among the
items was Humphrey Bland’s 1727 treatise on Military Discipline (Fitzpatrick 19311944[5]:254-255). Henry Knox had been a bookseller before the Revolution, and had
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read many military works. In 1776, John Adams inquired after Henry Knox’s opinion on
what works Congress should recommend to the American officer corps. Knox responded
with works by various eighteenth-century authors. Knox mentioned that Marshal Saxe,
“had done more towards reducing war to fix’d principles than perhaps any other man of
the age” (Taylor 1979[4]:190). Most books had to be shipped over from England, but
some were also printed in America. According to Sandra Powers’ examination of
published military books available to eighteenth-century:
At least five Boston editions and two New York abstracts of Bland's Treatise of
Military Discipline appeared before 1756; in 1757, two New York editions of the
Prussian short field exercises appeared. Between 1766 and 1780, no fewer than
twenty-six American imprints of the official 1764 Manual Exercise, As Ordered
by His Majesty spewed from presses in eight of the thirteen colonies. (Powers
2006:790)
Besides the colonial officers, there were also numerous European officers who
had firsthand experience in European warfare and were familiar with current military
works. Horatio Gates, Charles Lee, and Richard Montgomery had fought in the British
Army, and Baron von Steuben and Baron de Kalb had fought with the Prussians (Wright
1985:25). Many of these officers as well as other American officers had read a wide
variety of military works and could read many different languages. Charles Lee could
read several languages and had an extensive library. “Charles Cotesworth Pinckney of
South Carolina, having studied the classics in England and the art of war in Caen, France,
knew Latin, Greek, and French” (Powers 2006:790). There were American generals who
knew about current military works and methods. The lack of military centralization, a
long army history, and available English editions of military works hampered the
Continental Army. Furthermore regimental and company grade officers had to become
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thoroughly professional in order to affect a difference. It took a few years for these
officers to be able to gain enough experience to professionalize the Continental Army.
The Continental Army also had many American aspects to it. In many instances
promotion was based on military ability. The contemporary European officer corps was
based on social status. In the Continental Army, officers could come from the landed
gentry, ex-officers, or from other areas of society. For example, Benedict Arnold was a
merchant, Daniel Morgan was a frontiersman, Nathaniel Greene was a Quaker farmer,
and Henry Knox was a bookseller. All of these men became generals in the Continental
Army due to their abilities, but also to their political influence. This aspect highlighted
America’s deficiency in professionally trained soldiers, but also highlights the possibility
for upward mobility in the Continental Army.
The Continental Army in the American Revolution did not begin as a professional
army, that is, it did not have a standardized system of training and tactics. Throughout the
war it could be classified as a semi-professional army. There are two aspects that
hindered the professionalization of the Continental Army: anti-army sentiment and the
democratic fracturing of authority. The tradition of anti-standing army sentiment
manifested itself in many ways. First, militiamen were raised far more easily and in
greater numbers to the detriment of the Continental regiments. The militia formed on a
short-term basis which allowed for quick actions and eliminated the need for the rigors of
regular army life (Millett and Maslowski 1984:58). The anti-army sentiment also
hindered military institutions and quantities of translated military books from forming in
the colonies. While there were a few general officers who had fought in the French and
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Indian War, most of the line officers for the Continental Army were untrained (Ganoe
1942:13). Worse than that, there were no standardized military regulations or academies
in North America. That is why the issuing of a universal drill manual by von Steuben was
so profound for the Continental Army. It allowed the line officers of the entire army to
train their men in a standard way.
It was from the experience of the American Revolution that the Continental Army
came to resemble a professional army. The American colonies began the war with a lack
of centralized authority and an anti-army sentiment. The war had shown a number of
men, mostly in the military, the necessity of a professional and uniform military. By the
end of the war the Continental Army had gained a certain degree of professionalism. It
had proved a training ground for the young officers of the American Army.

Von Steuben’s Influence
Friedrich Wilhelm Rudolph Gerhard Augustin von Steuben was born in
Magdeburg, a fortress-town on the Elbe River. The birth registry of the local German
Reformed church records his birth on 17 September 1730, as the son of Lieutenant Baron
Wilhelm Augustin von Steuben, a Royal Prussian Engineer-Lieutenant and his wife,
Elizabeth Maria Justina Dorothea von Jagvodin. In later life, Baron von Steuben was
heard to say that he was not a Prussian by birth, but that his family owned a small estate
at Weilheim, on the borders of Baden and Wurtemburg. His home was therefore in the
historic region known as Swabia, situated in southwest Germany on the borders of
Switzerland and Austria, which also included the Prussian province of Hohenzollern. The
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family’s claim to nobility was concocted by von Steuben’s grandfather, Augustin von
Steuben, a country parson, who counterfeited a pedigree by conveniently using his
surname to claim descent from an obscure branch of the ancient noble house of Steuben.
This was done to further his own ecclesiastical prospects and to open careers in either the
church or the military to his children. Such dishonest and designing behavior prefigured
the modern art of padding a resume with faked academic credentials. Evidently it
worked, since the four sons of the marriage of Augustin von Steuben and Countess
Charlotte Dorothea von Effern, entered the Prussian army. Von Steuben’s father,
Wilhelm Augustin von Steuben, was a member of the engineering corps at a time when
not much attention was paid by Central European armies to this particular branch of the
service (Lockhart 2008:1-21).
By the time Friedrich Wilhelm von Steuben was sixteen, he had already witnessed
several military campaigns under his father. In 1747, at the age of seventeen, von Steuben
enlisted in the Prussian army as a lance-corporal. Von Steuben was a second lieutenant in
1756 when the Seven Years War began, and he served throughout the war with
distinction. Von Steuben was discharged from the Prussian army on 29 April 1763,
shortly after the treaties of Paris and Hubertusburg ended the war (Lockhart 2008:22-46).
Hoping to improve his station in life and relieve his many debts, von Steuben
explored various prospects for securing a lucrative government appointment or, failing
that, a remunerative marriage. He journeyed to Paris seeking a French military
commission and met with the new French War Minister, Count de St. Germain. The
French government was then engaged (more or less discreetly) in supplying military
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assistance to American revolutionaries, but many supplies had been squandered in
America by a lack of order and discipline among the ill-trained Continental Army.
Sending French military advisors to America would have constituted an open breach of
neutrality and St. Germain immediately recognized the potential value of a former
Prussian staff-officer to his cause (Lockhart 2008:22-46).
Appropriately, St. Germain forwarded his visitor to the American ministers in
France, Benjamin Franklin and Silas Deane; here von Steuben also became acquainted
with Peter S. Du Ponceau, only seventeen years of age, who spoke English fluently and
who served as interpreter. Their negotiations, however, soon reached a dead end as von
Steuben had no ideological predisposition toward republican uprisings, von Steuben was
initially disgusted by a congressional prohibition on ministerial guarantees of either high
rank, financial rewards or even travel expenses to foreign adventurers. Von Steuben
departed Paris for Rastadt on July 25th. Most timely for the American cause, von
Steuben’s last hope for advantageous employment by another German principality proved
unavailing, and the Baron returned to Paris and entered into the confidence of the
American ministers. They neatly conspired to inflate his resume by conferring the rank of
"Lieutenant-general" in the Prussian army upon him. The French minister loaned him
money enough to outfit himself properly for his "rank" and to meet his travel expenses.
Casting about for his fortune, Baron von Steuben, Knight of the Order of Fidelity,
boarded a French supply-ship under an assumed name and departed for the United States.
Facing storms, mutiny and fire aboard his gunpowder-laden transport, the freshly minted
lieutenant-general, his private secretary, Peter Du Ponceau, and three French adjutants,
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braved a two-month ocean voyage from Marseilles and gratefully disembarked at
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on 1 December 1777 (Fleming 2005).
Von Steuben proceeded to Boston to present his letters of introduction and
recommendation to Congressman John Hancock. Here von Steuben met Samuel and John
Adams. On 9 January 1778, General Washington replied to von Steuben, asking him to
proceed to York, Pennsylvania, where he might present his credentials to Congress and
receive their decision upon his offer of service (Lockhart 2008:66-68).
In February 1778, von Steuben was interviewed by a congressional committee of
five members, chaired by Dr. John Witherspoon. In more private interviews with key
politicians, however, von Steuben believed that Congress employed him with the promise
of ample indemnification in the event that his services proved instrumental to American
victory. Congress favorably received the committee’s report and ordered von Steuben to
join the army at their winter cantonment. On 23 February 1778, von Steuben joined the
Army at Valley Forge (Lockhart 2008:66-68).
Von Steuben blamed much of the disorder on the Continental Army's imitation of
the English system. An officer had little sense of responsibility for his men. Sergeants
and Corporals were assigned the task of drilling the men and maintaining a semblance of
order in camp. As the officers saw it, their duty consisted of mounting guard and putting
themselves at the head of their companies or regiments when the army went into action.
Von Steuben, decided the key to reviving the army was a manual that would enable the
troops, with sufficient practice and instruction, to march and maneuver with precision and
confidence on a drill field and on a battlefield. No such manual existed, and von Steuben
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decided he would write one specifically for the American army in its present situation.
Thus began a new ingredient in the race against time and other formidable difficulties
(Fleming 2005:213).
Von Steuben still knew only a few English words. He had to write the chapters of
his manual in French, which was translated by Captain Peter Stephen Duponceau into
rudimentary English. In the late hours of the night, after a laborious day at headquarters,
aides Alexander Hamilton and John Laurens added military terminology that was beyond
Duponceau's knowledge. As soon as the first chapter was finished, von Steuben had it
distributed to the entire army, itself no small task. There was no printing press at Valley
Forge to speed the distribution. Copies had to be made in longhand. Here the brigade
inspectors began playing a crucial role. They saw to it that additional copies were written
and distributed throughout each brigade (Fleming 2005:217).
Von Steuben decided there was only one way to achieve this transformation. He
would set the example by personally drilling a model company. He would show these
self-satisfied lieutenants and captains and majors that it was not beneath the dignity of a
lieutenant general from the King of Prussia's army to issue such commands and the
results would, he hoped, convince them that maybe there was something to be said for
this portly foreigner's bizarre ideas (Fleming 2005:217). The Baron quickly obtained
General Washington's agreement, and an order was issued from headquarters, calling for
one hundred men to be added to the commander in chief's guard. These soldiers became
von Steuben's model company (Fleming 2005:218). The training and its eventual
outcome of this training is discussed above, as well as outlined in Chapter 3.
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According to von Steuben, victory would require a substantial and lasting
commitment in manpower, and that responsibility lay solely with Congress and the
States. Von Steuben could do nothing about that. What von Steuben could do, within the
limited parameters approved by both Congress and the generals, was to instill discipline,
broadly defined. Discipline, as von Steuben saw it, was the universal application of rules
and procedures that came from following a common code of conduct. The Continental
Army had no such code.
Despite his woes, the Baron had not yet given up. The best thing he could do in
his present situation was hope that Congress would eventually see the necessity of
enlarging the army. In the meantime, he had to define discipline, and that entailed
creating that missing military code. Washington agreed. He had known all along how
badly the army needed a set of official regulations. With General Washington’s approval,
von Steuben set out for Philadelphia, on 13 November 1778, to spend the winter working
out the details (Lockhart 2008).
During the winter of 1778, von Steuben was not needed at camp, even for drill.
He had trained a competent group of subordinates at Valley Forge. The campaign of 1778
had come to an abrupt if anti-climactic end. From his personal staff, von Steuben
assembled a team to help him draft the new regulations. Together, they entered
Philadelphia at the end of November and set up quarters at the Peters' Belmont, where
von Steuben would have the comforts of family life as well as direct access to the Board
of War (Lockhart 2008:187).
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The first half of the regulations was finished in February 1779. Von Steuben
submitted the second and more substantial half, the regulations for military conduct and
administration, to Washington on 5 March 1779. Three weeks later, having addressed
Washington's concerns and revised the text, the Baron tendered the completed manuscript
to Congress for final approval. Congress gave the book its seal of approval, and von
Steuben its thanks, on 29 March 1779, ordering that the regulations be printed
immediately. After four long years of fighting the British, the Continental Army finally
had a standardized military code (Von Steuben 1794; Lockhart 2008:190).
Von Steuben entitled his manual, Regulations far the Order and Discipline of the
Troops of the United States, but it soon acquired another name, derived from the color of
the paste board covers used for the 1779 edition: the Blue Book (Von Steuben 1794;
Lockhart 2008:191). Many military manuals had been published in the colonies prior to
the war, or during the early years. Timothy Pickering, Washington's adjutant general and
one of von Steuben's allies on the Board of War, had himself written one. However, none
could compare with von Steuben's in-depth, succinctness, or originality. In a mere 150
pages of text and plates, von Steuben had created one of the most significant documents
in American military history (Von Steuben 1794; Lockhart 2008:191).
The Blue Book's many chapters form three distinct and very different parts: a drill
manual for the infantry, a set of official regulations for the use of the entire army, and a
treatise on the conduct of officers and enlisted men. The drill manual is the most famous
part, the portion of the Blue Book most commonly associated with von Steuben's name
(Von Steuben 1794:5-75). The tactical portion of the Blue Book gave basic instructions
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for dealing with different kinds of terrain while on the march or in battle: how to pass
safely through a narrow defile, how to march across an open plain in the presence of
enemy cavalry, and so forth (Von Steuben 1794:37-75). To experienced commanders,
such procedures might not have required explanation, but then, von Steuben was not
writing for them. His intent was to provide novice commanders with a time-tested set of
tactical instructions. By ensuring that all commanders would approach similar problems
in the same way, little was left to chance (Lockhart 2008:194).
The second part of the Blue Book, the regulations for military conduct, was not
quite so path breaking but was equally vital. Here von Steuben set forth basic procedures
for the daily administration of the army: how to conduct a court-martial or inspect troops,
what kinds of records all officers should keep, how public property was to be accounted
for. Other sections addressed the safety and well-being of the troops (Von Steuben
1794:75-124). Von Steuben gave explicit directions on the manner in which regimental
camps were to be laid out. He knew from experience that raw troops were lazy in matters
of hygiene and sanitation, that untrained men were often inclined to eat inside their tents
and to urinate or relieve their bowels immediately outside. This was why infectious
diseases like smallpox and measles spread like wildfire through the ranks. That could not
be tolerated. Officers and men alike would have to avail themselves of specially
constructed "sinks"-pit latrines-for their bodily functions. Livestock would have to be
slaughtered in designated butchering areas, and the offal appropriately disposed of some
distance from the camp. Every activity had its place, each man his specific duty
(Lockhart 2008:194).
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Von Steuben devoted the last third of his book to a more philosophical purpose: to
clarify the duties of all ranks in the army, and to instill officers with a sense of the
nobility of their calling (Von Steuben 1794:124-151). Despite the fearsome reputation of
Prussian officers as brutal martinets, von Steuben insisted that the secret to successful
leadership was not fear but love (Lockhart 2008:195).
The volume was not as complete as von Steuben would have liked. It did not, for
example, include brigade or divisional maneuvers, yet it was a remarkable achievement
in that its significance went way beyond its intended primary function (Lockhart
2008:195). It imposed order on an army that had very little order. It introduced the very
latest in European tactical thought, some of which would not be tested in Europe until the
armies of Revolutionary France ushered in a new era in the history of warfare. By
establishing common procedure and a common professional code, it imparted uniformity.
The “Regulations” made it possible for the Continental Army to be something other than
a collection of small state armies under one command—to be the army of the United
States, the only institution that brought together common people from all of the states to
work together towards a common purpose.

Professionalization in the Archaeological Record
Numerous archaeological excavations have taken place over the last 80 years at
the encampment locations which are the subject of this dissertation that provide evidence
of the professional development of the Continental Army. As discussed in Chapters 2
through 6, limited archaeological excavation, for which data is available, provides
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information to better understand these sites in a larger contextual framework. Valley
Forge, Pennsylvania, Redding, Connecticut, and Morristown, New Jersey are the most
directly comparable sites as each one of these locations has received an extended period
of archaeological consideration. Through these investigations, the brigade encampments
of each location have been firmly established.
Valley Forge represents the first major formalized encampment of the Continental
Army during the Revolutionary War in the winter of 1777-1778. At Redding, three
brigades went into winter quarters in 1778-1779 in locations surrounding the town; one
of which has been permanently preserved as Putnam Memorial State Park. Morristown
saw a major winter cantonment in 1779-80 of the "Main Army"; and in later winters
(1780-81 and 1781-82) the Pennsylvania and New Jersey Brigades reoccupied the huts
built in 1779 (Rutsch and Peters 1977:15-26). The sites of Morristown and Valley Forge
are also directly comparable in that Morristown has been subjected to an equivalent series
of intermittent and small-scale excavations by myriad of the same archaeologists,
including Duncan Campbell, Stanley Landis and John Cotter, from the 1930s to the
1970s. More recent excavations by Monmouth University, under the direction of Dr.
Richard Veit, bring new interest and modern archaeological methods to the encampment
(Veit and Hanna 2018). Dr. Veit has indicated that excavations are showing evidence for
much more activity around the huts, rather than inside of the huts (Personal
Communication 2019). The downslope areas in front of the huts are especially rich in
artifacts, while the hut interiors have very few artifacts.
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At Valley Forge, the execution of the brigade encampments was subject to the
knowledge, skills, and abilities of the troops building them. In the Pennsylvania Brigades,
Conway’s Brigades, and at the Chapel woods site, we find a relatively organized layout,
loosely conforming to what would become the standard stratified layout of encampments
prescribed by von Steuben. At the Virginia Brigades, however, there is no discernable
organization to the execution of the encampment. The orientation of the huts was nonuniform as they were oriented in every cardinal direction. The hut hearths were evident
on north, south, east, and west walls with no uniformity.
The following winter at Camp Redding, the first winter after the implementation
of von Steuben’s teaching, there exists a dramatic shift in the design and organization of
an encampment. The plan of the encampment at Camp Reading is based on a walking
survey which mapped two parallel rows of depressions filled with fieldstones. As Daniel
Cruson (2011) notes, the huts in their respective rows carefully conformed to regimental
orders. Huts were laid out in even spaced rows, conforming to the exact sizing and
specifications provided by the Regiment. There are approximately 50 putative hut floors
in each row, and they seem to have been ordered in pairs across the “street,” and in
groups of three and six along the street. The rows lie along an exact north-south
orientation. The depressions are all more or less the same size, and the whole appearance
is of a symmetrical layout. Initial testing of two of these depressions, however, revealed
no occupational floor or distinctive hearth area in either case, although recovery of
numerous Revolutionary War period artifacts and the discovery of three indisputable
Revolutionary War period pits—two refuse, one a possible lead shot manufacturing
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area—demonstrated unequivocally that the area had been occupied by the soldiers
(Poirier 1976:47). The presence of intact hut deposits was definitively confirmed by
Daniel Cruson in the late-nineteen nineties/early-two thousands (Cruson 2001, 2011;
Cruson and Von Jena 2002; Cruson and Messer 2009). Multiple huts were investigated,
establishing the presence and hierarchical distribution of enlisted soldiers and officer’s
huts throughout the encampment.
The layout of the brigade lines at Morristown was apparently based on that used
by the Pennsylvania troops at Middlebrook the previous winter (1778-79, the year after
Valley Forge) (Rutsch and Peters 1977:21). There exists a contemporary sketch of the
cantonment of General Stark’s Brigade in the collections of Morristown National Historic
Park, which shows four groups of about 24 huts, each three rows deep, the huts arranged
in pairs within each row, the officers’ huts behind the men’s huts in parallel rows. Both
the documents and the excavated remains indicate a much greater degree of regularity of
layout than at Valley Forge.
Washington had ordered that any hut that was out of line be pulled down and
rebuilt in its proper alignment, and in fact, one hut in the New Jersey Brigade was torn
down prior to an inspection of the unit by Washington (Rutsch and Peters 1977:24).
Excavation of Stark's Brigade area at Morristown revealed 24 huts laid out in two parallel
rows with huts more or less paired across and along the street. Other excavated brigade
encampments at Morristown showed a degree of regimentation varying somewhat from
this, but were still organized in a superior fashion than at Valley Forge (Rutsch and Peters
1976a:93).
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The huts themselves at Morristown apparently all measured approximately 16feet by 14-feet. Those on the hillside had been terraced into the slope on earthen
platforms, and details such as log molds of the huts' base logs, and the original floors,
showing usage paths from the hearths to the doorways, were well preserved (Rutsch and
Peters 1977:3). Placement of doors, windows and hearths differed from brigade to
brigade, even from hut to hut (Rutsch and Peters 1977:24). The practice of excavating out
the floors of huts was discouraged after the Valley Forge encampment, as indicated by
the general orders of 14 December 1778, when the Army was camped at Middlebrook.
"Much of the sickness among the troops seems to have been occasioned by the improper
method adopted in forming many of the huts last winter; some being sunk into the ground
and others covered with earth" (Lengel 2008[18]:407-408). Through this we can see how
the learned experiences of the Continental Army over the course of the war were
contributing to the design and execution of the encampment.
For much of the archaeological research conducted across the history of
Continental Army encampment archaeology, the primary focus has been on the analysis
of the unearthed hut and fireplace features. The purpose of which has been the
identification of internal constructional details and the spatial alignment patterns of
individual huts within a brigade line of encampment. On face value, yes, this
archaeological resource has demonstrated the gradual professionalization of the
Continental Army over the course of the war. Today, there now exists a body of
information on all aspects of camp life has been made evident through the broader
examination of archaeological resources related to encampment life. Future
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archaeological investigation and analysis with this in mind will help us further understand
the influence von Steuben’s standards and the training and implementation by
Washington and his generals had on the development of the Continental Army.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION

The ultimate goal of this research was to weave together the historic and
archaeological contexts of the winter encampments of the American Revolution to
broaden the understanding of the Continental Army. The literature of the American
Revolution is voluminous, and one might expect the body of archaeological literature
dealing with the war to be similarly large. However, a review of the literature suggests
that archaeological research into the period has been somewhat less extensive than
expected. In spite of an upsurge of activity during the American Bicentennial, the number
of published reports is still distressingly small. A researcher trying to come to grips with
the archaeology of the American Revolution is quickly beset by a number of problems;
reports on this research are widely scattered, and there is as yet no general overview of
the subject available to guide the researcher. A related problem is that many of the
projects appear to have been of limited duration, with very limited objectives. Almost
without exception, the reports are site-specific, and most deal with restricted aspects of
the site in question. Furthermore, there has been little in the way of a systematic approach
to the archaeology of the Revolution. This dissertation attempts to address this situation
by conducting new archaeological research within a previously uninvestigated Brigade
encampment, while framing it within the larger context of the development of the
Continental Army over the course of the American Revolution.
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The research presented in this dissertation takes a comprehensive look at the
history of the Continental Army during the American Revolution and how this can be
illuminated through the archaeological record. This dissertation confirms that the
composition of the Continental Army changed over the course of the war. The
Continental Army which emerged towards the end of the war was far different from the
group of farmers and tradesmen which had begun the fight around Boston in 1775.
Transformed into an effective fighting force along the lines of European armies, the
Continental rank and file were drawn heavily from the lower ranks of society, men who
were property-less and had neither station nor prospects. In many respects they more
closely resembled the professional armies of eighteenth century Europe than the units
raised in the early periods of the conflict. The interest in the common soldier is one of the
more important trends in current studies of the American Revolution (Sivilich and Stone
2005; Steele et al. 2006; Cruson 2011; Veit and Hanna 2018).
The archaeology of the encampments of the American Revolution has evolved
over time. The earliest form consisted solely in the interest of antiquities, involving the
realization that traces of the past still exist as standing monuments and "relics" in the
form of the encampment locations, or their associated artifacts (Calver and Bolton 1950).
These studies did little more than study these remnants of antiquity as isolated
occurrences that served as convenient reminders of the past, frequently focused upon for
their aesthetic or historical significance and sometimes become the object of efforts at
preservation or restoration. By the nineteen-eighties, broader excavations began to take
place designed to do more than solely provide wall outlines and similar information for
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the restoration efforts (Fisher 1981, 1982, 1983a, 1983b, 1984, 1985, 1986; Huey 1983;
Cooper 1988). By this time, the archaeologists realized that the material remains
themselves and the information they hold are at least equal in importance to the goal of
restoration of the site. The most critical development in the field is when archaeologists
finally realize that the artifacts are deposited as the result of cultural behavior, and that it
is possible to reconstruct cultural context from the artifact assemblage of a site (Seidel
1987).
Winter encampment sites, however, have offered powerful advantages to the
researcher concerned with the Revolutionary War. Many of these sites have been parks
for some time and, prior to governmental acquisition, were in agricultural or wooded
areas. This is particularly true of the American camps, which were located in rural areas.
The winter encampment sites of the American Revolution are often extensive sites in
terms of the lateral distribution of remains. This has meant that archaeological features
may stand a better chance of being preserved than those on sites in urban or heavily
developed areas. Winter cantonments also offer some other interesting potential for field
research. The larger sites were made up of several camps for different brigades. Although
there are exceptions, these brigades were often recruited from specific regions of the
country. The separation of these geographically derived units into distinct camps may
make it possible to do comparative studies of the different components of a site.
Furthermore, a variety of activities must have gone on within any one brigade area. In
addition to living quarters, a variety of services may have existed, including hospital huts,
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quartermaster stores, sutlers' booths, baking facilities, support brigade privies, garbage
disposal areas, and work areas.
This dissertation attempts to weave together the historic and archaeological
contexts of the winter encampments of the American Revolution to broaden the
understanding of the Continental Army. This is accomplished by conceptualizing the
Army’s wintering locations as a representation of the Army’s development over time, by
viewing each encampment as part of a whole rather than as individual manifestations.
Viewing each of these sites as a particular marker in time, this dissertation provides case
studies of events over the course of the American Revolution to examine how the Army
and its soldiers interact with the then-contemporary conflict, training, and the
environment. Each of these influences plays a role in the evolution of this military force.
In the beginning, we find an Army coming into its own with the first full-scale
encampment located at Valley Forge. The execution of brigade encampments varies from
location to location. While not broadly excavated, the brigades at Conway’s (George and
Mascia 1986; Cooper 1988), and Maxwell’s (Campbell 1962c) exhibited evidence of
some level of military training, with an orderly arrangement of huts within the site.
Wayne’s brigade also exhibited a high degree of castrametation, ascribing very closely to
the training that would eventually be implemented by von Steuben (Ralph and Parrington
1979; Steele et al. 2006). While conversely, at Muhlenberg’s Brigade, the huts were
haphazardly arranged, with no discernable order (Egloff et al. 1975). This demonstrates
that, while some troops may have exhibited some degree of prior military training, it was
not widespread through Washington’s troops at Valley Forge.
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The following winter (1778-1779) there is a marked jump in the execution of the
encampments. The Redding, Connecticut, encampment of General Putnam’s troops
demonstrates a proper and orderly execution of an eighteenth-century military
encampment (Cruson 2011). Every hut was neatly laid out in orderly rows, with clearly
defined places for each of the enlisted men and the officers to occupy. Additionally, with
the development of the artillery academy at Pluckemin, the military demonstrated a shift
towards professionalization, as they began to formerly train their officers according to a
developing curriculum (Sekel 1972; Seidel 1987).
By the winter of 1780 and beyond, the tenets of encampment construction have
been fully integrated into the military system, as each of the remaining encampments at
Morristown and New Windsor reflect the design and layout taught by von Steuben
(Rutsch and Peters 1976a, 1977; Fisher 1981, 1982, 1983a, 1983b, 1984, 1985, 1986;
Lenik 1987). Both of these sites were occupied over multiple winters, lending credence to
the efficacy of their design and construction.
The archaeology of military sites is arguably the archaeology of power. Power
enables agents, whether individually or in a group, to alter the conditions of their
existence and the outcomes of situations in specific social and material contexts (Miller
and Tilley 1984). Mark Leone’s (1984, 1988) interpretation of William Paca’s
eighteenth-century formal garden in Annapolis, Maryland, examines how power
relationships can be represented in a landscape setting. In his study of Paca’s garden,
Leone implied that all members of Annapolis society perceived Paca’s garden as Paca
wished it to be perceived. Leone (1984) also argued that the space was specifically
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manipulated to create a particular perspective that was not only visual, but also social.
For Leone, the creation of the garden was a tangible statement made by Paca, a reflection
of the power relationships that existed in the late eighteenth century.
This analysis can be extended to the military landscape. The military exists as a
stratified society in that there is differential access to positions of high status and a
differential access to the means of production and to basic life-sustaining resources. In
stratified societies, some groups of individuals, usually a small one, enjoys tactical and
structural power. According to Gerald Berreman (1980:10) all members of stratified
society are ranked by socially defined, non-kin characteristics (i.e., similar social classes)
sharing similar access to resources. Upper-class Americans for example, have far greater
access to resources, including money, than do lower-class Americans. Those with means
could become an officer. Following the British tradition, an officer in the Continental
Army was a gentlemen. Washington was not impressed by the quality of many men he
met who wanted to become officers. In a letter to Congress on 26 September 1776,
Washington argued that only "Gentlemen of Character" should be engaged (Chase and
Gizzard 1994[6]:393-401). Washington felt officers should be the social superiors of the
men they led. The purpose of this was to solidify and enforce military discipline. Wealthy
or prominent men found it easy to secure commissions. Men of lesser means jockeyed for
position and recognition, both in trying to get their commissions and in trying to get
promoted once they were in the army. As a result, the existence of a ranked society
specifically influenced where eighteenth-century males found themselves upon entering
the military.
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The encampments of the American Revolution are tangible evidence of how the
military power relationship is enforced on the landscape, as well as the people who
occupy it, by association. The locations of the encampments are determined by the
military elite: the generals. Once there, specific limitations are enforced on the soldiers
regarding where to build their huts, how to build, and how to exist within their
environment, once constructed. Within the specific habitation locations (the brigade
encampments) the stratifications of the military rank system are then enforced on the
layout. Smaller, more densely occupied enlisted men’s huts are placed closer together
downhill, usually in the less ideal environment. Officers then occupy larger, more
spacious accommodations, with those in the highest levels of power occupying actual
formal lodging (usually in the form of a pre-existing domicile present on the landscape).
This landscape then exists to reinforce the military power structure.
Critics of Leone’s interpretation however question where the subalterns are
represented within his analysis (Hodder 1986; Beaudry et al. 1991). As Beaudry et al. put
it, “The problem seems to be that Leone’s analyses have examined on Paca and his
activities and motivations, ignoring those of the ‘ruled’” (Beaudry et al. 1991:157). To
counter Leone’s analysis, Beaudry et al. engage the idea of “cultural hegemony”
developed by Antonio Gramsci (1971). According to Gramsci, social classes maintain
their own ideologies based on their own self perceived interests. The subaltern can thus
shape their own culture without the elite’s intervention; this self-shaping is reflected in
the everyday material culture revealed through archaeological study.
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Beaudry et al. (1991) see this demonstrated by the archaeology of the Boott
Cotton Mills in Lowell, Massachusetts. Their analysis focused on the idea that different
social groups engage in a series of discourses that create the social milieu of the time.
Through their research, Beaudry et al. demonstrate how they can observe the discourses
of the employer/employee relationship through the material culture excavated as items
recovered were in defined conflict with the political power exercised over the
environment. By applying the landscape analysis developed by Leone along with the
critique of Beaudry et al., to the encampments of the American Revolution we can
explore the complexities of the Continental Army’s vibrant social environment.
The investigations at the Chapel woods has demonstrated how this is possible.
Through a systematic approach to the examining the landscape, the archaeological
investigations were able to determine where specific activities were taking place within
the encampment site. An analysis of the material cultural recovered, in conjunction with
the distribution and layout of archaeological features, it was possible to determine who
was occupying each portion of the site. Examining the results of the excavation against
the developing military teachings of the time (Chapter 8), the site demonstrates an
adherence to eighteenth-century military castrametation, and therefore and an exercise of
power over its occupants.
Within the Chapel site, however, it was possible to see a much more intimate
view of the daily lives of the soldiers. The diversity and distribution of artifacts across the
site details a location of vibrant activity within the encampment. Weaponry manufacture
and repair, clothing production, cooking and eating, as well as discrete forms of
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entertainment are all taking place within the Chapel site. Within the site, however, we
find activities that are sometimes in conflict with the military command. The huts
examined during the investigation exhibited only a partial adherence to the orders handed
down from General Washington. Military supplies in the form of raw lead, as well as
musket balls, are being repurposed for gambling and gaming. All despite the formal
instruction not to engage in such activities (Hoth 2004[14]:171-172). The Chapel site
represents a vibrant location of activity during the six month encampment that also
provided intimate insights into how the soldiers lived during these periods.
The encampments in this study can each be identified as a single historic site in
that they constitute a landscape that is associated with a particular historic event or
activity. At the same time, these sites are also representative of a vernacular landscape
that “evolved through the use by the people whose activities or occupancy shaped that
landscape” (Birnbaum 1994:2). Topographic and ecological features necessarily
influence the nature, shape, and location of military encampment sites, and the
Continental Army needed to adapt to these influences. A review of historic
documentation, coupled with archaeological evidence, reveals a military consistently and
constantly adapting its tactics to adapt to the natural and cultural environments in which it
found itself (Geier et al. 2006). The study of military landscapes as representative of
natural and preexisting cultural phenomena can provide information on the complex and
diverse communities that exist when military conflict breaks out. As demonstrated
through the examination of the Chapel site, an analysis of the material culture found
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within these military landscape environments allows for a deeper investigation into the
social discourses of the early United States military.
These sites are particularly important because they each mark a specific point in
time. The encampments examined in this dissertation serve as chronological benchmarks;
any artifacts found in context at these sites were deposited specifically during the period
of the associated encampment. This provides for the tight dating of the material culture
contained within these sites. Most contexts, in fact, date to a tightly-defined six month
period, and there have been relatively few intrusive features which threatened to
contaminate the eighteenth-century remains. The close dating of the remains makes them
of special use to excavators of multicomponent sites, who may be able to use examples
from these to sort out their own chronologies. An examination of the material culture
reveals the soldiers’ daily activities, and can corroborate, illustrate, or contradict the
primary documents which convey these soldier’s stories.
The excavations conducted at the Washington Memorial Chapel provided new
data and interpretations on a previously uninvestigated site. The archaeology of the
Chapel woods demonstrates how traditional archaeological excavation techniques can be
married with modern technology to more effectively recover data from an encampment
site. The use of metal detection and precision point proveniencing was crucially
important to the understanding of this site. The encampment at the Chapel woods
exemplified the ephemeral nature of encampment sites, with shallow deposits without a
well-developed stratigraphic definition. In some cases, artifacts sat directly on the forest
floor without an associated archaeological feature. Metal detection proved to be a highly
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effective methodology for defining activity within the encampment, providing much
greater coverage than standard systematic excavation. The excavations at the Chapel site
demonstrate how this methodology can be effectively employed and the types of
information that such excavations can generate.
Through these remnants of the Continental Army’s time off from the battlefield
we can begin to understand how the army evolved over the course of the war. With the
advent of Baron von Steuben’s military training, the Continental Army went from being a
collection of individual state forces relying on their own expertise and training, to a
military unit that bore a standardized foundation of training and rules. Both the
documentary record and the archaeological research that has been conducted at places
like Valley Forge, Redding, and Morristown demonstrate a shift towards a greater degree
of regularity and standardization over the course war. To date, the primary focus of the
research conducted has concentrated strictly on the analysis of the spatial patterns of the
huts within a brigade encampment. This view has neglected a greater body of information
contained in the material culture left behind.
Our understanding of the sites that were excavated during the middle of the
twentieth-century may be artifacts of this process. This is not to say that all the
excavations undertaken at these sites are invalid, though it is interesting and possibly
significant that the most irregular hut layout yet encountered is that at the Virginia
Brigade at Valley Forge, where the whole area was stripped to subsoil. To truly
understand the full nature and layout of these sites one needs to employ a full-scale area
excavation of at least one complete brigade encampment, based on a research strategy
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without built-in preconceptions. The archaeology referenced throughout this dissertation
demonstrates the variety of Revolutionary War features other than huts that await
discovery. The emphasis upon huts has resulted in provocative conclusions about the
differences between brigades at a single site, and between different encampments, and
these conclusions need to be tested (Campbell 1962a, 1962b, 1962c, 1963, 1966a, 1966b,
1967; Landis 1966, 1968, 1969; Egloff et al. 1975; Fisher 1981, 1982, 1983a, 1983b,
1984, 1985, 1986). Only recently has research, began to examine not only the physical
signature these events left on the landscape, but also the activities and people who were a
part of them.
This dissertation has woven together the broad history of documentary and
archaeological research of the Continental Army encampment sites to compile a broader
examination of the soldiers and their development over the course of the American
Revolution. Michael Parrington et al. (1984:161) point out that, “All too frequently
military occupation sites are seen as entities isolated from their cultural matrices. The
indiscriminate sampling of such sites will not enlighten us as to some of the more
important social questions involving military culture.” This study confirms that by
bringing together an analysis of the larger history of Continental Army encampment sites,
coupled with new research based on the archaeological investigation of a previously
unsurveyed brigade encampment at Valley Forge. Documentary research and excavation
at the Chapel woods revealed a more intimate story of the soldier’s time in encampment,
beyond merely the structural existence of the encampment as a landscape feature. As we
begin to better understand these sites and compare the material and physical remains
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across the cultural landscape of the war itself, we begin to answer important questions
involving military culture of the late eighteenth-century. In doing so, this dissertation
moves the Revolutionary War soldier beyond the stories of lore and into the tangible
environment of the material remains of their service to the American cause.
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